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Abstract 

The AM Canum Venaticorum stars are an in homogeneous group of six stars that are char­
acterised by the absence of hydrogen lines in their spectra. The structure of these stars 
has been the subject of much debate, and single star models were considered as recently 
as 1992. The prevailing opinion, however, is that the A.\Jf eVn stars are semi-detached 
binaries which consist of a low-mass, degenerate helium secondary which is transferring 
mass via an accretion disc to a DB white dwarf. Under this model, the orbital periods of 
the AM CVn systems are in the range 1000 - 3000 s. The AM CVn systems show many of 
the accretion disc-related phenomena that are observed in non-magnetic (hydrogen-rich) 
cataclysmic variables. 
Five of the six systems show low-amplitude optical oscillations with periods between 500 
and 2000 s. The oscillations have a complex and variable harmonic structure. Since they 
are consistent with the predictions of the double-degenerate binary model, the oscillations 
were assumed to correspond to the orbital period in each system. However, the funda­
mental periods and their harmonics are unstable, showing amplitude and phase drifts on 
a time scale of weeks to months. The instability of the photometric periods has therefore 
been an obstacle to accepting that the AM CVn stars are binary systems. An alternative 
explanation was proposed by O'Donoghue & Kilkenny (1989): the photometric variations 
in the AM CVn stars are not their orbital periods, but are caused by the same mechanism 
that produces superhumps in SU UMa dwarf novae. Superhumps are optical variations 
observed during the superoutbursts of SU UMa stars with periods a few percent in ex­
cess of the orbital period. The superhumps usually disappear as the star declines to 
quiescence after a superoutburst. Superhumps are thought to be the result of periodic 
enhancements of tidal dissipation in the outer regions of the accretion disc. In addition 
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to the superhumps in SU UMa dwarf novae, permanent superhumps have been observed 
in other hydrogen-rich cataclysmic variables. 
The aim of this dissertation is to present new photometric data and to explore the pe­
riod structure of four of the six known AM CVn stars to see whether the observations 
are consistent with a superhump interpretation. The aim is also to draw comparisons 
between the AM CVn stars and examples of hydrogen-rich cataclysmic variables in which 
superhumps have been observed, and in this way to strengthen the evidence that similar 
mechanisms are operating in the hydrogen-rich superhumpers and the multi periodic AM 
CVn stars. 
Chapter 1 places the AM CVn systems in context among interacting binaries in general 
and the cataclysmic variables in particular, and reviews their observational properties and 
the competing models that have been advanced to explain their behaviour. A summary 
of the known hydrogen-rich superhumping systems is given, and the evidence suggesting 
that the photometric variations in AM CVn stars are superhumps is presented. Chapter 
2 outlines the techniques used in acquiring and reducing CCD photometry. The data 
acquired specifically for this dissertation was obtained using the UCT Wright high speed 
CCD photometer, a frame transfer device capable of time resolutions of 10 s with virtu­
ally no dead time. A description of the methods used to reduce the CCD frames is given. 
Chapter 3 presents data of two hydrogen-rich systems which display superhumps: the 
dwarf nova TY PsA and the nova-like variable V442 Oph. Spectroscopic observations of 
TY PsA in superoutburst show that there are compelling similarities bet-ween the spectra 
of SU UMa stars in superoutburst and AM CVn star spectra. Photometry of V442 Oph 
is presented in which the principal photometric period differs from the orbital period, 
and changes on a time scale of years. Chapters 4 7 present and discuss high speed 
photometry of the AM CVn stars V803 Cen, GP Com, CP Eri and EC 15330-1403 in 
the context of the superhump model. The dissertation concludes with a Discussion, in 
which the results of the work are summarised, suggestions for future work are made, and 
a model is presented which may account for some of the more detailed aspects of the 
period structure observed in AM CVn. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Cataclysmic Variables and the AM CVn stars 
1.1.1 Close binary stars: why bother? 
It is estimated that at least two-thirds of all stars in the Galaxy occur in multiple systems 
(e.g. Povenda, Allen & Parrao 1982). The members of some multiple systems are very far 
apart and may take hundreds or thousands of years to complet.e a revolution about their 
common centre of mass. The stars interact only in the sense that they are gravitationally 
bound, and the evolutionary path of each component star is not affected by the other 
members of the multiple system. In other systems, the stellar components are sufficiently 
close that the evolutionary history of each of the components departs appreciably from 
the evolution of single stars. It is estimated that almost half of the Galactic stellar pop­
ulation occurs in such close binary systems (Sahade & Wood 1978). 
Binary stars are our main source of knowledge of the physical parameters of stars. Specif­
ically, eclipsing binaries are the only objects in the sky that can provide us with direct 
information of stellar masses and radii. The study of visual binaries and the determination 
of their component masses and radii was one of the main fields of astronomical research 
even before the importance of a star's mass to its evolutionary history was recognised. 
However, the parameters obtained for the members of binary stars apply to isolated stars 
only if the binary system is observed before any evolutionary interaction has started. The 
13 
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evolution of the members of close binary systems are profoundly affected by the other 
system members. Close binary systems present intriguing problems of their own, and the 
variety of fascinating phenomena observed in close binaries, which have no counterparts 
among the single stars, are of major interest in modern astronomical research. 
1.1.2 Cataclysmic variables 
The cataclysmic variables (CVs) include dwarf novae, recurrent and classical novae, and 
the nova-like variables. Their name refers to the outbursts that characterize the class ­
outbursts which are violent, but not fatal to the star. The idea that CVs are close binary 
systems was a result of the introduction (in the mid-1940s) of the 1P21 photomultiplier, 
enabling light curves with a time resolution shorter than a minute to be recorded. A.P. 
Linnell's 1949 study of UX UMa (which was, at the time, the eclipsing binary with the 
shortest known orbital period) revealed low-amplitude fickering in the light curve, and 
a complex and variable eclipse profile. A photometric survey of CVs carried out in the 
early 1950s by M.F. Walker revealed rapid brightness variations in a number of nova rem­
nants, dwarf novae and nova-like variables. During this survey, Walker discovered eclipses 
in the classical nova DQ Her (Nova Her 1934), and speculated that all novae might be 
binaries (Walker 1954). Soon after this discovery, a number of other CVs were shown to 
be binary systems following a programme of spectroscopic observations (e.g. Joy 1954a, 
Joy 1954b, Crawford & Kraft 1956, Kraft 1962, Kraft 1964, Krzeminski & Kraft 1964). 
For a comprehensive review of the historical development of the study of CVs, see chap­
ter 1 of Warner (1995a). CVs are now known generally to comprise a white dwarf (the 
primary) and a late-type dwarf star on or near the main sequence (the secondary) in a 
close binary configuration. Apart from a few exceptions like GK Per (with an orbital 
period Porb "'" 2d) and the T CrB systems (with giant secondaries and Porb "'" 200d) the 
hydrogen-rich CVs have orbital periods between 1.3 and 10 hours, and the separation of 
the stellar components is very small (.$ 2R0)' 
In a binary system, the gravitational and centrifugal potential of the system can be de­
scribed using equipotential surfaces. Because the secondaries in CVs are similar to main 
sequence stars and are therefore centrally condensed, the Roche approximation (Kopal 
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Figure 1.1: Roche equipotentials for a binary with a mass ratio of 0.2, showing the 
positions of the five Lagrangian points. From Frank, King & Raine (1985). 
1959) can be adopted, in which the component stars are treated as point masses. The 
shapes of the Roche equipotentials are functions only of the mass ratio q of the binary 
(defined as q = Msecondary/Mprimary); the more massive star has the more extensive Roche 
surface. The scale of the system is determined by a, the separation between the centres of 
mass of the two stars. Within a certain distance of the centre of each star, the surfaces are 
closed around that star. Beyond this distance, each equipotential surface encloses both 
components of the binary. The critical Roche surface is the (unique) double-lobed surface 
which just encloses both stars. The two lobes are in contact at the iilner Lagrangian 
point (L.): this is one of the five Lagrangian points (see figure 1.1) where a test particle 
(one of negligible mass) will remain stationary in the binary frame unless perturbed by 
an external force. The points L1 , L2 and L3 are points of unstable equilibrium. 
The concept of a critical Roche surface fixed in the binary frame is only strictly applicable 
when the binary orbit is circular; an elliptical orbit introduces a time-dependent potential 
and thus a time-dependent critical surface. However, the effects of tidal interaction on the 
secondary cause its rotation to synchronize with that of the orbital revolution, and any 
initial eccentricity of the binary orbit is removed on a time scale much shorter than the 
lifetime of the CV. Most CVs can be assumed to have circular orbits and synchronously 
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rotating secondaries (\Varner 1995a). 
If neither star fills its critical Roche lobe, the system is said to be 'detached'. If both stars 
fill their respective lobes, the system is a 'contact' binary. When one star fills its Roche 
lobe, the system is a 'semi-detached' binary. CVs are members of this last category. In 
CVs, the secondary fills its Roche lobe and matter spills over into the primary's Roche 
lobe. Because the matter from the secondary possesses angular momentum due to the 
binary rotation, it cannot accrete directly onto the surface of the white dwarf. If the 
primary does not have an appreciable magnetic field (:5 5 MG), the stream flows past the 
primary and collides with itself at a point well inside the primary's Roche lobe. The 
relative kinetic energy of the impact is radiated away, and the mass transfer stream forms 
a ring around the primary which, in the presence of viscous effects, subsequently spreads 
into a disc. The radius of the initial ring of gas, Tr , is the smallest outer radius any disc 
can theoretically possess. Approximate expressions for Tr are 
Tr = 0.0859 q-0.426 (1.1 ) 
a 
for 0.05 ::; q < 1, accurate to 1% (Hessman & Hopp 1990), and 
Tr 1 1 
- = 0.0883 + 0.04858 log - + 0.11489 ( log­) 
2 
0.020475 (JOg ~)3 ( 1.2) 
a q q 
for 0.001 ::; q ::; 0.05 (Verbunt & Rappaport 1988). 
On the other hand, the largest (theoretical) disc radius is determined by tidal limitation. 
In discs where the radius of the disc approaches the Roche lobe radius of the primary, the 
outer regions of the disc will be disturbed by the gravitational influence of the secondary. 
The tidal truncation radius is the radius of the largest single-particle orbit that does not 
intersect any other orbit. Two-dimensional hydrodynamic modelling shows that the tidal 
stress and viscous stress become comparable in this region and truncate the disc (Warner 
1995a section 2.5.5 and references therein). An approximate expression for the maximum 
radius of this last non-intersecting orbit, Tmax , is 
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1'max 0.60 (1.3 ) 
a (1 + q ) 
valid for 0.03 ::; q < 1 (Warner 1995). 
The accretion disc in CVs accounts for a large fraction of the optical and ultraviolet 
luminosity, particularly during outbursts, when almost all the flux is of accretion origin. 
Once the accretion disc is fully established, the mass transfer stream will interact with 
the outer rim of the accretion disc. This creates a shock-heated area (the "bright spot") 
that can in some cases dominate even the disc emission (at optical wavelengths). It is 
this bright spot that is the cause of the spectroscopic 'S'-wave, modulated at the orbital 
period, that is seen in many CV systems (e.g. Honeycutt, Schlegel & Kaitchuck 1987). 
The ratio of the (visual) bright spot luminosity Lbs to that of the disc, Ld, is related to the 
rate of mass transfer through the disc CMd ), the rate of mass transfer from the secondary 
(M2 ), and to Rdrd , where Rl is the radius of the primary and rd is the radius of the 
accretion disc: 
Lbs ex M2 Rl (1.4)Ld ~ :r.ild ;;; 
(for a given binary inclination). Since 
(1.5) 
the prominence of the bright spot with respect to the disc is expected to increase with 
decreasing Porb (Warner 1995a chapter 2 and references therein). This is because, for 
a smaller disc, the material from the mass transfer stream has further to fall into the 
potential well of the primary before impacting on the outer edge of the disc. 
1.1.3 Classication of CVs 
The various subclasses of CV are defined as follows (this description follows the definitions 
of Warner 1995a). Classical novae are novae which have shown only one outburst, with 
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an amplitude of up to 20 mag. Recurrent novae have more than one nova outburst. The 
outbursts in novae are probably thermonuclear runaways in the hydrogen-rich material 
accreted onto the surface of the white dwarf primary. Nova-like variables are an inho­
mogeneous group of non-eruptive CVs which include pre- and post-novae, stars whose 
observational baseline is too short for their outbursts to have been observed. The nova­
like variables show slow variations in brightness but no outburst behaviour: they are 
thought to possess steady-state, high M discs. Nova-likes also include the VY Sel stars, 
which show occasional reductions in brightness from an approximately constant maximal 
magnitude. These reductions in brightness are probably caused by the temporary low­
ering of M2. A mechanism that explains the behaviour of the VY Scl stars is given in 
Wu, Wickramasinghe and Warner (1995) and Warner (1995d), who explain the brightness 
variations in the VY Sel stars in terms of irradiation-driven mass transfer in the presence 
of shielding by the accretion disc. An alternative mechanism, in which the modulation 
of M2 occurs because of star spots on the secondary covering the region around L 1 , is 
proposed by Livio & Pringle (1994). 
Dwarf novae (DN) have outbursts of 2 - 5 mag, although a few objects have very large 
outburst amplitudes of more than 6 mag (see e.g. Howell, Szkody & Cannizzo 1995). At 
quiescence, dwarf novae show emission line spectra. During the rise to outburst, the emis­
sion line spectrum is gradually transformed to an absorption spectrum. The mechanism 
of the DN outburst was a source of debate for many years, but is now thought to be the 
result of a thermal instability in the disc which results in an enhancement of the rate of 
Md (see, for instance, the review by Cannizzo 1993). A number of DN, the SU UMa stars, 
show (in addition to the normal outbursts) unusually bright and long superoutbursts in 
which the maximum brightness exceeds the usual outburst maximum by ...., 0.7 mag. The 
superoutbursts last 5 times as long as the normal outbursts, and occur predominantly 
in systems with orbital periods less than two hours (i.e. in systems with small mass ra­
tios). A large fraction (0.3 0.4 mag) of the extra superoutburst light is modulated as 
prominent periodic humps superhumps with periods a few percent in excess of the 
orbital period. The current model for superhumps was proposed by Whitehurst (1988), 
who performed hydrodynamic simulations in which superhumps are produced in systems 
with q:S 0.25 by periodic enancements of tidal dissipation in an eccentric, progradely pre­
cessing accretion disc. The precessing disc model was subsequently developed by Osaki 
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(1989), Hirose & Osaki (1990), Whitehurst & King (1991)' Molnar & Kobulnicky (1992), 
Lubow (1994) and Murray (1996). 
The magnetic evs are those in which the primary has a sufficiently large magnetic field to 
disrupt, completely or partially, the accretion disc. There are two subclasses of magnetic 
ev: the polars and the intermediate polars. In polars, the primary's magnetic field is 
sufficiently strong to prevent a disc from being formed: the mass transfer stream becomes 
threaded onto the primary's field lines and is channeled towards the magnetic poles. The 
strength of the magnetic field causes the white dwarf's rotation to synchronize with that 
of the binary, and the polar rotates essentially as a rigid body. In the intermediate polars 
the disc is partially disrupted by the primary's magnetic field, but the white dwarf is not 
in synchronous rotation with the binary. 
A small subclass of helium-rich evs, the six AM eVn stars, are the topic of this disserta­
tion. It is not immediately obvious that the AM eVn stars are evs, or even that they are 
binary stars. Sixty years after the discovery of the prototype, there is now some agreement 
the AM evn stars are indeed binaries; however, many details of their behaviour remain 
to be worked out. The AM eVn stars are thought to have orbital periods between 17 
and 46 minutes, as will be described later in this chapter. These systems are therefore 
even more compact and have more extreme mass ratios than their hydrogen-rich counter­
parts, resulting in a variety of phenomena which are probably caused by the strong tidal 
interactions between the outer accretion disc and the secondary (as seen in the SU UMa 
dwarf novae) and by irradiation-driven mass transfer (as observed in the VY Scl stars). 
A recent review of the AM eVn stars is given by Warner (1995b). 
1.1.3.1 Why study CVs? 
The usual justification for studying evs is that they are ready-made laboratories for 
studying accretion discs. Accretion discs are found in a diverse range of astrophysical set­
tings, and studies of discs in evs have applications in many other fields of astronomical 
research. Quasars and active galactic nuclei may be powered by the release of gravitational 
potential energy as gas is fed into a massive black hole by an accretion disc. Many of the 
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X-ray sources within our Galaxy are identified with binary stars comprising a neutron 
star accreting matter, via a disc, from a compan ion star. Viscous stresses in accretion 
discs provide a means of removing the angular momentum of material collapsing to form 
new stars. The Earth may be a remnant of an accretion disc that once surrounded the 
young Sun. In CV s we find the ideal laboratory to study accretion discs because, in many 
cases, the optical luminosity of the system is dominated by light from the accretion disc. 
CVs possess optically thin and optically thick discs, steady-state and non-steady discs, 
edge-on and face-on discs, and discs with different mass transfer rates. 
Another reason why CVs attract such interest is their fascinating behaviour in all parts 
of the spectrum, and on time scales varying from fractions of a second to millions of 
years. It is extremely satisfying to observe several orbits of a star (with accompanying 
flickering, flaring and perhaps eclipse behaviour) during a single observing run. Because 
of their short orbital periods, CVs lend themselves well to study by exhibiting phenomena 
within time scales convenient for observation. CVs show interesting properties in almost 
all parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The expanding shell in novae and recurrent 
novae has been resolved in radio waves; radio emission from dwarf novae and magnetic 
CVs probably originates in the magnetospheres of the secondaries (see e.g. Chanmugam 
1987). In the infrared, observations of the cooler components of the system such as the 
secondary and the faint outer part of the disc can be made (e.g. Dhillon & Marsh 1995). 
Infrared K-band photometry is used to estimate the distances to CVs: this makes use of 
the observation that the surface brightness of the cooler M stars is only weakly dependent 
on the unreddened V-K colour (Bailey 1981, see also Ramseyer 1994).- Ellipsoidal vari­
ations in IR light curves confirm the highly distorted shape of the secondary, as well as 
aiding in determining the inclination of the system (e.g. U Gem: Berriman et aL 1983, 
OY Car: Berriman 1984). 
Most of our knowledge of CVs has come from observations in the optical (this is because 
multi-wavelength astronomical observations are a fairly recent development). The un­
derlying structure of CVs, their rapid variability and their outburst behaviour were all 
initally studied using optical observations. The radial temperature distribution of CV 
accretion discs can be determined from broad-band (optical) light curves by treating the 
eclipse of an accretion disk as a maximum entropy image reconstruction problem. Horne 
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(19S5a,b) has developed techniques for reconstructing the intensity distribution on the 
face of the disk from broad-band eclipse light curves. The MEM method has also been 
applied to spectra: Rutten et aL (1993) derived r(Ldial flux distributions for each of 110 
spectral regions of the disc of UX UMa, allowing spectra to be reconstructed for variolls 
disc annuli. The spectral resolution obtained revealed not only the radial dependence of 
absorption and emission line features with in the disc, but also the spectral details of the 
bright spot. Another instance of how optical observations have furthered our knowledge 
of the structure of CVs is in studies of cyclotron harmonics in optical spectra of polars: 
this provides a means of measuring the strength and geometry of the magnetic field (e.g. 
Visvanathan & Wickramasinghe 1979, Cropper et aL 1990). 
Much of the energy in CVs is radiated shortward of 1200A (see Warner 1995a chapter 2 
and references therein). Observations of CV s in high energy bands has provided a wealth 
of information about the flux distributions of dwarf novae and novae in outburst (e.g. 
Gallagher & Code 1974, la Dous 1991). The boundary layer, where material in the inner 
accretion disc is forced to match the (much slower) rotation rate of the primary, emits in 
the extreme ultraviolet, soft and hard X-rays (see ego Warner 1995a chapter 2). Many 
magnetic CVs were detected in surveys by satellites such as HEAO-1, Einstein, EXOSAT 
and ROSAT. Most optically bright CVs have been detected in hard (2: 1keV) X-rays 
(Beuermann & Thomas 1993). The X-ray emission in polars has its origin in the stand­
off shock front caused by gas falling supersonically along the field lines of the primary 
and impacting in the primary's atmosphere. The hard X-ray emission originates in the 
post shock region where the material cools as it settles onto the surface of the primary. 
The white dwarf atmosphere in the vicinity of the accreting pole intercepts about half 
of this radiation and re-radiates it as soft X-rays and UV emission. X-ray emission from 
non-magnetic CVs could come from the corona of the secondary or the corona of the disc. 
Gamma rays have been detected from the threading region in magnetic CV s, and mod­
ulated ,-ray signals such as the 33 s rotation modulation in AE Aqr have been observed 
in TeV ,-rays using ground-based telescopes that detect optical Cerenkov radiation (eg. 
Meintjies et al. 1992). From radio to TeV gamma rays, CVs continue to provide fasci­
nating new areas of research. 
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1.1.4 The AM CVn stars 
1.1.4.1 Discovery 
The six members of the AM CV n star subclass were discovered by a variety of methods. 
AM CVn was noted as a high Galactic latitude blue star by Malmquist (1936) and Huma­
son & Zwicky (1947), who designated the star HZ 29. Spectral observations by Greenstein 
& Matthews (1957) revealed broad, shallow absorption lines of He I and a total absence of 
hydrogen. They classified HZ 29 as a DB white dwarf. GP Com is a high proper motion 
star and appears in the catalogue of Giclas, Burnham & Thomas (1961) as G61-29. In 
the catalogue, the star is described as a "possible white dwarf". Spectra obtained by 
Burbidge & Strittmatter (1971) showed strong emission lines of He I. At the time, G61-29 
was the only object known to have a purely helium emission line spectrum. V803 Cen 
(formerly AE 1) was discovered serendipitously: it happens to lie very near the active 
radio galaxy Centaurus A (NGC 5128), the most intense continuum radio source in the 
sky that is identified with a galaxy. During a photometric survey of the region conducted 
by Elvius & Hall (1964), a star with intense blue colours and large-amplitude intensity 
variations was noticed. Further investigation by Elvius (1975) revealed variations in V 
from 14 to 17, and variable spectra of He I. Elvius noted similarities between the spectra 
of AE 1 and HZ 29, and drew comparisons between AE 1 and the R Coronae Borealis star 
MV Sgr. CP Eri was listed by Luyten & Haro (1959) as a high galactic latitude object 
with large brightness variations. The last two members of the AM CVn star subclass, 
EC 15330 and CR Boo (PG 1346+082), were discovered in surveys searching for blue 
objects (the Edinburgh-Cape survey: Stobie et al. 1992, and the Palomar-Green survey: 
Green, Schmidt & Liebert 1986). 
1.1.4.2 Observational properties 
A detailed account of the discovery and observational history for V803 Cen, GP Com, 
CP Eri and EC 15330 are given in chapters 4 through 7. The observational characteristics 
mentioned here are those that identify the stars as belonging to the AM CVn subclass. In 
addition, those observations that are needed to justify the interacting binary white dwarf 
(IBWD) model and the case for superhumps) are described. The observational properties 
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of the AM CVn stars are summarized in table 1.l. 
Spectroscopy 
The most distinctive common property of the AM CV n stars is the complete absence of 
hydrogen in their spectra. Optical spectra of AM CVn have been presented by Green­
stein & Matthews (1957), Robinson & Faulkner (1975), Williams (1983), Patterson et 
a1. (1992) and Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993). They show broad, shallow He I 
absorption lines with asymmetric profiles and variable line depths. The line asymmetries 
cause apparent shifts in the I-velocity of the lines. \,veak He II >'4686A emission was 
observed by Patterson et a1. (1992) in AM CVn; the line centre is not shifted relative 
to its rest wavelength as is the case with the asymmetric He I absorption lines. CR Boo 
has also displayed He II >'4686A emission (Patterson et a1. 1992). The optical spectra of 
EC 15330-1403 (O'Donoghue et a1. 1994) are very similar to those of AM CVn, although 
He II >'4686A emission has not been observed. The spectra of CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP 
Eri, which show distinct high and low photometric states (see table 1.1), are similar to 
those of AM CV n in the high state. In their low state, the absorption features vanish and 
are replaced by a plain continuum or weak emission lines (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989, 
Kepler, Steiner & Jablonski 1989, O'Donoghue et a1. 1990). The same He lines appear 
in the high and low states with some changes in relative strength. The weakness of the 
emission lines in the low state suggests that the continuum has considerable optical thick­
ness, despite the fact that the continuous opacity of neutral helium in the visible region 
is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of hydrogen for appropriate temperatures 
and densities (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). 
GP Com has an emission line spectrum similar to V803 Cen, CP Eri and CR Boo in their 
low states, except that the lines are much stronger. He I and He II dominate, although 
lines from heavier elements such as N, 0 and Mg are present in near-IR spectra (Marsh, 
Horne & Rosen 1990; for details see chapter 5). Observations by Nather, Robinson & 
Stover (1981) show an 'S'-wave component in all emission lines with a period of 2790s. 
By analogy with the 'S'-waves seen in hydrogen-rich CVs, the periodic radial velocity 
variation in GP Com demonstrates that this system is an interacting binary with an or­
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Table 1.1: Observational properties of the AM eVn stars 
Star Alias Principal period Other V mag range He I A4471A References 
and harmonics (s) periods (s) (FWHM) 
AM CVn HZ 29 1051a, 525, 350 1011,289, 14.1 - 14.2 40 1 - 3 
801, 26 
EC 15330 1119,560 13.6 32 4 
CRBoo PG 1346 1490,745, 1471.4 13.0 - 18.0 45 5, 6 
495, 372 
V803 Cen AE 1 1611, 805, 537, 175 13.2 - 17.4 21 7 10 
402, 322, 268 
CP Eri 1724,862, 16,5 19.7 11 
574, 431, 345 
GP Com G61-29 2790b 15.8 31 13 
Notes: 
(a) Not observed in power spectra; the 525 s period and other commensurate periods are 
harmonics of this unseen fundamental (see text for a discussion). 
(b) Spectroscopic period (Nather, Robinson & Stover 1981), 
References: 1. Provencal et aL 1995; 2. Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 1993; 3, 
Patterson et aL 1993; 4. O'Donoghue et aL 1994; 5. Wood et aL 1987; 6, Provencal 
1994; 7. Westin 1980; 8. o'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill 1987; 9, O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 
1989; 10. O'Donoghue et al. 1990; 11. Abbott et al. 1992; 12, Nather, Robinson & 
Stover 1981; 13. Marsh, Horne & Rosen 1991. 
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bital period of 46.5 min. 
Robinson & Faulkner (1975) searched for radial velocity variations at the principal pho­
tometric period of AM CVn but found none, to a limit of f{l < 30 km Ra­
dial velocity variations at the principal photometric periods in V803 Cen are less than 
16kms-1 (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989); in EC 15330 the upper limit is f{l < 20kms- 1 
(O'Donoghue et al 1994) and in GP Com the observed amplitude for the 2790s 'S'-wave 
period is 14.6km (Nather, Robinson & Stover 1981). These stringent limits on peri­
odic radial velocity variations are strong constraints on models for the AM CVn stars. 
The absorption line profile asymmetry in AM CVn varies on a well-defined period of 
13.38h (Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 1993) (see figure 1.2). Absorption line asym­
metry variations have also been observed in EC 15330 (O'Donoghue et al. 1994) although 
a definite period for the skewness variations could not be obtained because of the weak­
ness of the lines. Asymmetry variations have also been obsenoed in the absorption lines 
in CR Boo (Wood et al. 1987). The periodic variation ill line profile asymmetry observed 
in AM CVn is of crucial importance in understanding the structure of these systems. 
Photometry 
The mean brightness of AM CVn and EC 15330 hardly change. EC 15330 has been at 
V 13.6 on every occasion it has been observed. AM CVn may show. long-term vari­f"V 
ability with an amplitude of up to 0.1 mag, but this is not a secure result: long-term 
constancy is also possible (Patterson et al. 1992). 
Three of the six AM CVn stars show distinctive photometric high and low states: these 
are tabulated in table 1.1. The large-amplitude changes occur on time scales of a few days. 
Wood et al. (1987) used archival data from the Harvard meteor programme to study the 
large-amplitude variations of CR Boo during the interval 1952 - 1957: the system was 
brighter than mpg rv 14.0 roughly 74% of the time and had a quasi-period of 4-5 days. 
The light curve from a \VET (Nather 1989) run on CR Boo is shown in figure 1.3 (from 
Provencal 1994). Two outbursts from V ~ 18 with rise times of rv 005 d and duration 
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Figure 1.2: The skewness (third moment) of the HeI A4922A line in AM CVn, folded on 
the 13.38 h period. From Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993). 
days are present. No long-term light curves of CP Eri and V803 Cen are available, but 
these systems appear to show similar (perhaps somewhat more erratic) behaviour than 
CR Boo (Westin 1980, O'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill 1987, O'Donoghue & Kilkeny 1989). 
CP Eri has been observed to drop from V ~ 16.7 to V ~ 18.0 in ,....., 1 day (see chapter 6). 
The magnitude difference between high and low state in V803 Cen, CP Eri and CR Boo, 
decreases with increasing principal period: CR Boo has the largest range and CP Eri the 
smallest. 
The light curve of GP Com is dominated by flickering. A photometric period similar to 
the 46.5 min orbital period is, however, sometimes observed in the light curve (Warner 
1972, see also chapter 5). The other five stars are photometric variables with principal 
periods in the range 1051 1725s (see table 1.1). The rapid variations have amplitudes of 
a few percent, and show harmonic structure with as many as seven harmonics (e.g. V803 
Cen: o'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). In AM CVn, the peak frequencies observed in power 
spectra are all harmonics of an unseen 1051 s period: most of the power is observed at 
525 s with a slight asymmetry in the minima suggesting that the true photometric period 
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Figure 1.3: The light curve of CR Boo over 18d during a \,yET run (from Provencal 1994). 
is 1051 s (Smak 1967; see also Warner & Robinson 1972). Several non-commensurate pe­
riods have been observed in AM CVn, CR Boo and V803 Cen (see table 1.1). The 1011 s 
variation in AM CVn exhibits strong amplitude variability on a time scale of months, al­
though its frequency does not vary (Provencal et al. 1995). The 1471.4 s variation in CR 
Boo, observed in low state light curves, appears to be a coherent variation, returning with 
its original phase after each high state during a WET run over period of about two weeks. 
-
The first harmonic of the 1471.4s period maintains a constant frequency and intensity in 
all low state runs during the WET run (Provencal 1994). 
WET photometry of AM CVn obtained in 1990 (Provencal et al. 1995) revealed fine 
structure in the power spectrum: low-amplitude sidebands were observed on the high 
frequency side of the first three harmonic peaks. The frequency splitting between the 
multiplet components is a constant 20.77flHz. The inverse of this quantity is 13.38 h, pre­
cisely the period observed by Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993) in the absorption 
line profile asymmetry variations. 
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High-energy observations 
The ultra-violet counterpart of the optical 'S'-wave of GP Com was identified in HST UV 
spectra by Marsh et a1. (1995). During 13 h of HST observations, GP Com displayed 
three large flares in the dominant N V emission line. The observations also revealed C IV 
emission at a level of 0.094 times the N V flux. Marsh et a1. (1995) speculate that the 
flaring behaviour arises from variable mass loss in a wind, or by irradiation of the ac­
cretion disc. UV spectra of AM CVn from IUE show broad absorption features of N V 
"\1240A, Si III "\1300A, Si IV ,,\1400A, C IV "\1549A and He II "\1640A. There is no evi­
dence for spectral variation in the IUE data (Patterson et al. 1992). Hard X-ray emission 
from GP Com was detected by the Einstein satellite IPC ( Patterson & Raymond 1985): 
a flux of 9.0 X 1O-12 ergcm-2 s-1 in the range 0.2 4.0keV was deduced. By contrast, 
AM CVn was detected with the same instrument to have a total X-ray flux of less than 
2.0 x 1O- 13 ergcm- 2 s- 1 (Becker 1981). ROSAT observations of GP Com yield X-ray lu­
1031minosities in the range 1.91 x 1030 - 5.52 X ergs- 1 (for a distance of 160pc) (Ulla 
1995). The count rates for GP Com in the broad (0.11 204 keY), hard (0.52 - 204 keY) 
and soft (0.11 - OAkeY) ROSAT PSPC bands are comparable to those for the SU UMa 
star V'vV Hyi. 
CR Boo was described by Wood et 301. (1987) as a weak X-ray source (from EXOSAT 
observations). Una (1994, 1995) derived an X-ray luminosity for CR Boo from ROSAT 
1028 1031PSPC images in the range 8.85 X - 1.18 X erg for a distance of 150 pc. The 
only X-ray information avaiable for V803 Cen is from ROSAT images taken in the region 
of Centaurus-A by Arp (1994) in the range 1.0 204 keY. Una (1995) calculates a luminos­
ity of between 1.71 X 1029 and 3.92 X 1030 erg S-1 for V803 Cen. CP Eri appears to be the 
weakest X-ray emitter (of those AM CVn stars measured with ROSAT): only 30" upper 
limits to its ROSAT PSPC count rates are available, as the object was not detected. A 
null detection of CP Eri by the EGRET instrument on the Compton Observatory is re­
ported by Schlegel et a1. (1995). It is not yet known whether the large-amplitude optical 
brightness variations observed in CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri are accompanied by 
similar changes in the X-rays (Una 1995). 
Uila (1995) has compiled observations of AM CVn by the Einstein IPC, ROSAT PSPC, 
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Figure 1.4: Flux distribution of AM CVn from the infrared to hard X-rays, plotted on 
logarithmic scales (from Ulla 1995). The horizontal axis is in A and the vertical in 
erg cm-2 S-l A-1 . Open squares correspond to brehmsstrahlung and stars to blackbody 
models for the Einstein IPC, ROSAT PSPC and EXOSAT LE instrument observations. 
The downward arrows are the upper limits set by Voyager and the ME EXOSAT band. 
The spectrum shows that the peak flux of AM CVIl is emitted in the EUV. 
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Voyager and in the EXOSAT LE and ME bands and combined these with flux measure­
ments in the DV, optical and infrared to produce a multi-wavelength flux distribution 
(see figure 1.4). The maximum of the overall flux distribution of AM CVn peaks around 
ED V wavelengths. 
1.1.4.3 Competing models 
The model for the AM CVn stars that is the most consistent with observation is that 
proposed by Faulkner, Flannery & Warner (1972, hereafter FFW). Before 1972, AM CVn 
had already been the subject of much work and speculation: FFW opened their paper 
with the words "The peculiar blue object HZ 29 has had a remarkably checkered career in 
the astronomical literature" . Models proposed for AM CVn prior to 1972 included a DB 
white dwarf (Eggen & Greenstein 1965) and an active galactic nucleus (Burbidge, Bur­
bidge & Hoyle 1967). Rapid variability observed by Smak (1967) convinced him that AM 
CVn was an interacting binary, although the lack of detectable radial velocity variations 
(Greenstein & Matthews 1957) was a worry. Models proposed for V803 Cen included a 
DB white dwarf; Elvius (1975) and VVestin (1980) also drew comparisons between V803 
Cen and MV Sgr, an R Coronae Borealis star. 
Supporting evidence for the interacting binary white dwarf model 
FFW proposed that AM CVn is a short-period binary with a low-mass, degenerate he­
lium secondary, transferring mass via an accretion disc to a DB white dwarf. The 17 min 
period was interpreted as the orbital period. Although some of the fine details of FFW's 
model are now known to be incorrect (for example, they took the double-humped light 
curve to imply that the system was an eclipsing binary), the essentials of the FFW model 
have survived. The model is sometimes referred to as the 'interacting binary white dwarf' 
or lBWD model. 
FFW's justification that the secondary in AM CVn is a degenerate helium-rich star is 
as follows. They derive an expression relating the mean density of a Roche lobe-filling 
secondary to the orbital period. The mean density of the secondary is 
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M2 (1.6)P2 = 4 R 3 
31T 2 
where R2 is the volume radius of the secondary. An approximate formula for R2 in terms 
of the mass ratio q is 
(1. 7) 
a 0.6q2/3 + In(l + ql/3) 
(Eggleton 1983: FFW used an earlier, slightly less accurate approximate formula for R2 
from Paczynski 1971). Using Kepler's third law, this gives 
(1.8) 

This equation is accurate to 3%) independent of q) over the range 0.01 < q ::; 1. 
Figure 1.5 is a logarithmic plot of the radius versus the mass of lobe-filling secondaries 
together with lines of constant period and equations of state for the zero-age main se­
quence (ZAMS), the helium ZAMS and for cold degenerate matter. Rough estimates of 
the mass and radius of a lobe-filling secondary can be obtained by finding the intersection 
of the equation of state of interest with the period of the binary. An orbi tal period of 
1051 s implies that the secondary of AM CVn cannot be a hydrogen-rich star (this is 
consistent with the total absence of hydrogen in all AM CVn star spectra). There are two 
helium-rich candidates for the secondary: a helium ZAMS star with Mz rv 0.4 0.5 M0 ) 
and a degenerate helium low-mass white dwarf with M2 rv 0.041\10 , The helium dwarf can 
immediately be eliminated because it would give large radial velocity variations, unless 
the binary inclination were close to zero. The stringent upper limits on J{l for the AM 
CV n stars prove that the secondary cannot be a helium main-sequence star. 
The identification of GP Com as an AM CVn star (first suggest.ed by Warner 1972) lends 
strong support to the FFW model, because GP Com is demonstrably a binary with a short 
orbital period. The light curve is dominated by flickering, which is indisputable evidence 
of mass transfer. If the mass transfer is occurring by Roche lobe overflow, equation 1.8 
with Porb = 45.6min implies that the mean density of the secondary is 200gcm-3 . The 
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Figure 1.5: Lines of constant period (dashed lines) in a plot of secondary radius versus 
its mass for lobe-filling secondaries, along with various equations of state. Approximate 
values for the mass and radius of a secondary can be found by finding the intersection of 
the equation of state of interest with the orbital period of interest. Because of mass loss, 
the evolution of the secondary proceeds along to the left along any equation of state curve, 
and a transition to a degenerate sequence occurs. From Faulkner, Flannery & Warner 
1974. 
only way in which a star with this density could avoid being degenerat€ is by being very 
hot. But, as noted by Burbidge & Strittmatter (1971), the large proper motion of GP 
Com requires that its distance be less than 200 pc if it is gravitationally bound to the 
Galaxy. Since its apparent visual magnitude is 15.8, the absolute visual magnitude rv 
must be greater than about +9.5 (Nather, Robinson & Stover 1981). This is too faint for 
a very hot normal star. Therefore, the secondary in GP Com is degenerate. 
Strong support for a binary interpretation for the AM CVn stars as a group comes from 
the three large-amplitude AM CVn stars. The only mechanism that could produce the 
large brightness changes observed in CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri, without a significant 
colour change, is mass transfer in an interacting binary. A mechanism that has been pro­
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posed for the brightness variations in CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP is variations in M2 . 
long-term light curve of CR Boo (figure 1.3) bears a strong resemblance to the VY 
Scl star MV Lyr (Warner 1995b), where the changes in brightness are due to fluctuations 
in the rate of mass transfer from the secondary. Wu, Wickramasinghe & Warner (1995) 
explain the brightness variations in the VY Scl stars by examining the effects of irradia­
tion of the secondary. Heat released due to the accretion of material onto the white dwarf 
is absorbed by the atmosphere of the secondary, causing the secondary to expand beyond 
its Roche lobe. This increases 1'h. However, the disc can shield the secondary from the 
white dwarf, reducing the heating effect, and a complex feedback process is established. 
Wu , Wickramasinghe & \Varner (1995) find chaotic solutions in the range 3 - 4 h, which 
is the range of orbital periods inhabited by the VY Scl stars. According to this model, 
the VY Scl star brightness modulations are due to changes in the heating effect caused 
by varying degrees of shielding of the secondary by the disc. We would expect the effects 
of irradiation of the secondary to be important in the AM CVn stars if they are compact 
binaries. Warner (1995a) calculates that the AM CVn stars should experience the same 
irradiative flux as the VY Scl stars when their orbital periods are in the range 1280 s 
$ Porb ;S 1520 s. This is fairly close to the observed photometric periods! for CR Boo, 
V803 Cen and CP Eri. However, the secondaries in the AM CVn stars are degenerate, and 
have much smaller masses than the secondaries in hydrogen-rich CVs, and their response 
to irradiation has not yet been modelled. 
The flux distributions of the AM CVn stars closely approximate single photospheric tem­
peratures. The optical flux gradient in AM CVn is well fitted by a blackl50dy distribution 
with T = 20 000 K (Wampler 1967) and V803 Cen has a flux distribution consistent with 
a blackbody of T = 26 000 K. At first sight, this observation ~sould appear to be a point 
against an interacting binary model for the AM CV n stars, because an accretion disc is ex­
pected to show a characteristic range of temperatures. However, under the lBWD model, 
the Ayf CVn stars are very compact systems and their accretion disc radii are expected 
to be small; the disc will thus have a small range of effective temperatures. Patterson 
et al. (1992) calculate theoretical fluxes for blackbody discs, assuming M J = 0.9 M0' a 
IThe principal photometric periods and the orbital periods differ by only a few percent if the photo­
metric modulations are superhumps: see later. 
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mass transfer rate Md 3 x 10-9 M0 y-l and a disc radius Td 1.5 x 1010 cm (parametersrv 
appropriate for AM CVn) and deduce that the flux distributions of small discs can mimic 
a single temperature fairly well. The fact that the flux distributions of AM CVn stars are 
consistent with single temperatures is thus consistent with the lBWD model. 
There is no sign of a DB white dwarf absorption spectrum in observations of GP Com, or 
in low state spectra of CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri. The system brightness must there­
fore be dominated by disc emission. o'Donoghue & Kilkenny (1989) show that the spectra 
of AM CVn, CR Boo and V803 Cen can be satisfactorily explained if the line-forming 
region is in the atmosphere of an accretion disc. The widths of the lines in AM CVn 
and CR Boo are explicable by Doppler broadening in an accretion disc; the line widths in 
V803 Cen are consistent with Stark broadening in the disc atmosphere, and V80~) Cen is 
deduced to be at a lower inclination than AM CVn and CR Boo (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 
1989). 
Another point in favour of the lBWD model is the observation of rapid quasi- periodic 
oscillations in the light curve of AM CVn. On four consecutive nights in May 1976, low­
amplitude QPOs with periods 26 s were observed (Patterson et al. 1979). Also, Warner 
& Robinson (1972) present evidence for transient periods in the range 113-121 s. QPOs 
are seen in a variety of CV subclasses (see chapter 3), and the 26 s period, which is 
much shorter than anything previously seen in pulsating white dwarfs, is typical of the 
short-period oscillations seen in hydrogen-rich CVs, known as dwarf nova oscillations (see 
Warner 1995a, chapter 8). 
Alternatives to the IBWD model 
Since the IBWD model was proposed, it has been commonly assumed that the 1051 s 
period in AM CVn (and, by analogy, the principal periods in the other four multiperi­
odic AM CVn stars) represents the orbital period of a compact binary. An orbital clock, 
however, should be a stable one, and reliable ephemerides for the principal periods in the 
AM CVn stars have never been found. The phase wanderings of the principal period in 
AM CVn coupled with the assumption that the 1051 s period must be an orbital period, 
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led Patterson et al. (1992) to comment: "The most severe obstacle to accepting AM eVn 
as a short-period binary is the instability of the photometric period". Several ideas as to 
how to account for the lack of strict coherence of the 1051 s period have been suggested: 
a third body was included by Krzeminski (1972) to explain the wanderings in 0 - C 
diagrams, and a large P term was invoked by Patterson et al. (1979). Neither of these 
suggestions have led to ephemerides with any predictive power. 
Patterson et al. (1992), as a possible alternative to the IBWD model, point out several 
rather intriguing similarities between AM eVn and DB pulsators. The DB pulsators 
(Winget et al. 1982, Winget 1988) are similar to AM eVn in their spectra, flux distribu­
tions, and the period and amplitude of their photometric variations. 
The broad-band flux distribution of AM eVn is very similar to the DB pulsator GD 358: 
in the wavelength range 1250 - 5000A, the flux distributions agree within"" 0.03 mag. 
However, the detailed optical and ultraviolet spectra are qui te different. While the ul­
traviolet spectrum of GD 358 is largely featureless, AM evn shows a host of strong 
absorption features that are much broader and stronger (by a factor of 10 in equivalent 
width) than the metal lines occasionally seen in the spectra of hot white dwarfs. The 
dominant ultraviolet light source in AM eVn cannot therefore be subject to the gravi­
tational settling that stratifies white dwarf atmospheres and causes their spectra to be 
largely monoelemental. There are differences in the optical spectra, too (see figure 1.6). 
The lines in the pulsating DB white dwarfs have large equivalent widths and sharp cores, 
and do not show the variable asymmetry of the lines in AM eVn. 
O'Donoghue et al. (1994) observe that the spectra of Ee 15330 and AM eVn are also 
very different to the spectra of hot luminous subdwarf He-sdO and He-sdB stars (Moehler 
et al. 1990) (see figure 1.7). He-sdB stars show prominent absorption lines of e II, e III 
and He II in the range 4000 - 5000 A, which are absent from A~1 eVn star spectra. The 
He-sdO spectra show strong He II absorption; in the same \yavelength range, the only 
evidence for He II in AM eVn star spectra is the weak emission feature seen occasionally 
at )'4686A. 
The clock in pulsating white dwarfs is not perfect. The periods in some DB pulsators 
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are very stable, and in others change from night to night (for references see Patterson et 
al. 1992). One star (G29-38) shows a nearly constant period and amplitude, but with 
drifts in phase on a time scale of weeks to months: this is reminiscent of what is seen 
in AM CVn. However, the harmonic structure of DB pulsations is not as complex and 
variable as that of the AM CVn stars. Also, it has been established that most of the 
light emitted in AM CVn and EC 15330, and CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri in the high 
state, originates in an accretion disc (e.g. O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). The white 
dwarf primary has not been detected in any of these systems. As the principal periods 
in these stars reach amplitudes of 10% or more, and are most evident in the high state, 
the brightness variations are most likely to be of disc origin, and not due to white dwarf 
pulsations. 
There is an alternative explanation for the wandering period of AM CVn, one that is 
consistent with everything else we know about the system, and which is not only allowed 
by the IBWD model, but is a natural consequence of the model. According to this in­
terpretation, the principal periods are not the orbital periods, but differ from the orbital 
periods by only a few percent. Despite the similarities between AM CV n and the DB 
pulsators, the fact that AM CVn is almost identical to CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri in 
their high states eliminates the possibility of a single-star model for AM CVn: CR Boo, 
V803 Cen and CP Eri must be mass-transferring binaries to achieve their large-amplitude 
brightness variations, and so, by analogy, must AM CV n. 
1.1.4.4 Structure and evolution of the AM eVn stars. 
Assuming that the IBWD model is indeed correct (and it is the model most consistent 
with observation), what can be deduced about the behaviour, structure and evolution of 
the AM CVn stars? 
Mass transfer rates and bright spot luminosities 
Equation 1.8 shows that, for Porb 0.4 h, the secondary will be degenerate, or at leastrv 
semi-degenerate. In addition, Warner (1995a) shows that NI2 is large enough to drive 
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the secondary out of thermal equilibrium. Using the mass radius relation for a semi­
degenerate secondary from Savonije et aI. (1986) in combination with equation 1.8, the 
relation between the secondary mass and the orbital period is 
(1.9) 
Warner (1995a) derives an expression for the rate of mass transfer from the secondary, 
appropriate for non-equilibrium models: 
10-12M 2/34 4 M = . X 1 P -5.21 (h) M -1 (1.10)2 ( )1/3( 7 ) orb ev Y .1 + q O. 4 q 
Assuming that the principal photometric periods in AM CVn, EC 15330, CR Boo, V803 
Cen and CP Eri are close to their orbital periods, this gives a mass transfer rate of 
3.9 x 10-9 Mev y-l for AM CVn, diminishing to 1.0 x 10-11 Mev y-l for GP Com. The rate 
of mass transfer through the disc used in Patterson et al. 's (1992) blackbody disc model 
to reproduce the flux distribution of AM CVn, 3.0 X 1O-9Mev y-l, is very close to the 
theoretical value for the rate of mass transfer from the secondary: this is consistent with 
the disc in AM CVn being in a high state. The strong emission line spectrum and hard 
X-ray emission of GP Com suggests a mass transfer rate of rv 3 X 10-12 Mev y-l (Patterson 
& Raymond 1985), in rough agreement with the result obtained using equation 1.10. 
The ratio of the bright spot luminosity to disc luminosity is proportional to l\h/Md , 
proportional to RI and inversely proportional to rd (equation 1.4) for a- given orbital in­
clination. The rate of mass transfer from the secondary for AM CVn is similar to that 
for nova-like variables (e.g. Warner 1995a chapter 2), so M2 would be roughly the same 
for AM CV n and the nova-like variables. R1 , the radius of the white dwarf, will also 
be similar for nova-like and AM CVn star primaries. However, the much smaller disc 
radius in AM CVn results in a much more prominent bright spot (relative to the disc) 
than is seen in nova-likes. Taking rd rv 5.0 X 1010 cm for a nova-like with Porb = 4 h, 
and rd 1.0 X 1010 cm for an AM CVn star (see section 1.3.1), the ratio of Lbs / Ld forrv 
an AM CVn system is 5 times larger than that for a nova-like. If the AM CVn stars rv 
are observed more face-on than the average nova-like, this number will increase. The 
bright spot can therefore make a substantial contribution to the total brightness of the 
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Most CVs are thought to start their lives as binaries with orbital periods in the range 0.3 
- 165 y and separations between 130 and 2000 Re:>. The initial mass of the primary lies in 
the range 0.95 < Ml :s 10. The heavier of the two stars (the "initial primary") will evolve 
off the main sequence first, becoming a giant star. If the mass ratio is very large, mass 
transfer occurs as a runaway process on a dynamical time scale: the orbital separation 
shrinks as mass from the heavier component is transferred to the less heavy star, causing 
the mass transferring star to over-fill its Roche lobe even further, increasing the rate of 
mass transfer. The accreting secondary cannot adjust its structure at the rate at which 
mass is arriving. As a result, the transferring gas first fills the outer Roche lobe (this is 
the equipotential labelled '3' in figure 1.1) and then grows to form a common envelope 
around both stars. Both stars experience a strong drag force as they revolve around their 
common centre of gravity within the giant envelope, and the secondary spirals in towards 
the core of the giant star. The heat deposited in the envelope eventually exceeds its 
binding energy, and the whole envelope is thrown off as a planetary nebula. The binary 
now consists of a main sequence secondary orbiting a hot subdwarf primary. The lifetime 
of the common envelope phase is 103 y. Astronomers have not yet identified an objectrv 
which is definitely in the common envelope phase; however, several planetary nebulae are 
known in which the nuclei are short-period binaries which must have recently emerged 
from a common envelope (eg. V477 Lyr: Pollacco & Bell 1994). 
The nature of the detached binary that emerges from the common envelope is dependent 
on the stage of internal development of the initial primary when it first fills its Roche lobe. 
A possible evolutionary route which will lead to a helium-rich secondary "transferring mass 
to a helium white dwarf is as follows. If the initial primary has a mass greater than rv 3 Me:> 
and has a radiative envelope at the time it evolves and fills its Roche lobe, mass transfer 
will occur on a thermal time scale, as stars with radiative envelopes shrink as they lose 
mass. As q > 1, the binary separation will decrease, and mass transfer continues on a 
thermal time scale until the initial primary is less massive than the mass acceptor, and 
the mass ratio of the binary is reversed. From this point on, mass transfer from the initial 
primary will result in an increase in binary separation. The now secondary (the initial 
primary) expands on a nuclear time scale. Mass transfer will proceed on a nuclear time 
scale from the evolved star to the unevolved star until the hydrogen envelope is removed. 
During this stage, it is the expansion of the evolved star that keeps it in contact with 
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but is an irradiation-induced component until ex­
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ceeds approximately 1500 s (Warner 1995b). At this stage, an AM eVn star is expected 
to show behaviour similar to the hydrogen-rich VY Scl stars, as the irradiative flux on the 
surface of the secondary is comparable to that of the VY Scl stars in this period range. 
The main difference is that , because the VY Scl star secondaries are non-degenerate, they 
will evolve to shorter orbital periods, while the AM eVN stars evolve through the range 
of M2 instability with increasing Porb. When the orbital separation is so large that irra­
diation cannot lift M2 into a quasi-stable state, the system will be in a state of very low 
M2: these systems would be like the large outburst amplitude SU UMa stars, showing 
infrequent dwarf nova outbursts. 
1.2 Superhumps in hydrogen-rich systems 
The photometric periods in the AM eVn stars are consistent with being a superhump 
phenomenon. It is for this reason that the principal photometric periods are similar to 
the orbital periods, and why they do not show strict phase stability. Superhumps were 
first observed in superoutbursting SU UMa dwarf novae, and it is in these systems that 
superhumps have been modelled and are now reasonably well-understood. The system­
atics of superoutbursts in dwarf novae are reviewed by Warner (1995c). 
1.2.1 Observations of superhumps in SU UMa dw<!rf novae 
The SU UMa dwarf novae display two distinct types of outburst: normal outbursts which 
last from 2 to 4 days, during which the system increases in brightness by 2-5 mag, and 
less frequent but quasi-periodic superoutbursts, which last 5-10 times as long as a normal 
outburst and reach a peak brightness up to 0.7 mag above the normal outburst peak.rv 
Superoutbursts appear to be triggered by normal outbursts (e.g. Vogt 1983, van der Wo­
erd & van Paradijs 1987). The superoutburst light curve has a distinctive shape which 
is essentially identical from superoutburst to superoutburst in a given system. Following 
the supermaximum, the superoutburst has an extended plateau of brightness, after which 
the system returns to quiescence at the same rate of decline as a normal outburst. Warner 
(1995c) shows that the slope of the plateau phase is a nearly constant 9 d mag- 1 for all 
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the accretion disc. Simulation of eclipses in Z Cha during superoutburst show that the 
superhump light source is an extended region of the disc, involving,......, 1/4 of its area. 
In addition , it was found that the superhump light source could be modelled as a non­
uniformly bright rim to the disc, modulated in intensity at the superhump period (Warner 
& O'Donoghue 1988). 
Superhumps grow rapidly to maximum and have asymmetric, roughly triangular shapes 
with a rise steeper than the decline. In the systems with known orbital periods, the su­
perhump period exceeds Porb by 0.8-7.2% (Warner 1995c). As the system fades and the 
superhump amplitude decreases, the superhump develops a more complex shape. The 
additional peaks repeat with the superhump period. Figure 1.8 shows the development of 
these structures during a superoutburst of VW Hyi in October 1978 (Schoembs & Vogt 
1980). One of these peaks, the "late superhump", remains pronounced during the decline 
to quiescence and is shifted by 0.4 - 0.5 in phase with respect to the original superhumps. 
Late superhumps have been observed in e.g. VW Hyi (van der Woerd et al. 1988), OY 
Car (Schoembs 1986), SU UMa (Udalski 1990) and V1159 Ori (Patterson et aI. 1995). 
In V1159 Ori, the late superhumps have been observed to persist throughout the decline 
phase to quiescence, and apparently survive until the next normal outburst. van der vVo­
erd et al. (1988) obtained simultaneous optical, near-IR and EXOSAT X-ray observations 
of VW Hyi during late superoutburst and deduced that the late superhump light source is 
an optically thin plasma which covers an area that is a significant fraction of the accretion 
disc. 
Optical spectra of the lower inclination SU UMa stars during superoutburst show broad, 
shallow absorption lines; weak emission reversals are seen in some systems. In the high­
inclination systems, the spectra at supermaximum show emission lines with narrow ab­
sorption cores (Warner 1995a section 3.6.5). Large variations from night to night in 
the ,-velocity of the broad absorption lines have been observed in TY PsA (Warner, 
O'Donoghue & Wargau 1989), TU Men and VW Hyi (for references see Warner 1995a). 
In TY PsA, the line asymmetry varies on a period that is consistent with the beat period 
of the orbital and the superhump period (see chapter 3). 
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1.2.2 	 Hydrogen-rich nova-like variables and nova remnants with 
multiple periodicities 
Many nova-like variables and nova remnants show multiple periodicities with photometric 
periods that differ from their spectroscopic (presumably orbi tal) periods. The photomet­
ric periods are, in general, imperfect clocks. In some cases, systems show photometric 
periods slightly in excess of their orbital periods, while in other cases the photometric 
period is less than Porb. These systems are listed in table 1.2. Where more than one 
photometric period has been reported for a given star, the year of observation is given 
alongside the period. If the star is a nova remnant, the year of outburst is given. 
The term 'superhump' has come to refer to any photometric modulation that is slightly 
displaced from Porb. In the cases where the photometric period is less than Porb, the 
modulation is a 'negative superhump' (e.g. Patterson et al. 1993). It is thought (see 
the following section) that the negative superhumps originate from a different mechanism 
than the one producing normal superhumps with positive period excesses. 
Warner (1985), to explain the differing photometric and spectroscopic periods in the nova 
remnant CP Pup, suggested that the observations were consistent with a superhump in­
terpretation, and that CP Pup was in a state of permanent outburst, with a high Md. 
The existence of the Z Cam stars - dwarf novae above the period gap which occasionally 
get stuck in an outburst state for tens of days to years - shows that there is no clear 
distinction between the eruptive and the noneruptive stars (or "permanently eruptive", as 
they are permanently in a luminous state suggestive of large Md). Patterson et al. (1993) 
comment that "it does not strain credulity to suppose that discs accreting at some high 
rate ... would share common properties, regardless of whether the high rate was planning 
to endure for a month, a year, or centuries." 
O'Donoghue (1990) points out that nova remnants below the period gap would have rel­
atively small mass ratios (because of the large white dwarf masses, e.g. Livio, Shankar 
& Truran 1988). The discs in nova remnants are thought to have high Md: irradiation 
from the primary, heated by the nova eruption, is expected to heat the secondary and 
maintain a high rate of mass transfer for a century or more after the explosion. Nova 
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variables1 
V795 NL 

H 0551-819 NL, IP? 

Oph (VY 2.970 
MV NL (VY 3.1896 
TT Ari NL (VY 3.3012 
V603 Aql NR (1916) 3.3157 
T RN 
CN Ori DNb 
TV Col IP 5.487 
nova remnants with multiple periodicities 
Orbital Photometric 
period( s) 
GQ 1 
CP Pup 1.468 1 
Lyn 1.7995 1.8848 15, 16, 
Pup N 2.444 "'" 2.5 19, 1 
2.796 7,13 

3.053 (1993) 
2.88 ( 
2.845 (1983) 
2.902 (1995) 
3.192 
3.5136 
5.828 
6 
4,5 
8 
9, 10 
1 
18 
21 
11 
NL: variable; NR: nova RN: recurrent nova; intermediate polar; 
DN: dwarf nova. 
(a) may first of a period (Pat terson 
et al. 1993). 
CN Ori is a dwarf nova but not a superoutbursting , so is here. 
1. et al. 2. Bianchini, Friedjung & Sabbadin 1985; 3. Warner 1985; 4. Smith 
& Still, private communication chapter 3); 5. This work, 3; 6. Patterson 7. 
Shafter et 1990; 8. Skillman, & 9. Cowley et 1975; 10. 
Udalski 11. Hellier 12. Diaz & Steiner 13. Patterson & Skillman 1994; 14. 
1982; 15. Skillman & Patterson 16. Ringwald et at 17. Vogt et al. 1990; 
18. et al. (1992); 19. Tuohy et al. 1990, Warner 21. et al. 1987. 
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remnants are thus similar to the SU UMa stars in superoutburst in terms of mass ratio 
and Md' The behaviour of nova remnants such as CP Pup and GQ Mus had previously 
been interpreted as indications of a magnetic white dwarf (e.g. Diaz & Steiner 1989). 
O'Donoghue (1990) proposed that a superhump interpretation is more likely. 
Warner (1995a) suggests that all nova-like variables and nova remnants below the period 
gap are superhump candidates. The nova remnant GQ Mus, classified as a polar by Diaz 
& Steiner (1989), is a very good superhump candidate. No circular polarisation was de­
tected in this system by Cropper (1986). Its light curve (figure 1.9) is very similar to that 
of an SU UMa star in early superoutburst (e.g. TV Crv, see chapter 6). The remnant of 
the very fast Nova Mus 1983, it is estimated to have a primary mass of 1.2 M0 (Warner 
1995a section 5.8.3). With a photometric period of 85.5 min that so closely resembles a 
superhump, it is likely that the orbital period is below the period gap, and consequently 
that the secondary mass is small. This implies a small mass ratio. In addition, the 
(irradiation-induced) mass transfer rate is very high: 1 x 10-7 M0 y-l (Warner 1995a I"V 
section 5.8.6 and references therein). These two criteria - a small mass ratio and a 
high mass transfer rate - make superhumps a likely option if the system does indeed 
have a disc. The initial identification of the system as a polar was based largely on the 
appearance of the light curve. With a mass transfer rate as high as 1 x 10-7 M0 y-l ,I"V 
3the primary would require a magnetic moment /-ll greater than 8 x 1033 G cm- toI"V 
prevent a disc from being formed (Warner 1995a equation 7.7). The intermediate polar 
with one of the strongest magnetic fields (BG CMi) has /-ll I"V 1033 G cm-3 and polars have 
/-ll I"V 1034 G cm-3 (Warner 1995a sections 6.2.1 and 7.2.2). The primary would thus have 
to have a very substantial field to disrupt the disc completely. 
V1500 Cyg was listed as a candidate superhumper by Patterson et al. (1993), on the 
grounds that it has a polarimetric period which exceeds its photometric period (which is 
stable, and almost certainly represents the orbital period) by about 2% (Patterson 1979, 
Stockman, Schmidt & Lamb 1988). However, the primary has a magnetic field strength 
of I"V 25 MG and is therefore a polar (Stockman, Schmidt & Lamb 1988). The discrepancy 
between its orbital and polarimetric periods could be the result of the nova eruption in 
1975, which may have desynchronised the white dwarf's rotation and the orbital period 
(Stockman, Schmidt & Lamb 1988). The strong X-ray source V348 Pup (lH 0709-360) 
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may although et (1993) it as a super-
hump addition, Pup are by (1995a 
6.7) as desynchronised 
nova-like variable BK is an excellent match for an UMa star superoutburst, 
and was identified as a superhumper by Skillman Patterson (1993). spectra 
shallow asymmetric (Skillman & 1993), it has an orbital similar to 
an UMa star (1 Ringwald et al. 1996), it low-amplitude 
with a a photometric ni<\r,nn that exceeds 
'" 4.5%. The star seems to an UMa star m high 
M2 of an nova outburst: BK IS 
101 of the superhumps (0.027 mag) is small 
period is , a factor '" 500 than 
superhumps in SU stars. This star could the 
equilibrium that SU UMa stars cannot t.heir short-lived outbursts. 
H 0551-819 (,Tafelberg') is a superhumper which, different observing seasons, 
shown photometric periods both than and exceeding orbital period (Buckley et 
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al. 1993, Patterson 1995). Photometry from 1993 - 1995 (Patterson 1995) showed a 
persistent photometric modulation at 2.9518h (taken to be the orbital period), together 
with a normal superhump (with a positive period excess) at 3.053h in 1993. A negative 
superhump may also have been present in 1994-5 near 2.85 h, although the identification 
was not as secure as for the normal superhump. Interestingly, the star showed the cor­
responding beat period between the superhump and the orbital period in the light curve 
when the each of the superhumps were seen. 
CN Ori shows superhump-like behaviour in quiescence. Photometric periods at 3.917 h 
and 3.828 h are reported by Schoembs (1982). Spectroscopic studies in quiescence show 
the 3.917 h period to be the orbital period. During outburst, the system shows asym­
metric absorption lines which vary with a period of 3.7 ± 0.3 d (Mantel et al. 1987) : this 
may be the beat period between the orbital and a superhump period, although not the 
superhump observed in quiescence! 
V1159 Ori, a short recurrence time SU UMa star, has shown negative superhumps on 
the decline from normal eruptions. These are in addition to the normal superhumps it 
displays during superoutburst and the late superhumps it shows after superoutburst (Pat­
terson et al. 1995). The negative superhumps are observed to last until quiescence and 
persist until the next normal outburst (at a diminished amplitude). The dwarf nova V503 
Cyg also shows negative superhumps during quiescence and normal outbursts. Negative 
superhumps and the normal superhumps are, on occasion, present simultaneously in the 
light curve (Harvey et al. 1995). 
1.2.3 Precessing accretion discs 
It was Vogt (1982) who first suggested that the superhumps in dwarf novae could be due 
to prograde precession of an eccentric accretion disc around the white dwarf primary. The 
negative superhumps, with periods less than the orbital period, are thought to be caused 
by a retrograde precession of the line of nodes of the plane of the disc (i.e. the disc itself 
does not retrogress), and the disc is tilted with respect to the orbital plane. 
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1.2 1 Positive the Instability model 
988) t'(\'lll~T'~f1 that the accretion systems with mass ratios 
are to a tidal resonance instability. In a simulation of the ofZ Cha, the 
disc was after 1 d into a progradely ",,,,Port,,,rv 
disc. Subsequent theoretical (Osaki 1989, & Osaki 1 
King 1 ,Molnar & Lubow and 
of nr,prt'" that 
causes IS a dissipation occurs each 
secondary the disc's apisides. This will occur with a 
is slightly longer the orbital period to the prograde of the 
line of The superhump frequency is the precessional sideband of the orbital 
frequency, its period IS by 
- --'---- (1.12) 
Whitehurst (1991) show that the superhump fJH'AL\J'U can 
terms of resonant behaviour the accretion disc in potential well of 
Resonance occurs in the disc frequency of radial of a 
the disc is commensurate with 
bations a orbit can because 
in the same each the prograde preceSSIOn 
the frequency is w , where w is the mean angular. frequency the 
non-rotating frame. thus 
k(w ) = j(w- .13) 
w here nora is frequency J k are positive' A j:k resonance 
a commensurability form j:j - k particle and 
frequencies. of a resonance is measured by rate which as 
ek , where e is eccentricity of the orbit. The resonances occur 
at j:j - 1 followed j:j - 2 and so on. see resonances 
occur III an we need to resonant orbits near 
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j:k resonance with the disc's tidal radius r max , given by equation 1.3. The radius of the 
j:k resonance is close to 
rjk (j - k )2/3 
(1.14)
a - ]2/3(1 + q)1/3 
and a resonant orbit can exist only where rjk > rmax. This places restrictions on q. The 
strongest resonances can only occur for very small mass ratios: j = 2, k = 1 requires 
q .:s 0.025, and even smaller mass ratios for larger j. For SU UMa stars 0.1 .:s q .:s 0.25, 
so this cannot be the resonance that causes superhumps in SU UMa stars. For the next 
strongest (k = 2) resonances, the smallest radius is for j = 3. Larger k values give weaker 
resonances, and larger j values require more extreme mass ratios. The strongest possible 
resonance in the discs of SU UMa stars is thus at j = 3, k = 2. The 3:1 commensurable 
orbits are doubly-periodic in the rotating frame of the binary. For an accretion disc to be 
able to access r32, the mass ratio of the system must satisfy q .:s 0.22 (Molnar & Kobul­
nicky 1992). 
Figure 1.10 from Whitehurst (1994) shows a disc evolution simulation for a system with 
q = 0.15. The six frames show the development of a non-circular disc (in the binary frame) 
during a time of 72 Porb. The primary is centred at the origin and the secondary at (-1,0) . 
Two orbital periods after an initial burst of mass transfer , a circularized torus of gas has 
formed, the angular momentum of the material in the torus being equal to that of the 
initial mass transfer stream. The action of angular momentum transfer within the disc 
causes the initial torus of gas to spread out into an accretion disc (the physical details of 
this process are not understood but can be parameterized). The outward expansion of the 
disc is halted by tidal interaction with the secondary which removes angular momentum 
from the disc at the tidal limit (equation 1.3). In systems with small mass ratios, the outer 
parts of the orbit are unstable, and the 3:1 commensurability perturbs the particles in 
the outer parts of the disc. The onset of the development of the asymmetrical disc occurs 
at rv 32 Porb (figure 1.10( d)). The last two frames show the fully-fledged asymmetrical disc. 
Warner (1995a) derives an expression relating the ratio of t.he precession and orbital 
periods to the mass ratio of the binary. To first order, 
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Ppr _ Al + q
- - - (1.15) 
Porb q 
where A = 3.85 for 0.1 ~ q ~ 0.22 and A = 3.73 for q;:: 0.05. With the exceptions of the 
long recurrence time, large outburst amplitude systems such as WZ Sge, the precession 
periods in SU UMa dwarf novae are Ppr ~ 2.2 d. 
Nova-likes and nova remnants with Porb ;:: 3 h will not have mass ratios as small as those 
of the SU UMa systems, yet several show photometric periods that exceed the orbital pe­
riods (e.g. MV Lyr, V603 Aql, V442 Oph). Using equations 1.14 and 1.7, a system with 
q;:: 0.3 would have to have a disc radius greater than 90% of the primary's Roche lobe to 
access r32. This is not in conflict with observation: the disc radii of eclipsing nova-likes 
and (in particular) nova remnants are large, and in several cases approach the size of the 
primary's Roche lobe (Harrop-Allin & Warner 1996). Note that there are no eclipsing or 
high-inclination systems in table 1.2: observational selection may have resulted in many 
non-Porb periods being overlooked. V 442 Oph may be a low- inclination analogue of the 
SW Sex stars (M. Still, private communication). 
In SU UMa stars, the changing superhump period can be explained in terms of shrinkage 
of the disc (Warner 1995a section 3.6.6.3). Patterson et al. (1993) postulate that the 
drifting period in V603 Aql could arise from small changes in the outer radius of the disc. 
Late superhumps may arise from bright spot brightness modulations (e.g. Osaki 1985, 
Whitehurst 1988). The distance between the secondary and the point of impact of the 
mass transfer stream on the disc varies because of the eccentric precessing disc. The 
position of the bright spot has a varying depth within the potential well of the primary, 
and the bright spot light is thus modulated at the superhump period. The effects of disc 
overflow may also be significant: part of the mass transfer stream flows over the face 
of the disc and continues until it impacts on the disc at a later time, creating a second 
bright spot in the vicinity of the point of closest approach to the primary (Lubow 1989). 
Variations in the amount of disc overflow could occur as a result varying disc rim height. 
There are problems with this model, the most important of which is that the eccentricity 
of the accretion disc in SU UMa stars may not be sufficiently large to modulate the bright 
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spot brightness at the amplitudes observed for late superhumps (e.g. van der Woerd et 
al. 1988, Hessman et al. 1992). 
A precessing, non-circular disc can also account for the variable line asymmetries ob­
served in superhumping systems. Theoretical radial velocity variations calculated using 
two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations (Hirose & Osaki 1990, 1993) show variations 
in ,-velocity with the superhump beat period that are similar in phase and amplitude to 
observed ,-velocity variations. 
1.2.3.2 Negative superhumps 
Less is known about the mechanism that produces negative superhumps. The few CVs 
showing this effect have little in common. Unlike normal superhumps, negative super­
humps seem to show no preference for shorter orbital periods and smaller mass ratios 
(e.g. CN Ori with Porb = 3.917 h and TV Col, with Porb = 5.487 h). Negative superhump 
amplitudes are widely different from system to system: they range from less than 0.003 
to 0.60 mag (Harvey et al. 1995). 
Negative superhumps could be produced by a retrogradely precessing disc that is tilted 
with respect to the orbital plane. While the precession period of a progradely precessing, 
non-circular disc will not necessarily be observed in the light curve, a tilted disc may 
produce a brightness modulation at Ppr because of the varying aspect of the bright inner 
regions of the disc (in the higher inclination systems) and the changing inclination of the 
disc to the line of sight. A retrograde precession period of 4 d is seen in TV Col (Barrett, 
O'Donoghue & Warner 1988, Hellier 1993) and a 3.8 d period is seen in TT Ari (Udalski 
1988). The mechanism that would produce the brightness variation that we see as a neg­
ative superhump is not known. 
Devising a theory whereby a tilted disc is produced and maintained in a binary system 
is difficult. This is because unless viscosity is large enough to couple the annuli together 
each annulus in a Keplerian disc will precess with a different period, producing a twisted 
disc. Also, matter from the mass transfer stream has to be fed to the disc in such a way as 
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to maintain the tilt. Several mechanisms that could drive the disc out of the orbital plane 
have been proposed by Iping & Petterson (1991), but all involve very high luminosities 
(approaching the Eddington limit) or relativistic effects, neither of which are appropriate 
for CVs. Barrett, O'Donoghue & Warner (1988) propose a tilt-maintaining mechanism 
in which the mass transfer stream is initially forced out of the orbital plane because of 
channelling by magnetic fields on the secondary. 
The precession period of a tilted, retrogradely precessing disc can be approximated by 
Ppr ~ 2.86 (1 + q)2 (1.16) 
Porb q 
(Warner 1995a section 2.5.6). 
In systems that show both negative and positive superhumps (e.g. V503 Cyg), the dif­
ference between the orbital period and the superhump period is smaller for the negative 
superhump than for the normal superhump. Comparing different systems, the period ex­
cess Cpos for normal superhumps is usually larger than the difference between the orbital 
and the negative superhump periods Cneg (see e.g. figure 17 in Patterson et al. 1992). 
Neverthless, Cpos and cneg are similar, even though they originate from different mecha­
nisms. This is because the time scales for non-circular precessing and tilted precessing 
discs are both governed by the same departure from a central potential (as felt by the 
particles in orbit around the primary) . 
1.3 The case for superhumps in the AM eVn stars 
The idea that the photometric behaviour in the AM CVn stars could be due to tidal 
interactions between the outer disc and the secondary was first proposed by O'Donoghue 
& Kilkenny (1989). Systems that are good superhump candidates have (1) small mass 
ratios (smaller than about 0.22) and (2) high rates of mass transfer (comparable to that 
of an SU UMa dwarf nova in superoutburst: M2 3 x 10-9 -1 X 10-8 M8 y-l).f'V 
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The AM CVn stars have orbital periods even shorter than those of the SU UMa stars, 
and will thus have smaller mass ratios. To estimate the mass ratios in the AM CVn stars, 
we have to use the M2- Porb relation that is appropriate for degenerate secondaries (equa­
tion 1.9). For an orbital period of rv 0.4 h, the mass of the secondary is 0.06 MG' Taking 
MI ~ 0.74 (the average primary mass for nova-likes, Warner 1995a), q is approximately 
0.08. Because of the small mass ratio, the disc of an AM CVn star can easily access 
the '32 radius. For q = 0.08, the tidal limitation radius of the disc is 0.56 a, whereas 
1321a = 0.40. The tidal resonance radius is only slightly larger than the smallest radius 
the disc can have. The minimum (circularization) radius Ir is given by equation 1.2; for 
q = 0.08, Irla ~ 0.3. Comparing equations 1.2 and 1.14, a system with q ~ 0.01 will have 
a minimum disc radius equal to the 132 radius (such a disc will also be able to access the 
much stronger 2:1 resonance). 
The other requirement for superhumps, a high mass transfer rate, is certainly satisfied 
by AM CVn and EC 15330 (equation 1.10). CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri are in a 
quasi-stable state where the mass transfer rate is comparable to that of AM CVn and 
EC 15330 in the high state, but in the low state may be insufficient to provide sufficient 
mass at '32 to maintain superhumps. GP Com has too Iowa mass transfer rate (and 
probably too small a disc) to produce permanent superhumps. 
The optical flux gradients and broad-band colours (in the high state) of AM CVn stars 
are well-fitted by blackbody distributions with temperatures near 20000 K. Partial helium 
ionisation occurs at a similar temperature, and would provide an efficieBt mechanism for 
driving pulsations. This argument has been used (e.g. by Provencal et al. 1995) to 
speculate that the white dwarf primary in AM CV n stars may be pulsating, and that the 
photometric variations can, in part, be accounted for by pulsation. However, the tempera­
ture estimates for the AM CVn stars refer to the colour temperatures of the accletion discs 
and not the primaries. Pulsations in an accretion disc show theselves as QPOs, because 
each annulus of the disc oscillates with its own frequency, and the pulsation manifests 
itself as a broad region of power. Pulsation cannot account for the complex photometric 
behaviour seen in the AM CVn stars. 
The variable line asymmetries in AM CVn have obvious similarities to those seen in the 
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superoutbursting SU UMa stars. The drifts in radial velocity observed by O'Donoghue 
& Kilkenny (1989) in V803 Cen are due to drifts of the ,-velocity that occur over time 
scales of several hours. O'Donoghue & Kilkenny (1989) show that the long time scale 
drifts constrain the mechanisms that cause the asymmetry to be either 
• deviations from 	axisymmetry of the light emitted by various parts of the disc - the 
asymmetry variations are then due to geometrical effects in a binary with an orbital 
period equal to the period of the line asymmetry variations. 
• 	 an intrinsic feature of the line profile in a disc with an axisymmetric brightness 
distribution - the asymmetry variations are then due to physical changes in the 
line-forming region. 
• 	 an asymmetrical brightness distribution in the disc which changes more slowly than 
the orbital period. 
The first option cannot be correct, since a Roche lobe-filling helium secondary in a binary 
with an orbital period of several hours would have a mass of several solar masses. Such a 
star would produce easily-detectable radial velocity variations (which are not seen) and 
would be very luminous and dominate the spectrum, especially in the low states of CR 
Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri. The second option requires a periodic fine-tuning of the elec­
3tron density in the line-forming region around a value of 1017 cm- , which is implausible. 
The final option is the most probable, especially seeing as the hydrogen:rich counterparts 
of the AM CVn stars show similar behaviour. This conclusion points to a model in which 
tidal instabilities are the cause of both the photometric variations and the line asymmetry 
variations. 
1.3.1 The predictions of the superhump model 
The identification of the principal photometric period as a superhump period allows us, 
in principle, to determine the orbital periods of the AM CVn stars, and, through equa­
tion l.15, their mass ratios. However, to use equation l.12, we need to know the precession 
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period of which 
tion. is known only 
vary on a period of h (Patterson, 
period also itself photometry as harmonic 
peaks 1995) - multiplet 
peaks is equal to period. A way to identify the period in 
other AM evn stars would to search for peaks on the high-frequency 
of harmonic that are separated from the harmonic peaks a constant 
amount. without data to reduce the In spectra of 
high-speed photometry, identification of fine structure in an amplitude spectrum is 
difficult. 
AM eVn, is known, but what is the pho­
tometric The commensurate AM eVn are 1051 s, but 
the nA'AI"'r at IS that at the harmonics, IS 
buried the Provencal 1995). If the light curve is folded on 1051 s, the 
minima and maxima are not equal, that IS some at 1051 s 
(Patterson et aL 1992). fact that fine structure is a constant 20.77 JiHz 
for lower as as the higher harmonics, Provencal et (1995) to insist that 
periodic structure is not consistent with harmonics a 1051 s period. Instead, they 
describe the photometric periods in of the dominant s of 
a substantial at fundamental IS, AM eVn 
stars: Ee star most similar to eVn, has a of 1119 s 
with two Looking to hydrogen-rich similar behaviour (i.e. 
power the harmonic period) we 
rvlate which are by 0.5 of a superhump cycle to 
the original superhumps. the late and were com­
parable, the light curve would be double-humped with power at the 
light curve the SU UMa star Vl159 IS 
tinctly et 1995). At this light curve of V1159 
Ori closely that of AM eVn 1.11): similarity was pointed out 
by 0 problems with the superhump mechanisms the SU 
UMa stars in section 1 1 are the of the accretion disc 
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Figure 1.11: Light curve and the corresponding power spectrum of V1159 Ori in late 
superoutburst, from Patterson et al. (1995) . The tick marks on the light-curve indicate the 
minima separated by the superhump period. The dominant peak in the power spectrum 
is at a frequency corresponding precisely to the first harmonic of the superhump period. 
AM CVn shows a similarly double-humped light curve. 
not be sufficient and the energetics of the bright spot are not large enough to produce 
the observed late superhump modulations. However, in SU UMa stars, M:2 is relatively 
small compared with M d , whereas they are equal in AM CVn. Also, the-small disc radius 
of AM CVn results in a more luminous bright spot (section 1.1.4.4) than is expected 
for a hydrogen-rich nova-like, which has a comparable M:2. The bright spot in AM CVn 
might produce a late superhump with an amplitude comparable to that of the normal 
superhump, resulting in a double-humped light curve. 
If the principal period is indeed 1051 s, the orbital period of AM CVn (equation 1.12) is 
1028.77 ± 0.18s (Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 1993) . There is a weak signal 'at the 
orbital frequency in figure 3 of Solheim et aL (1991) with an amplitude of 0.0012 mag, 
From equation 1.15, the mass ratio of AM CVn is 0.084. The variable 1490 s period in CR 
Boo is its superhump period, and the coherent 1471.4s period is probably Porb, implying 
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a mass 0.057. In addition, upper limits for mass of Cen 
EC 15330 can found by using upper on f{l: in V803 Cen q ::; 0.043 
and 15330 q S; 0.066. GP ","'Y"""'ri Porb S 1 = 14.6 km s-l 
yield q 0.039 i ~ 30° the accretion in AM CV n fills"" 80% 
its Roche lobe variables with high mass 
is'"'" 6.0 x cm. 
these estimates q are model-dependent, is a possibility that mass 
ratios in AM stars are sufficiently small discs to able to access a 
resonance the resonance. To access the 2:1 resonance, a system would have to 
q ~ 0.025. 
The disc precession period AM CV n is 13.38 hj are similar precession 
for the other AM CVn stars? equation 1 is substituted into 1. we see 
= 200.5 Ml (1 + q)Porb2.274 ( 1.17) 
The (1 + q) factor is roughly constant (because q is small), the precession 
is thus proportional to Ml Porb2.274 (h). we assume that the primary masses are 
same (which are probably not), the beat period for Boo would be f'.J 30 h. 
compares well witli the period betwe~n the periods as and Porb, which is 
'"'" 32 h. Rough for the other (using photometric periods for Porb ) are 
h for EC 15330, h for V803 and h for CP In UMa there is a 
correlation P pr Porb) with scatter coming pnmary masses 
(Warner 1995a equation 3.43). In the AM CVn we do not yet 
data to see a correlation Ppr , but a similar with 
scatter from 
If commensurate III AM CVn are by a non-sinusoidal super-
what are non-commensurate et al. ( postulate that 
1011 s period in AM CVn is a superhump. This the 
1011 s period is present, the disc is tilted with respect to the plane 
both nodes an of It also mean that we 
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might see the beat period between the negative superhump and the orbital period (i.e. 
16.5 ± 0.3 h) in the light curve. In addition, we might expect the absorption line widths 
to change if the disc tilt is large enough. Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993) do not 
detect either line width changes or a photometric period at the 16.5 h period when the 
1011 s period was present in the light curve. This sets a stringent upper limit of a few 
degrees to the amplitude of the tilt in the inner disc (where the highest velocities exist). 
A warped outer disc is not disallowed by these observations. 
The 175 s period in V803 Cen could be a QPO arising in the accretion disc. Such periods 
are seen in a wide variety of CVs (including a number of SUUMa stars and nova-like 
variables: see table 8.2 in Warner 1995a) but are in general far less stable than the 175 s 
period appears to be (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). It is possible that V803 Cen has an 
intermediate polar structure, and that the 175 s is the spin period of the primary. This 
period is short enough that V803 Cen would most likely be a star like DQ Her, with little 
hard X-ray emission (Warner 1995a chapter 8). 
Chapter 2 
CC bservations 
Although data Dr~~sente:d in this study were taken several diverse sources, 
specifically for this dissertation were acquired at the 
observing of 
Cape Town high Wright CCD photometer. 
and the Wright camera in structure 
these why CCDs of choice for many 
applications. 
2.1 The CCD detector 
2.1.1 Structure and operation 
The CCD has become popular for applications of lin­
earity, area capabilities and quantum efficiency. The CCD detector is a 
oxide solid state integrated circuit of a 
of electrodes (usually of silicon). electrodes are 
CCD imaging surface in closely spaced columns that are channels 
perpendicular to the channels prevent any sideways movement of 
and are a few micrometres wide. In a three-phase CCD, a pixel is defined by a set 
of three parallel electrodes and the b"ro channels on either side. readout of 
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the UCT Wright frame transfer CCD. The main area 
of the device is divided into two regions, the image and the storage region, each with 
separate clock connections. Below the storage region is the output register (line readout) 
leading to the output amplifier. 
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the CCD is a single row of electrodes on one side of the chip running perpendicular to the 
electrodes which comprise the imaging area of the CCD. This row is the output register, 
which leads to an output amplifier (see figure 2.1). 
During an exposure, one of each triplet of electrodes in a pixel is held at a positive voltage 
while the other two are held at ground level. This creates a potential well in each pixel 
which can accumulate negative charge. When a photon strikes the surface of the CCD 
array and is absorbed by the silicon, an electron is released from the valence band and 
promoted to the conduction band where its movement can be influenced by an electric 
field. The electron is attracted to the nearest potential well and stored there. At the 
same time, a hole is created by the removal of the electron; this hole is repelled from the 
potential well and vanishes through the silicon substrate. During an exposure electrons 
accumulate in each potential well; the total charge in each potential well is proportional 
to the number of photons incident on that pixel. 
At the end of an exposure the two-dimensional charge distribution is read out. Each 
step of the readout involves changing the voltages applied to each electrode so that the 
potential wells move towards the output register, carrying the accumulated charge with 
them; this is called "clocking" the device. Each full clock cycle (three phases) will move 
the charge of each pixel to the adjacent pixel. Charge in the last row of electrodes before 
the output register is moved into the output register. The output register is then clocked 
repeatedly to move the potential wells and the charge they contain to the output amplifier. 
As the charge in each pixel arrives at the output amplifier, it is transferred to a capacitor, 
producing a change in the voltage of the capacitor. This voltage change is measured by 
the camera electronics as an analogue signal and is then digitised to form the output 
signal. The final signal is represented in ADD (analogue-to-digital units); the number of 
ADD depends on the gain of the CCD. The Wright CCD was operated with a gain of 10 
electrons per ADD. 
The output signals are then sent to an acquisition system where the images can be dis­
played and stored (or reduced on-line). In the case of the DCT Wright camera, signals are 
sent from the CCD electronics module via a coaxial cable to a personal computer running 
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the quantum efficiencies of CCDs and other detectors (from 
Sterken & Manfroid 1992) 
the acquisition software. Each signal contains 16 bits of image data. The incoming frames 
are passed via an ethernet connection to a Sun workstation for storage. Preliminary re­
ductions can be performed on the workstation, allowing the observer to monitor the data 
in near-real-time. The stored frames are reduced with care at a later stage (see section 2.2). 
2.1.2 Characteristics 
2.1.2.1 Quantum efficiency 
The quantum efficiency (QE) of a detector is the ratio of the number of photons detected 
by the device to the number of incident photons, usually expressed as a percentage. The 
QE of the CCD detector exceeds that of both photomultipliers and photographic plates, 
as shown in figure 2.2. Peak efficiencies for CCDs can exceed 80%. 
Because silicon is more transparent to light of longer wavelengths, red photons pass fur­
ther into the silicon than light of shorter wavelengths. CCDs therefore have good red 
responses out to 1/1. CCDs are less sensitive to blue photons, which are readily absorbed 
in the electrodes covering the surface of the device. To improve the blue response of a 
so 
The blue 
2.1. 
1.0 
Quantum 
efficiency 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Wavelength/nm 
2.3: Quantum efficiency curves for 
curve the blue-sensitive Amperex Town 
photometer is shown for comparison 
efficiency 
CCD the chip can be thinned and used 
back of the chip, a procedure called 
to '" 3500A. The UCT Wright CCD is a 
2.1 2 
When 
the following 
not all the electrons in each pixel ad­
vance as charge from one pixel usually appears in 
transfer may affect an entire Of, if 
The phosphor coating absorbs 
emits photons with wavelengths of 
extended to '" 2000A. The result is a fiat 
"'" 40%): a coated chip would thus not 
Figure 2.3 compares the QEs of 
QE of the UCT Wright CCD is 
response of a CCD can be extended further by with a layer. 
with about 4200.4 and re­
to 
CCD's response can be 
band (with a QE of 
blue stars like CVs. 
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the IS in the output 
the is given in the 
opposed corner of amplifier. 
causes of inefficiency include a that is too 
high the the moving wells, impurities or III 
the prevent from being transferred to the next Such 
"charge cause problems certain (mainly older) CCD '-A~'J'F-,UU. 
cases is to the before an exposure so that 
and all charges above the are transferred efficiently. does 
not appear to a problem with the Wright 
2.1 Nonlinearity and 
A potential well on CCD can hold a amount negative well 
will to hold as as their than 
the positive potential of well. maximum charge storage full well 
capacity of potential well. At high exposure levels, when charge "t-A,..a"" 
full well capacity, the the becomes nonlinear. The 
response of the well manifests itself as a drop quantum efficiency. In the Wright 
this occurs at levels above i'V 210000 per pixeL 
When stored in a pixel equals or exceeds the trapping potential of the well, 
the becomes "saturated" and can up down CCD columns. 
Saturation in Wright 300000 per In some CCD 
the saturation 1S trapping potential the CCD pixels, 
than number 
the 
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2.1 
sources limit performance. Photons behave to Poisson statis­
nOIse In "A""lLUL is the square root of the number 
by detector in a particular cannot be eliminated or reduced, it is 
that is present of a light source. 
Thermally exci ted electrons in silicon layer of the are indistinguishable 
by with photons in the sky- and starlight. the 
absence of light, thermal effects will rise to a dark current of the form 
-B fa = 	 e kT (2.1) 
where and are k the 
mann constant. Lowering the to an level 
will lower dark current comparison to 
other sources. The Wright camera is cooled by a 4 Peltier cooler which 
an operating temperature of rv At this dark current is typically 
0.03 	 per pixel per second, and is negligible for most' applications. Dark 
is usually uniform over the chip and can reT)reSellte:d as a single value for 
detector, but sometimes display pixels where 
current is unusually high; results bright pixels the data which 
be more troublesome the 
A type of the output amplifier. IS 
readout by camera: the more 
rr...<Ta,-ali by a observations of extremely 
sources one can use a image on only one pixel; 
for for one pixeL 
an uncertainty in the by chip electronics 
and is a statistical deviation wi th a zero mean and a distribution. The Wright 
CCD has a readout of than 10 electrons RMS. Readout noise increases as the 
rate is . 
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Further is introduced during of the output from ana­
size of digitisation noise on the gain CCD and 
A CCD gain will 
yield an output signal it will also 1 
the 9 electrons are a result, process 
may throw as much as 1 U per pixel 
addition to all sources, particles are a source 
of noise that will present on any frame. The software 
extracts from the CCD must be able to with cosmic ray and distin­
guish them from Images. 
2.1.5 transfer 
A conventional is not the ideal for high photometry time 
to read out the creates a dead between Increasing the of 
readout will increase the nOIse. frame transfer without shutters 
(often used in devices) are ideally suited to high photometry. 
a frame transfer half the chip is masked and is as an Image 
while other half is to starlight 2.1). When exposure IS HHhHJl,",U 
charge exposed half chip is rapidly to the 
storage half is read out by CCD controller, while the 
half is for the next The charge from 
to storage half chip takes only a few milliseconds; during this no 
shutter is but the star trails that are undetectable the background 
noise. In a frame device can a series of of a particular 
field with almost no dead time. 
to read storage half chip, send signals to 
acquisi tion and sets limit on quickly succes­
frames can taken, and the integration of the data. 
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The highest resolution possible with the VCT camera and its 
IS about 10 Al though it takes '" 4s to out the 
, the acquisition computer a total of 8 to 9 to write information 
to the workstation; the taken depends to a certain extent on how full 
disk If the camera frames to the acquisition computer 
the computer can write these to the workstation, whole 
shortest time resolution by UCT CCD is lOs. 
2.2 Data Reduction 
CCD IS a job which is the of the 
usual of sky subtraction and correction atmospheric extinction in reductions of 
photometric from a photomultiplier. following description outlines the various 
in the reduction procedure a typical CCD speed photometry data set. 
2 .1 Debiasing 
of random natu
served it is possible 
these would cause 
re readout and 
spurious values can 
during analogue-to-digital 
from sky 
be produced 
process. 
ob­
signal; 
avoid 
this, an electrical offset is applied to CCD a €onstant amount 
of charge to This level is the of the frame. the value of 
offset is subject to some random variation, the has to be calculated for frame 
individually. is done by measuring the values in overscan region of chip. 
The overscan does not correspond to a physical area of the chip but is measured 
by clocking CCD further after real charge distribution been out. 
in the overscan to same instrumental 
the rest of the chip, the exposure to To debias 
a CCD frame, the mean number of ADU per for each row in overscan IS 
calculated and a polynomial is fitted to polynomial is subtracted 
column on the imaging of the 
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2.2.2 Flat-fielding 
It has been remarked that "the only uniform CCD is a dead CCD" (Charles Mackay) 
- although the response of each pixel in a CCD is linear, not all pixels have the same 
sensitivity. This results in a spatially non-uniform response across the chip which must 
be corrected before any attempt is made to extract data from a frame. This sensitivity 
variation can be due to manufacturing imperfections su~h as inhomogeneities in the sub­
strate material, geometrical variations between pixels (including dust grains or any object 
projecting a shadow on the photosensitive surface), or mechanical stresses caused by the 
thinning process. 
There are two ways in which sensitivity varies across the chip. Overall sensitivity gradi­
ents cause low frequency variations (as a function of, for example, substrate thickness) of 
the order of tens of percent, while smaller high frequency pixel-to-pixel variations ("gran­
ularity") cause variations of a few percent. To correct for these variations, each frame is 
divided by a correction image - the fiat field - to obtain a frame with a spatially uniform 
response. Correct fiat-fielding is crucial: fiat-fielding errors cause the brightness of a star 
to depend on its position on the chip. 
A fiat field image is obtained by exposing the chip to a uniform light source such as the 
twilight or dawn sky in the same way that the scientific exposures are made. Usually, 
several fiat field images are taken for each filter and an average of these images is used 
in the reductions. Sharp variations in the illumination (such as bright stars that are sig­
nificantly brighter than the twilight or dawn sky background) should be avoided as they 
might be confused with the pixel-to-pixel granularity. The count rate per pixel in each 
individual fiat field image should be fairly high so that its noise level is smaller than the 
granularity: in the case of the UCT Wright CCD, the total number of ADU per pixel in 
a fiat field image was chosen to be between 12000 and 18000. 
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2.2.3 Data extraction 
Once the bias has been subtracted from a CCD frame and the frame has been divided by 
the flat field image, information about the brightness of the objects on the frame can be 
extracted. Two methods are used: aperture photometry and profile fitting. 
2.2.3.1 Aperture photometry 
The total number of ADU in the image of an object is summed inside a software-defined 
aperture. Background subtraction is done by subtracting the modal value of the signal 
in the pixels in a comparison area. Because it is best to observe the background at sym­
metrical locations around the star in order to take into account any linear trend in the 
background brightness, the best option is to use an annulus around the star as the com­
parison area. The inner radius of this annulus is chosen to be sufficiently large to avoid 
the wings of the stellar image. 
2.2.3.2 Profile fitting 
Although a star is a point source, the atmosphere produces a seeing profile which is 
approximately Gaussian in its central part. The optical path followed by the starlight 
through the telescope further modifies the stellar image so that the real stellar brightness 
profile appearing on a CCD frame is an unknown time-, position- and -signal-dependent 
function called the point-spread-function (PSF). The PSF represents the variation of the 
brightness of the image relative to the centroid of the image. Because of seeing variations 
and imperfect guiding, the PSF for stellar images may vary on a time scale comparable 
to the exposure time, and the PSF thus has to be calculated for each frame. Sometimes 
a single frame may require several different PSFs. 
The PSF may be represented as an analytic function or as an empirical array of values 
determined from examining several images on the frame; the array is moved and scaled to 
fit any stellar image. Each of these approaches has its advantages. Although modelling 
an asymmetrical or irregular image with an analytic function may require many free pa­
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rameters, this number of parameters will still be smaller than the number of pixels in an 
empirical PSF. The PSF width is usually a few pixels so that especially near the centre of 
the image, the pixel-to-pixel variations in irradiance are quite large. The analytical PSF 
is a better choice here because a profile can be fitted even if the image is not uniformly 
sampled. An empirical approximation may not represent the true profile of the stellar 
image. On the other hand, numerical integration of analytic distributions is usually more 
time-consuming than for empirical functions. The software used to reduce the CCD im­
ages for this dissertation makes use of an analytical PSF. 
2.2.4 DoPHOT 
The Wright camera produces CCD frames in FITS format (N ASA Science Data Systems 
Standards Office, 1990). The software used to extract magnitudes from the FITS images 
was DoPHOT (see Schechter, Mateo & Saha 1993 for a more complete description). Sev­
eral details in the description that follows apply specifically to the version of DoPHOT 
that is in use at UCT. 
DoPHOT was originally intended for reducing observations of star clusters, and was de­
signed to be able to cope with large numbers of objects with poorly sampled and oddly 
shaped PSFs on a single frame. However, because DoPHOT is fast and highly automated, 
it is also suited to the task of reducing the large sets of frames of a single field that com­
prise a high speed photometry run. 
DoPHOT searches for objects on a CCD frame and provides positions, magnitudes (de­
rived from profile fitting and aperture photometry) and crude classifications for these 
objects. The program adopts a model for each kind of object on the frame: each object is 
classified as a bright star, a faint star, a close pair of stars, a galaxy, a cosmic ray, or an 
object initially identified as a star but subsequently scrapped. A cosmic ray is modelled 
as a single high pixel, while stars and galaxies are modelled using analytic PSFs with a 
number of free parameters. The PSF used by DoPHOT is an elliptical Gaussian with 
power law wings : 
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(2.2) 

where 
(2.3) 

and x = (x' - XO), y = (y' - Yo). x' and y' are the coordinates of the current pixel. There 
are seven free parameters in this function: the shape parameters O"x, O"y and O"xy; the object 
centre (xo, yo); the central intensity 10 and the background intensity Is. The profile fitting 
is done using a nonlinear least squares procedure by minimizing X2 • Signal-to-noise based 
weighting is used for each pixel. 
In high speed photometry, one is usually interested only in the target star and selected 
comparison stars as opposed to all the stars on a frame, and the approximate coordinates 
of the objects of interest can be specified beforehand. The program can then search for 
objects at the known positions of the target star and the comparison stars. Because of 
differential refraction through the atmosphere and flexure between the various compo­
nents of the optical system on the telescope, the positions of objects on the frame tend 
to drift during the exposure, even if an autoguider is used throughout the run. The drift 
is usually 10 pixels, but depends on the hour angle and declination of the star andrv 
the length of the run. To ensure that DoPHOT is able to find the objects of interest 
despite the drift in star positions, a number of (square) windows are specified in which 
the program will search for an object. The user specifies the length of the side of the 
window and the approximate position of the centre of each object to be measured. 
The program performs multiple scans of each frame, each succeeding scan being performed 
at a lower detection threshold. On the first pass, the program identifies the brightest pixel 
within the specified windows (bad pixels and any bright regions at the edges of the chip 
are specified beforehand and are excluded from the search). This number of ADD is as­
signed to the variable Tmax. The lowest detection threshold, Tmin , is set by the program or 
by the user: this is the number of ADD per pixel below which DoPHOT will not attempt 
to fit a star. The quantity Tmax - Tmin is divided into a number of steps such that the 
~: . 
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difference in intensity between successive steps is as close to a factor of two as possible. 
For example, if Tmin = 16 and Tmax = 128, the program, on its first pass, would identify, 
classify and fit all objects containing pixels 128 ADU above the local sky background. 
The appropriate model fitted for each object is subtracted from the image, producing 
a "working image". The second pass would search for objects with pixels greater than 
64 ADU above the background, then 32 ADU, and finally 16 ADU. By choosing Tmin 
appropriately, the user can ensure that the program will attempt to fit very faint objects. 
The data collected for this dissertation of CP Eri in its low state, for example, required 
values of Tmin of only 6 or 7 ADU above the local background. 
The advantage of repeated passes with successively smaller detection thresholds is fairly 
obvious for crowded frames: the procedure avoids the need for fitting several closely­
spaced objects simultaneously. It is, however, best to operate in this mode even when 
the field is sparse, especially if any bright stars are present. If the program is searching 
for any pixel above a fairly low initial threshold, it will attempt to fit stars in the wings 
of a bright star if the pixels there have values greater than T min. The program will thus 
take some time to identify the subraster of pixels where the stellar model can be fitted 
successfully. Operating the program using multiple passes ("crowded field mode") tends 
to minimize this problem and speeds up the reductions considerably. Nevertheless, mea­
surements of bright stars can still be problematic. When an analytic function is fitted to 
a bright star, large residuals may remain after the profile is subtracted, especially where 
the bright star has broader wings than the analytic model. These bright pixels may, on 
subsequent passes, trigger the identification of false "phantom stars". 'The program usu­
ally recognises these phantom stars as false detections and classifies them as such in the 
output file, although occasionally they are classified as faint stars. In practice, one ignores 
the false faint objects surrounding a bright star once one is satisfied that the objects are 
not real. 
After each pass through the working image all objects found on previous passes are once 
again fitted to obtain improved estimates of the parameters used in the analytic models. 
In this way the shape of a typical star on the frame is determined. Stars with sufficient 
signal-to-noise are fitted for 7 parameters: the object centre, the central intensity of the 
fitted profile, the background intensity, and ax, a y and a xy which define the shape of 
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the profile. Stars with central intensities less than a certain value Cmin (which can be 
specified by the user) are fitted only for the sky background, the object centre and the 
central intensity, while adopting the current best estimates of the stellar shape parameters 
determined from the brighter stars. 
All objects identified as stars and fitted with analytic functions of either 7 or 4 param:­
eters, together with cosmic ray hits and spurious identifications where the program was 
not able to identify the object reliably, are listed in an output file ("sum file"). For each 
object, the file lists the object's classification, the fitted sky value, coordinates of the 
object centre, fitted central intensity from which the fit magnitude is obtained, shape 
parameters for the fit, background-corrected aperture intensity in ADU, sky aperture in­
tensity, difference between the fit and aperture magnitudes and standard errors for the 
fit and aperture magnitudes. The header of each sum file contains information extracted 
from the header of the original FITS image and lists the frame number, object name, 
right ascension and declination and the sidereal and universal time at the beginning of 
the exposure. The time signal was obtained from the central time service at Suther­
land which is a PC-based system locked to signals from a CPS receiver. The signal is 
distributed to each dome via an optical cable and is used by the acquisition computer 
and the encoder system for the telescope. The timing errors are no more than 1 - 2 f-lS 
under normal conditions. Universal and sidereal times are calculated from the mean time. 
The next step is to combine the information from the sum files into a single file containing 
information on the variation in brightness of the target and comparison stars as a function 
of time. The heliocentric Julian Date and airmass for each frame are calculated using the 
star's right ascension and declination, the latitude of the observatory, the date and UT at 
the beginning of each frame. The aperture intensities and central intensities of the fitted 
PSFs are used to calculate the aperture and fit magnitudes. These data are then written 
to a file containing the time series for the target and comparison stars. 
The aperture photometry measurement in the sum file for each object represents the 
total number of ADU in a software-defined aperture, the diameter of which is several full 
widths at half maximum of the fitted profile for that object. The aperture magnitudes 
that appear in the final data file are obtained using 
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-2.510g (f) + c (2.4) 
where I is the (background-corrected) number of ADU in the aperture, t the integration 
time and C is a zero point determined by obtaining aperture photometry for a star of 
known magni tude. When observations are taken wi thou t a filter (as was usually the case), 
the V magnitude of the star is used to represent the "white light" magnitude. This is be­
cause the UCT Wright CCD has a response that can be described as a "broad V" response 
(Johnson V is centred on 5500A and is about lOOOA wide at full width half maximum, 
while the Wright CCD response is also centred on 5500A but is "" 5000A FWHM). In 
photometric conditions this method produces results that are accurate to about a tenth 
of a magnitude. Because in general only differential magnitudes are considered in the 
analysis, placing the results on a standard system is not important. 
The fit magnitude is calculated from the central intensity of the fitted stellar profile. 
For a given frame, the shape parameters (J'x, (J'y and (J'xy will be the same for all stars, 
so the height of the PSF should be a measure of the star's brightness relative to the 
comparison stars. In reality, because of seeing variations, the shape parameters calculated 
by DoPHOT vary from frame to frame. To calculate the fit magnitude the total volume 
under the PSF must be taken into account. The fit magnitude is calculated using 
Int x J(J'2x X J(J'2 y )
2.510g +C (2.5) ( t 
where t is the exposure time, Int is the central intensity of the profile, C is a zero point 
and J(J'2x X J(J'2 y is a measure of the volume under the profile. The zero point is calculated 
to bring the profile magnitudes into rough agreement with the aperture magnitudes. The 
systematic error in the fit magnitude is, as for the aperture magnitudes, about a tenth of 
a magnitude in photometric conditions. 
Aperture magnitudes are generally noisier than magnitudes obtained by profile fitting 

. because there is much more Poisson and readout noise from the sky inside an aperture 

than there is under a fitted profile. Thus only the fit magnitudes were considered for the 

high speed photometry runs. The aperture measurements were used for standard stars 
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used to calibrate the high speed photometry runs. 
The term "data reduction" is particularly appropriate in this context. Each raw frame 
produced by the Wright camera is 0.247 Mb, and each bias-subtracted and fiat-fielded 
frame contains 0.211 Mb. A high speed photometry run of 500 frames thus requires 123 
Mb for the raw frames and 106 Mb for the bias-subtracted, fiat-fielded frames. Each 
sum file produced by DoPHOT contains approximately 1.5 kb (depending on the num­
ber of stars listed), so the sum files for one 500 frame photometry run contain '" 0.75 
Mb. The final data file containing the time series for the target and comparison stars con­
tains only about 40 kb, a reduction of the original data by a fact.or of over three thousand! 
2.3 Differential photometry 
One of the great advantages of using a CCD as a detector for high speed photometry is 
that the images of many objects appear on a single frame, each of which is recorded in 
similar atmospheric conditions. Spatially, objects on a single frame are very close to each 
other (the Wright camera in frame transfer mode on the 1m telescope at Sutherland has a 
field of view of 1.2 by 1.4 arcminutes), so they have essentially the same zenith distance. 
Differential photometry involves comparing the target star to other comparison stars on 
the frame by differencing their magnitudes. Differencing removes (to first order) extinc­
tion variations and corrects any other variation (instrumental or atmospheric in origin) 
that is unrelated to the intrinsic variations of the target star. Differential photometry al­
lows observations to be made through thin cloud, greatly increasing the number of usable 
observing nights. Although in bad weather one usually has to increase the exposure time 
to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, this is offset by the large increase in the us­
able data that can be acquired. Differential CCD photometry allows good signal-to-noise 
measurements of faint stars to be made with small telescopes. 
Although differential techniques remove the need to correct observations for atmospheric 
extinction, problems can arise where the target star and the comparison stars have very 
different colours, and second order extinction terms become important. CVs observed 
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away from the Galactic plane are unlikely to be sufficiently near a blue comparison star. 
At large airmasses, differential extinction occurs as the blue CV light is scattered more 
than redder light from the comparison stars. The target star thus fades faster than the 
comparison star at large airmasses. This produces low frequency noise in the final light 
curve. 
2.4 CCDs versus photomultiplers 
CCDs as detectors have several advantages over photomultipliers (PMTs), but are not 
superior in all respects. CCDs have higher quantum efficiencies than PMTs (see figure 
2.2): whereas the peak QE for a photomultiplier is around 25%, peak efficiencies for CCDs 
can exceed 80%. CCDs provide simultaneous measurements of a target and comparison 
stars, making differential photometry possible. Also, the background is constantly moni­
tored wi th a CCD; this enables more effective background subtraction. As a result, much 
fainter sources can be observed with a CCD using a particular telescope than is possible 
with a photomultipler. In CCD aperture photometry, one can choose vey small software­
defined apertures of only a few arcseconds across, whereas photomultipler apertures have 
diameters of tens of arcseconds. The smaller the aperture, the less Poisson noise from the 
background is included with the signal. 
In some cases, however, PMTs may still be a better choice of detector. 'Fhey allow much 
shorter integration times and are thus a better choice in situations where very rapid 
sampling is necessary. Blue-sensitive PMTs have, in general, better blue responses than 
CCDs. The blue response of a CCD can be improved by thinning, back illumination 
and coating the chip, but this is an expensive and risky (in the case of thinning) busi­
ness. Another advantage of a photomultipler photometer over a CCD photometer is that 
real-time results are easier to obtain at the telescope, allowing the observer to monitor 
the incoming data. In addition, the computational requirements for photomultiplier data 
acquisition, storage and reduction are modest in comparison to those for a CCD pho­
tometer. The output of a PMT photometer consists of a single number (say 16 bits) 
per integration, and the data from a week's observing can fit easily onto a 360 kb floppy 
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disk. On the other hand, each CCD frame readout produces hundreds or thousands of 
kilobytes, depending on the size of the chip. The VCT Wright camera in frame trans­
fer mode produces almost a quarter of a megabyte per integration. During a night of a 
total of 10 hours of high speed photometry with an integration time of lOs , the acquisi­
tion system must be capable of storing almost a gigabyte of data, so that the images can 
be reduced at a later stage. CCD reductions, too, require substantial computing facilities . 
For this study, the CCD photometer has several clear advantages over a PMT photome­
ter. Because the aim of the study is to examine photometric periods of the order of a 
thousand seconds, a time resolution of higher than lOs is not necessary. The Wright CCD, 
being a back-illumunated, thinned device, has a good blue response and is appropriate 
for observing blue stars such as CVs . Furthermore, the sensitivity of the CCD, improved 
background subtraction and differential photometry, increase the quality of the data and 
make observations of very faint sources possible. Two light curves of CP Eri in the low 
state were obtained when the star was at 19.5 mag. GP Com, with a magnitude of about 
16.5 and large airmasses (its declination is +18°; the latitude of Sutherland is -33°) was 
previously unobservable with the 1m telescope at Sutherland. 
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Chapter 3 
Examples of hydrogen-rich 
superhumpers 
3.1 Introduction 
The superhump phenomenon was first identified in superoutbursting dwarf novae (Vogt 
1974, Warner 1975). Normal and negative superhumps have subsequently been observed 
in a variety of other close binary systems: evidence for precessing accretion discs has been 
seen in "permanently erupting" nova-like variables and nova remnants such as BK Lyn 
(Skillman & Patterson 1993) and V603 AqI (Patterson et al. 1993); in low mass X-ray 
binaries (eg. V1405 Aql: Patterson et al. 1993); and magnetic CVs (eg. TV Col: Hel­
lier, Mason & Mittaz 1991, Hellier 1993). See chapter 1 section 1.2.2 for a discussion of 
hydrogen-rich systems with multiple periodicities that are thought to be due to accretion 
disc precession. 
In this chapter, observations of two hydrogen-rich superhumpers are presented. The aim 
is to demonstrate some of the observational properties of hydrogen-rich systems in which 
superhumps are believed to occur, in order to be able to draw comparisons with the 
helium-rich AM CVn stars. V442 Ophiuchi is a nova-like variable with a variable pho­
tometric period that differs from its spectroscopic (presumably orbital) period. TY PsA 
is an SU UMa dwarf nova which, during superoutburst, displays asymmetric absorption 
line profiles that vary in asymmetry on the beat period between the orbital period and 
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the superhump period. 
3.2 Photometry of V442 Ophiuchi 
3.2.1 Observational background 
V442 Ophiuchi is a nova-like variable of the VY Scl subtype (Warner 1995a) with a visual 
magnitude range of 12.6 .to 15.5. V442 Oph was identified by Szkody & Wade (1980) as 
a CV, based on its spectral properties, blue colour and flickering behaviour. The spectra 
showed He II A4686A and H,8 lines of comparable strength in the high state. Equivalent 
widths of 3.9A for He II and 4.8A for H,8 were measured by Williams (1983). In this 
regard, V442 Oph resembles V603 Aql (Williams 1983, Patterson et al. 1993); V603 Aql 
has, however, a much smaller range of variability than V442 Oph. The photometric and 
periodic behaviour of V 442 Oph is strikingly similar to "Tafel berg", the optical counter­
part of the hard X-ray source H 0551-819 (Buckleyet al. 1993, Patterson 1995). 
IUE spectra of V 442 Oph show a lack of strong emission or absorption lines: this is typical 
of nova-like variables (Szkody & Shafter 1983). The UV spectra are similar to those of 
V603 Aql. The He II A1640A is surprisingly weak considering the He II A4686A strength. 
The ratio of the fluxes 1640/4686 is about 2.3 while recombination theory (Brocklehurst 
1971) predicts a ratio of 1640/4686 = 7; this implies either a strange energy balance in 
the disc or a large variation in the disc between the time of the optical and the UV spectra. 
Infra-red photometry (Szkody & Shafter 1983) shows variability with 30% of the points 
more than 20" from the mean. The IR fluxes are consistent with an optically thick disc. 
The mass transfer rate is approximately 1O-8M0 y-l which is in the the range of mass 
transfer rates deduced for nova-like variables, nova remnants and dwarf novae in outburst 
(Warner 1995a). V442 Oph has no significant circular polarisation and is thus not a polar 
with a strong magnetic field and synchronously rotating primary (Szkody & Shafter 1983). 
Szkody & Shafter (1983) obtained a period of 3.367 ± 0.015h from Ha radial velocity 
variations; a consistent period was obtained from the radial velocities of He II "\4686A. 
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A recent study by M.D. Still and R.e. Smith (private communication) finds three candi­
date spectroscopic periods from radial velocity variations of the sum of the H,6 and H, 
emission lines. The candidate periods are one cycle day-l aliases of each other: 2.643 h, 
2.971 hand 3.390 h. The favoured period is 2.971 ± 0.007 h from the H,6 core velocity and 
2.969 ± 0.010 h from the He II -\4686A. The 3.390 h period of Szkody & Shafter (1983) is 
probably the one cycle day-l alias of this period. 
The evidence from Still & Smith's recent study suggests that V442 Oph is a non-eclipsing 
analogue of the SW Sex stars (Thorstensen et al. 1991). It is interesting to note that 
SW Sex, which is an eclipsing system, shows no indications of multiple periodicities (i.e. 
a spectroscopic period which differs from the photometric period or periods). Warner 
(1995a) observes that no high-inclination, multiple period systems are yet known. It will 
be interesting to see, should an eclipsing AM eVn star ever be discovered, whether it 
displays the complex photometric behaviour of the lower-inclination AM eVn systems. 
V603 Aql, a system very similar to V442 Oph, has shown both negative and positive su­
perhumps, although not at the same time. The negative superhumps have dominated the 
light curve since 1992 (Patterson, private communication), and the positive superhumps 
were present in data from June to October 1991 (Patterson et al. 1993). H 0551-819 has 
also shown both positive and negative superhumps at different times (Patterson 1995). In 
this section, observations of V 442 Oph from 1983 and 1995 are presented; the photometric 
period from 1983 is different from the 1995 period, and both these periods are less than 
the spectroscopic period, suggesting a negative superhump. In addition, there is evidence 
of dwarf nova oscillations (DNOs) in the 1995 high-speed photometry. 
3.2.2 New observations 
High speed photometry of V442 Oph was obtained in 1983 at Sutherland by Darragh 
O'Donoghue with the UeT photometer (Nather & Warner 1971) attached to the 0.75m 
reflector. Observations were taken without a filter; the S-l1 cathode of the Amperex 
56DVP photomultiplier yields a response corresponding to an effective wavelength close 
to that of Johnson B. A log of observations is given in table 3.1. The sky-subtracted 
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Table 3.1: 
Oph 
Journal of observations: July, August 1983 high-speed photometry of V442 
Run 
S 3136 
S 3137 
S 3143 
S 3145 
S 3146 
S 3149 
S 3168 
Date (start) 
1983 July 8 
1983 July 8 
1983 July 9 
1983 July 10 
1983 July 10 
1983 July 11 
1983 August 8 
JD0 (2440000+) 
5524.43013 
5524.46759 
5525.39999 
5526.36064 
5526.47268 
5527.55471 
5555.30644 
Length (h) 
0.9 
1.8 
3.3 
0.9 
1.1 
5.1 
3.5 
observations were corrected for extinction using a mean extinction coefficient of 0.4. The 
mean intensity of the star during each run was subtracted from the data which were nor­
malised by the same quantity to yeid a time series in units of fractional intensity. All 
observations were made with integration times of 5 s; these were subsequently binned to 
give a sampling time of 20 s to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 
An additional set of data was obtained by the writer in June and July 1995 using the UCT 
Wright CCD Camera (see chapter 2) on the 1m telescope at Sutherland. Table 3.2 is a 
journal of the observations. All exposure times were 10 s. The frames were reduced using 
the procedure described in chapter 2. Since the magnitudes calculated by the reduction 
software are subject to a systematic error of about 0.1 mag, the mean magnitude in each 
run was subtracted. The data presented are thus differential magnitudes from the mean 
magnitude for each run. 
A rough estimate of the B and V magnitudes of V442 Oph was obtained on 28 July by 
comparing the count rates (i.e. number of ADU per second) with the nearby blue star HD 
158661 at a1900 = 17h 28m 195 , <51900 = -17°06'19": this star was chosen for standardisation 
purposes (instead of an E-region standard) because of its colour and its proximity to V442 
Oph (to minimize extinction effects). HD 158661 was kindly measured by Fred Marang 
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Table 3.2: Log of observations: June, July 1995 high-speed photometry of V442 Oph 
Run Date (start) JD0 (2440000+) Length (h) 
A336 1995 June 2 9870.45050 3.8 
A342 1995 June 3 9871.47103 3.7 
A350 1995 July 25 9924.31508 3.9 
A357 1995 July 27 9926.31731 3.9 
A362 1995 July 28 9927.31620 4.1 
A364 1995 July 29 9928.20977 5.5 
A369 1995 July 30 9929.30439 4.7 
A373 1995 July 31 9930.25983 5.2 
with the 0.5m telescope at Sutherland on the same night that the filtered observations 
of V442 Oph were made. The results were V = 8.197 and B = 8.380. The estimates for 
V442 Oph were B = 14.1 and V = 13.9. As most of the observations made with the UCT 
vVright Camera were made without a filter, an estimate of the "white light" magnitude of 
V442 Oph was also made. This was done by assuming that the white light magnitude of 
HD 158661 is the same as its V magnitude - the Wright Camera CCD has a "broad V" 
response (see chapter 2 section 2.2.4). This rough method yielded a white light magnitude 
for V 442 Oph of 13.8. The motivation for obtaining these rough estimates of the mag­
nitudes of the star was to be able to monitor any long-term changes in the star's brightness. 
3.2.3 The photometric periods 
The 1983 observations in table 3.1 are shown in figure 3.1. They resemble the results of 
Szkody & Shafter (1983) and show rapid flickering and flare-like brightenings on a time 
scale of f'V 15 min . The light curves in Szkody & Shafter (1983) cover less than two orbital 
periods and do not show the sinusoidal variation observed during the longer Sutherland 
runs. 
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V442 Oph 
5524+ (Days) 
0 . 30 0 . 40 0 . 50 
0.4 
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0.30 0.40 0.50 
Figure 3.1: The .high speed photometry of V 442 Oph listed in table 3.1. The horizontal 
axis is in days (including the heliocentric correction) and the vertical axis is in units of 
fractional intensi ty. The sinusoidal fit is a non-linear least squares fit using the parameters 
for the second of the arrowed peaks in figure 3.3. 
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day-l alias the 3.228 h peak has a much smaller than the other two 
A 0.057 0.002mag). 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Fourier amplitude spectrum of the July 1983 runs out to 3.0 mHz (there 
are no further features from 3.0 mHz to the Nyquist frequency). The highest peak is 
at 85.96 pHz. (b) The amplitude spectrum from 0.0 to 0.4 mHz. The arrows show the 
85.96 pHz variation and the positions of its first three harmonics. There is no obvious 
harmonic structure for this frequency, although a first harmonic may be buried in the 
broad band of power at 0.17 mHz. rv 
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Figure 3.4: Amplitude spectra of runs S3136, S3137, S3143 and S3149 pre-whitened 
by the second of the three arrowed peaks in figure 3.3. No structure resembling the 
spectral window (left) is evident in the pre-whitened data. The asterisk marks the peak 
at 0.80 mHz that appears in figure 3.3 between the first two of the three arrowed alias rv 
peaks, but this figure shows that the 0.80 mHz peak is not significant. rv 
trum was then re-calculated. The spectrum obtained after pre-whitening with the second 
of the three alias peaks is shown in figure 3.4. No variations (with an upper limit of 
0.030 mag) appeared above the noise in the region of the original power excess. The peak 
at 0.08 mHz (marked with an asterisk in figure 3.4) appears in figure 3.3 between the rv 
first two arrowed peaks. If real, it has a period 3.55 h or its one cycle day-l alias, butrv 
figure 3.4 shows that it is not significant. The distortion of the alias pattern envelope in 
figure 3.3a and b could be due to the flickering and flare-like features in the light curve: 
the varying amplitude of the flickering may be causing an overall amplitude modulation 
of the signal. 
The 1995 light curves of table 3.2 are shown in figure 3.5. These also show a clear sinu­
soidal variation with superimposed flickering; the flickering time scale is similar to that 
of the 1983 data. The trailing ends of the last two runs (JD0 2449929 and 2449930) are 
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Figure 3.5: The high-speed photometry of V 442 Oph listed in table 3.2. The vertical axis 
is in units of differential magnitudes from the mean (white light) magnitude for each run. 
The sinusoidal fit is a non-linear least squares fit to all the data using the parameters of 
the 2.902h peak in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6: Fourier amplitude spectrum of the 1995 observations from 0.0 to 0.4 mHz 
showing the posi tions of the 95.73 J.lHz peak and its first three harmonics. -Apart from the 
harmonic which may be hiding in the broad band at "'" 0.19 mHz and a suggestion 
of a power excess at harmonic, there is no obvious harmonic structure for the 
95.73 
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Figure 3.7: Fourier amplitude spectrum of the 1995 V442 Oph high-speed photometry in 
the region of 0.1 mHz. The spectral window function is shown as an inset. There are two 
high-amplitude peaks) either of which could represent the true principal frequency. 
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are (aliased) candidate periods 1983 two from 1995. It is likely 
that the correct periods are 2.845 ± 0.003 h from 1983 and ± 0.002 h from as 
these are two similar periods from the two years. Observations V442 
during from have a "healthy" period of 0.009 day-lor 
± 0.003 h (Patterson, communication), confirming the 1995 identification. 
If choice principal frequency for the two years is correct, the photometric period 
changes significantly between 1983 and and is different to spectroscopic period. 
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It is tempting to speculate that the photometric period is a negative superhump, and that 
the correct spectroscopic period is 2.970h, the one cycle day-l alias of the period derived 
by Szkody & Shafter (1983). 
Some support of this interpretation comes from the 1995 photometry: Patterson (private 
communication) has found a low-frequency variation with a period of 0.229 ± 0.009 cycles 
day-l, i.e., 105 ± 4h. This could be the precession period of a tilted disc with regressing 
nodes: the beat period between the 2.902 h period and the spectroscopic period, 2.970 h, 
is 126±20 h. The precession period of a tilted disc would be visible in the photometry due 
to the varying visibility of, for instance, the central regions of the disc, or the variation of 
disc overflow by the mass transfer stream. 
3.2.5 Dwarf nova oscillations 
An interesting feature of the 1995 photometry is the presence of high-frequency peaks 
around 0.04 Hz at very low amplitude in some, but not all, runs. The runs from one rv 
month show an excess of power at approximately the same frequency, but the location of 
the excess power changes from June to July. Aside from these low-amplitude peaks, the 
nightly amplitude spectra are featureless up to the Nyquist frequency. 
Of the two June nights, a region of excess power appears in run A342 around 42.47 mHz 
with an amplitude of 0.003 mag: see figure 3.9. There is no (convincing) power excess at 
high frequencies in the previous night's run (A336). In the July runs, a low-amplitude, 
high-frequency power excess is seen clearly in three nights: runs A357, A369 and A373. 
The amplitude spectra of these three nights' data in the region of 39 mHz is shown in 
figure 3.10. The corresponding periods are 25.45 s, 25.57 sand 25.56 s. The amplitudes 
are variable from one run to the next: in run A357, A ~ 2.9 X 10-3 mag while in run 
A373, A ~ 5.5 X 10-3 mag. The complex structure of the peaks in the amplitude spectra 
might be caused by the fact that the periods are comparable to the integration time of 
lOs (see the discussion by Warner & Brickhill1978). 
Low-amplitude, high-frequency brightness modulations with unstable periods were dis­
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Figure 3.9: The power excess In run 
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O'Donoghue & 1989). During one run taken DNOs were 
visible in the curve. 
Nova-like which DNOs have been detected the 
19 - s. DNOs are present in about half the observations 1995a). 
TT Ari, a similar orbital period (3.30 h) to that (2.970 h), has 
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Figure 3.10: The excess high-frequency power in runs A357, A369 and A373 . The fre­
quency and amplitude of the peak varies from run to run. 
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quasi-periods of '" 12, 32 and 40 s and shows negative superhumps (Udalski 1988, rv rv 
Patterson et al. 1993). By analogy, therefore, it is probable that the high-frequency power 
seen in V442 Oph is caused by DNOs. The DNOs are expected to be seen only in runs 
where the coherence of the oscillations is particularly high. 
3.3 Spectroscopy of TY Piscis Austrini 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The spectra of the AM CVn stars differ from the spectra of DB white dwarfs in several 
respects (see chapter 1 section 1.1.4.3): the lines in the AM CVn stars are narrower and 
shallower than those in DB white dwarf spectra and occasionally show emission at He II 
)'4686A. AM CVn stars also show heavier elements (N, Si, C) in their UV spectra, while 
the spectra of DB pulsators are largely featureless. The line profiles of AM CVn star 
spectra most closely resemble the line profiles seen in spectra of superoutbursting dwarf 
novae (O'Donoghue 1993, Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 1993, Warner 1995a). This 
is probably the most compelling piece of evidence suggesting that similar mechanisms 
operate in AM CVn stars and in superhumping systems. 
During the rise to outburst, the characteristic Balmer emission-line spectrum of a quies­
cent dwarf nova is gradually transformed into an absorption spectrum. Large variations 
in the ,-velocity of the broad absorption lines have been observed in T-Y PsA (Warner, 
O'Donoghue & Wargau 1989), TU Men and VW Hyi (for references see Warner 1995a). 
In these systems, the ,-velocities alternate between", -200 and 200km S-l on therv 
beat period between the superhump and the orbital period. These apparent ,-velocity 
modulations are not caused by a real change in the motion of the system, but by the 
changing asymmetries of the absorption line profiles. Similar line profile asymmetry vari­
ations are observed in AM CVn (Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 1993) and V803 Cen 
(O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989: see chapter 4). 
In this section, spectra of the SU UMa dwarf nova TY PsA from Warner, O'Donoghue 
& Wargau (1989) are re-examined in an attempt to improve the estimate of the period 
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of variability of the line profile asymmetries. The aim is to see whether this period is 
consistent with the beat period between the orbital and superhump periods. If the asym­
metries vary on the beat period, the case for superhumps in AM eVn stars would be 
more secure. In AM eVn the available evidence is strongly suggestive of a superhump 
interpretation, but is not definitively established. In addition, the orbital period of AM 
eVn is not observed directly but is derived from a beat with the line profile asymmetry 
period (Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 1993). In TY PsA, however, the photometric 
modulations during superoutburst are superhumps (by definition!) and the identification 
of the orbital period in the photometry is fairly certain. The observation, therefore, of 
varying absorption line asymmetry on the beat period between the orbi tal and the su­
perhump periods, supports the interpretation that we have adopted for AM eVn, i.e. 
that the principal photometric modulations in AM eVn are caused by the superhump 
mechanism that operates in SU UMa dwarf novae. 
3.3.2 The orbital and superhump periods 
Spectra and photometry of TY PsA in quiescence and superoutburst were obtained by 
Warner, O'Donoghue & Wargau (1989). Photometric observations at or near quiescence 
show rapid flickering and flare-like behaviour superimposed on an orbiterl modulation of 
brightness (see figure 3.11). The flickering behaviour in the light curves of TY PsA is 
similar to that of V 442 Oph: in V 442 Oph, however, the brightness modulation is a 
superhump, not an orbital modulation, and is more sinusoidal in shape. The dominant 
flickering time scale in TY PsA is 10 min. Power spectra of the quiescent light curves f"V 
of TY PsA yield an orbital period Porb = 2.016 ± 0.002 h. The first harmonic of the 
orbital period is also present with an amplitude about one-third of the orbital modulation 
(Warner, O'Donoghue & Wargau 1989). During the middle and late stages of a super­
outburst in June 1984, superhumps were observed with a period Ps = 2.103h. The beat 
period between Porb and Ps is 2.022 d. 
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3.11: Light curves quiescence from Warner, O'Donoghue Wargau 
(1989). flickering behaviour is similar to of V442 
but PsA is on an orbital modulation, w
are a superhump modulation. 
(figures 3.1 and 
hereas V4420ph 
3.5), 
slow 
3.3.3 Line profile skewness variations 
In superoutburst, the of TY shows a continuum and broad, 
low Balmer absorption lines with central emission cores. The strength of emlSSIOn 
core towards higher of The widths range 
from 4500kms-1 at (full width at the continuum level) to 9000km at Ho. was 
by Warner, O'Donoghue & Wargau (1989) that were 
between the from to night: 
the 
it was observed 
the observed changes are to 
emission cores in the absorption lines 
After removing 
were strongly but 
from night to night. It was concluded that 
in the line and not line 
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Figure 3.12: Normalised spectra of TY PsA on four consecutive nights during a superout­
burst. The asymmetry of the absorption lines appears to vary on a period of rv 2 days, 
corresponding to the beat period between the orbital and the superhump periods. From 
Warner, O'Donoghue & Wargau (1989). 
positions. 
Figure 3.12 shows the mean normalised absorption spectra for four consecutive nights 
during the superoutburst (with the emission cores removed). It is clear that the asym­
metries of the absorption lines change sense such that the lines are skewed to the right 
on the first and third nights, and to the left on the second and fourth nights. The period 
of variabili ty (if the asymmetry variations are indeed periodic) appears to be rv 2 days. 
In order to refine the estimate of the line profile asymmetry variability, the skewness (third 
moment) of the Balmer absorption lines was calculated using an approach similar to that 
of Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993) in their study of the line profile variability in 
AM CVn. The wavelength-calibrated superoutburst spectra from Warner, O'Donoghue 
& Wargau (1989) were used: these were obtained on 1984 June 22 - 25 with the Reticon 
Photon Counting System and Unit Spectrograph on the 1.9 m telescope at Sutherland. 
The spectra are in sequences of eight 210 s exposures followed by a comparison CuiAr arc 
calibration spectrum; approximately 6 such sequences were obtained per night. Further 
1 OF TY PISCIS AUSTRINI 
can be found in \Varner, O'Donoghue & ( 
below was performed using the Starlink DIPSO et 
routines written specifically to moment 
of 
response was removed from the do all 168 
were then with (J' = 2. 
intervals free from 
individual spectrum was corrected by wavelength 
and dividing the spectrum by curve to a with 
the continuum level at 1.0 (see figure 3.13). 
The spectra were summed to give 
time of about 1 h. The lines Ho and 
the central emission components are removed 
from each line in turn before the third moment is """,'Vuu,,,, non­
systematic changes to the line profile from avoiding 
the emission cores would be to calculate line. The 
disadvantage with this approach is that IS pronounced 
than in the line cores. 
The third moment S of each line is 
S (3.1 ) 
The sum is taken over a interval around the line centre, Ai is the 
wavelength of a is the corresponding flux value, Fcont is 
value normalised spectra), and A is the rest 
wavelength of absorption lines (measured 
the sum of all ± 2A (measured at the 
Ho and 4A to velocities of rv 3250kms- 1 and rv 2730kms- 1 
from the line of the lines was calculated the 
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Figure 3.13: Sum of all the superoutburst spectra of TY PsA from Warner, O'Donoghue & 
Wargau (1989), (a) before the instrumental reponse is removed and (b) after the spectrum 
is divided by a spline curve fit to the continuum. 
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the spectroscopic and photometric beat periods are compatible. Although only a small 
part of the beat cycle is covered by the spectra, the results (figure 3.15) obtained by 
folding the skewness data on a period of 2.022 d are reasonable. Because the beat period 
in most SU UMa stars is 2.2 d, in order to get better coverage of a beat cycle it would I'V 
require cooperative observing from opposite sides of the globe. A WET campaign would 
be feasible for systems such as RZ LMi which show very frequent superoutbursts. 
Superhumps in the SU UMa dwarf novae are best understood as arising from tidal stresses 
in a precessing non-circular disc (see, for example, Warner 1995c). The similari ty between 
the line profile variations in the spectra of superoutbursting dwarf novae and those of AM 
eVn is crucial evidence which supports the superhump model for the AM eVn stars. 
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Chapter 4 
V803 Centaur 
.1 Introduction 
a photometric a reglOn 5128, and 
(1964) a star on their survey intensi ty variations blue 
colours. 17th 
and showing absorption 
of days. Westin (1980) 
the showed a correlation the 
line addition, radial velocity 
rv 400 km ( see 4.1). an 
attempt to (1975) and Westin 
(1980) compared star to Tn ... ,r......"'" deficient stars such as the DB dwarfs 
CrB star MV Sgr. Elvius noted similarity the to those 
HZ 29 CVn), excluded possibility of a binary due to lack 
evidence rapid photometric variations in observations. 
AE-1 was given the variable star designation V803 Cen (Kholopov ) and identified as 
a possible IBWD during a conducted by E L Robinson. This 
a for time variations similar to seen AM CVn and 
(PG 1346+082). were found by (1987) and studied by O'Donoghue, 
IVH~nZles & Hill (1987), who identified a 1 s periodicity in the curve similar 
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Figure 4.1: Photometric and radial velocity variations of VS03 Cen from Westin (19S0). 
There are large rv 4 magnitude variations in V over the four day period, with no accom­
panying variations in U - B or B - V. Large radial velocity variations with an amplitude 
of rv 400 km S-1 are present. 
to the 1490 s period seen in PC 1346+0S2 (Wood et al. 19S7). It was concluded that 
VS03 Cen was indeed the same kind of object as PC 1346+082 and AM CVn, and an 
interacting binary white dwarf model was proposed. 
Recent studies of V803 Cen have revealed a plethora of intriguing photometric and spec­
troscopic properties. The rapid photometric variability in V803 Cen is due to two basic 
periods: 1611 sand 175 s. The 1611 s variation has an amplitude of about 5%. In the 
high state (V rv 13.5), up to eight harmonics of the 1611 s period are present in the light 
curve; the strength of the fundamental and its harmonics is variable from night to night 
(O'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill 19S7). The 175 s period is close to, but not consistent with, 
the eighth harmonic of the 1611 s period. The 1611 s signal disappears from time to time: 
O'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill (1987) observed rapid variability during July 1986 when 
the star was at a mean magnitude of B 13.5; the rapid variations were either absentrv 
or of considerably lower amplitude during the previous May, when the mean magnitude 
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Figure variable photometric shape of the 1611 s V803 
from 0 'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill ( and 0 'Donoghue & (1989). 
rvwas Similar behaviour seen in CR some high speed 
try runs no exceeding 0.5%. changing 
structure to a 1 s pulse shape. shows two sequences 
mean curves from Hill (1987) O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 
(1989) on the principal nl"r,nn is a striking between 
in these two sequences the next section a discussion). J'he 
in both V803 Cen and are most evident high state, a 
is no evidence light from either of stars 
& 1989). 
1 s period was o 'Donoghue, & (1987) to maintain co­
over a period of 4 the system was at but when therv 
rvto 15.4, the of the 1611 s to break a 
period change in s period was apparent 
tween the coherence of the photometric periods and the overall 
is also observed Boo, where the 1490 s "".::.r'A"" maintains 
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about a week, a time scale similar to the quasi-period of the large-amplitude luminosity 
variations observed in this system (Wood et al. 1987). The mean magnitude variations of 
V803 Cen are rather erratic, unlike those of CR Boo, which have a definite quasi-period 
of 4-5 days. 
In the low state (V 17), the amplitude of the 1611 s variation (in units of fractional rv 
intensity) is much smaller than in the high state; however, the relative amplitude could 
be comparable to that seen in the high state (O'Donoghue et al. 1990). Neither the 
harmonics of the 1611 s nor the 175 s period have been detected in the low state light 
curve. A tentative identification of flickering, the give-away signature of mass transfer, 
was made in Whole Earth Telescope data (O'Donoghue et al. 1990); flickering has also 
been observed in CR Boo in the low state (Wood et al. 1987). One of the WET runs in 
the low state (S4232) bears a strong resemblance to high speed photometry of GP Com 
due to the large amplitude, low frequency flickering behaviour: see for example run A341 
of GP Com (chapter 5) where the flickering occurs on a time scale of rv 5 min and has an 
amplitude of about 10%. 
The high state spectra of V803 Cen show a blue continuum displaying only broad, shal­
low absorption lines of HeI (Elvius 1975, Westin 1980, Kepler et al. 1989, O'Donoghue 
& Kilkenny 1989). Possible detections of He II A6560 A (Kepler et al. 1989) and weak 
features at AA4625, 4673 A (Westin 1980, O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989) have also been 
made in high state spectra. The absorption lines have full widths at half maximum of 
rv 20 A and are 10 - 20% deep: they are roughly twice as deep and narrow as those of 
AM CVn and CR Boo (it is probable that V803 Cen has a lower inclination than AM 
CVn and CR Boo). The line profiles show evidence of doubling, typical of lines formed 
in an accretion disc (O'Donoghue et al. 1990) and have decidedly asymmetrical profiles 
(O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989): see figure 4.4. There are large variations in the widths 
of the He I lines at a given wavelength, ruling out Doppler broadening as the dominant 
cause of line-broadening; the widths of the stronger lines appear to be consistent with 
Stark broadening in a log 9 = 6 atmosphere, which is appropriate for the inner regions of 
an accretion disc around a white dwarf (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). The weakness 
of lines such as AA3889 & 4713 A relative to a model of a log 9 = 6 atmosphere indi­
cate that non-LTE effects are very important in the line-forming region. The spectra of 
1 4.1. INTRODUCTION 
V803 Cen a fiat He I this to Balmer 
seen m CVs 1995a) indicates that thick 
(0 & Kilkenny 1989). 
the system from high to low state, the strength of the I lines At 
an intermediate state (B the is virtually featureless; the black body rv 
distribution which most of the continuum has a temperature 
10 000 000 K (O'Donoghue, & Hill 1987). state spectrum of V803 
displays weak He I (0 & Kilkenny 1989, 0 
et al. 1990). accretion appears to mam source optical light even 
the low there is no of the Stark-broadened one 
see (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). 
IUE spectra V803 Cen (UBa & Solheim 1991) lines of N N V, Si I, IV and 
C IV which change from in the low state to in the state. The 
UV are generally and more width in the optical; 
line are evident on a time a days. UV absorption 
widths are 10 A, , much narrower than in optical. Radial 
obtained from the ultra-violet lines are larger than those found VISI­
ble: N V, III, Si IV and C show variations from -1800 km S-l to 1200 km S-1 (Ulla 
& 1991). 
radial variabili ty range 400 10 000 s i.n state 
spectraj limit of (0 & Kilkenny 
1989). of the 
periods. 
70km 
a linear in radial 
velocity reported by Westin (1980) are apparently 
asymmetry changes motion of 
to the next. O'Donoghue & Kilkenny (1989) were the to 
suggest a tidal for the to 
the seen m 
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dial velocities: exceeding 16 were found 
in the frequency linear velocity 
each 
O'Donoghue & 1989). 
The aim of this is to re-examine both photometric and 
O'Donoghue & (1989, hereafter OK89) to see whether the 
Chapter 1, thewi th a non-circular "'r.or,,,, 
evidence to support 
model. 
of the HeI profiles or 
a definite period asymme­
velocity variations (the slow drifts 
,-velocity on a time of hours are caused by changing asymmetry). 
asymmetry period is predicted to be rv 37 h if primary masses in AM and 
V803 Cen are the same chapter 1 equation 1.17). period of the line 
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or radial velocity variations is the beat period 1611 s variation and the 
orbital period of the system could thus, principle, be determined. We are 
a disadvantage in that the line profile seen in V803 Cen are smaller than 
seen in AM CVn and CR Boo; are twice as narrow as 
AM CVnand CR Boo, making variations in the line asymmetry 
AM CVn, the beat period and orbital periods can 
seen the photometry 1.1.4.2). In WET data, the harmonics 
the unseen 1051 s fundamental in which smaller 
on the high frequency side (Provencal et al. 1995). The 
difference between the dominant component is 20.77 JLHz;"'\.A";UU. 
of this is the line photometric data in are "JU.':'lC;-"" 
data. As a result, the amplitude spectra r."""H'''.~ 
tion of any low-amplitude or near the 1611 s 
Aliasing is a problem, variations ~'-'~~"r oJIJU.~·"'U 
produce overlapping which create a spurious peak in the 
trum, leading to misidentifications. However, if the frequency difference ha;c"rL,a"" 

these low amplitude nearby large-amplitude peak r'\T"rA'''' 

determined from or radial velocity variations 

correct low identified as a member of a multiplet "AL',J"'ct., 

seen III 

4.2 Sp 
Wavelength-cali brated from OK89 were used to variations in 
the absorption were obtained 011 (28/29 
April and 29/30 comprIse sequences 
followed by a 100 s arc calibration spectrum. can be 
found analysis descri bed below 
age (Howarth et 1995), as well as FORTRAN to calculate 
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the absorption line asymmetries. 
The first step was to remove the instrumental response from each spectrum. The place­
ment of the continuum had to be indentical for each spectrum in order to avoid altering 
the line profile asymmetries in a non-systematic way. Firstly, all the spectra from both 
nights were summed and a Gaussian filter with (J = 2 was applied in order to make the 
identification of the continuum intervals easier. The continuum intervals were identified 
by inspection. Spline and third order polynomial fits were made to the continuum inter­
vals, and the summed spectra were divided by the fits to produce the "flattened" spectra 
shown in figure 4.4. Because the spline fits to the continuum intervals produced an ap­
parently better instrumental response correction, a spline fit was used for the subsequent 
analysis. For each spectrum, a spline curve was fitted to the continuum level in the pre­
viously determined intervals, and the spectrum was divided by the curve. 
The individual (continuum-normalised) spectra were examined by eye for any obvious 
asymmetry variations in the absorption line profiles. Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 
(1993) obtained spectra of AM CVn with an integration time of 1051 s in order to elim­
inate any modulations that may exist at this period. Unfortunately a similar approach 
could not be followed for V803 Cen: spectra were summed in groups of five, giving an 
effective integration time of 1000 s. The asymmetry calculations (see below) were also 
performed on groups of ten spectra in an attempt to reduce the scatter in the results. 
Following the approach of Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993), four strong and un­
blended lines were selected: ).).3705.3, 3819.7,4387 and 4471.5 A. The asymmetry of each 
line was calculated by determining the third moment S of each line (see equation 3.1). 
The mean magnitude of V803 Cen on each of the two nights of observation is B rv 13.3; 
as the line depth is correlated with system luminosity, the line depths for the two nights 
are expected to be similar. 
Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook (1993) calculated the asymmetry in the line core, which 
they defined to be Iv I < 1000 km S-1 . Because the absorption lines in V803 Cen are 
roughly twice as deep and narrow as those in AM CVn, it ,yas not clear at the outset 
in which velocity interval the asymmetry would be most obvious. Asymmetries for the 
four lines were thus calculated for five velocity intervals: Ivl < 500, 750, 1000, 1500 and 
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Figure 4.4: (a) The sum of the high state spectra of V803 Cen from O'Donoghue & 
Kilkenny (1989). The spectrum has a blue continuum and displays wide, shallow and 
asymmetric absorption lines of He 1. (b) The summed spectrum after division by (i) a 
third order polynomial and (ii) spline fit in order to remove the instrumental response. 
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2000 km S-1 Drifts in asymmetry were clearest in the groups of ten spectra and in the 
velocity interval Ivl <750 km S-1 : see figure 4.5. The trends in the asymmetry variations 
of e.g. "\4387.9 A, where there appears to be a gradual decrease in the third moment 
during the first night and an increase during the second, have the same sense as the radial 
velocity drifts in figure 4 of OK89. Although we cannot guess a period for the skewness 
variations, it is clear that there is some asymmetry drift over a time scale of hours that 
is consistent with a model in which the accretion disc in V803 Cen is non-circular. 
Because the variations in radial velocity track the changes in asymmetry, the period of 
variation in the line profile asymmetry might be discern able in the radial velocities. The 
radial velocity curve in figure 4.1 from Westin (1980) indicates a smooth variation from 
-200-200 km S-1 over four days. The period of variation (if a unique period exists) appears 
to be a sub-multiple of three days , since the curve has returned to its starting point after 
rv 3 d. The linear trends in radial velocity shown in Figure 4 of OK89 have a gradual 
slope of rv 20 km S-1 h- 1 ; this eliminates 9 h as a candidate radial velocity period (the 
duration of each of the runs in OK89 is 8 h) . rv 
The Fourier amplitude spectrum of the radial velocities from Westin is shown in fig­
ure 4.6. The periods in the amplitude spectrum were refined by a non-linear least squares 
fit. The highest peak in figure 4.6 corresponds to a period of 73 ± 2 h and an amplitude of 
216 ± 15 km S-1 . The errors quoted are the formal errors of fit from the non-linear least 
squares fitting routine; the real errors are probably considerably larger due to the sparse­
ness of the data. A more conservative error calculation gives an uncertainty of rv 14 h. 
The second highest peak corresponds to a period of 36 ± 2 h and the third to 18 ± 1 h 
(these are all sub-multiples of 3 d, as expected) . 
To check that the original data are adequately described by a sinusoid with the frequency 
of the first peak in figure 4.6, data were synthesised at the frequencies, amplitudes and 
phases of the first four peaks in figure 4.6 and sampled as the original radial velocity data. 
The amplitude spectra for these artificial data are shown in figure 4.7. The amplitude 
spectrum of the data synthesised using the parameters of the first peak in figure 4.6 cor­
responds most closely to the amplitude spectrum of the original data. Thus, a line profile 
variation with a period of 73 ± 2 h best fits the data of Westin (1980) . 
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Figure 4.5: The variation in time of the asymmetry (third moment) for the lines )')'3705.3, 
3819.7,4387.9 & 4471.5 A on the nights 28/29 April and 29/30 April 1987. Although a 
period of variation cannot be determined, the asymmetries display drifts which could be 
produced in an eccentric, progradely precessing disc. 
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Figure 4.6: Fourier amplitude spectrum of the radial velocity variations from Westin 
(1980). The ordinate scale is in km S-I . 
4.3 Photometry 
The next step is to search the photometry for signs of fine structure as seen in the ampli­
tude spectra of AM CVn (Provencal et al. 1995). The V803 Cen data consist of 43 h of 
high speed photometry obtained on 6 consecutive nights in April and May 1987, during 
which the star was in a high state with a mean B magnitude of 13.4 (see OK89 for details 
of the reduction procedure). The analysis described here (as is the case with most of 
the photometric analysis for this dissertation) was performed using the program EAGLE, 
written by Darragh O'Donoghue. 
What is the magnitude of the fine structure splitting that might be expected in V803 Cen? 
In AM CVn, the radial velocity period (as well as the line profile asymmetry period) is 
the precession period of a non-circular disc, and represents the beat period between the 
superhump and the orbital variation. We expect the beat period of V803 Cen to be larger 
than that of AM CVn, because V803 Cen has a longer orbital period than AM CVn (see 
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section 1.3.1). The principal variation in V803 Cen, 1613 s, is very similar to the 1051 s 
period of AM CVn and the 1490 s period in CR Boo, and probably represents a super­
hump period slightly in excess of the orbital period l . The precise values for the dominant 
variation are found by fitting a sinusoid of variable period, amplitude and phase to the 
data; this gives P = 1613.0 ± 0.3 s, A = 0.0069 ± 0.0004 (in units of fractional intensity) 
and Tmax =JD8 6914.2444 ± 0.0005. These are mean values, because the 1613 s period 
shows amplitude and phase variability over the six nights. If we assume that the radial 
velocity period of 73 ± 2 h is the beat period between the orbital and the (mean) super­
hump period, the orbital period is 1603.1 ± 0.3 s. The orbital and superhump frequencies 
differ by 3.8 ± O.lj.LHz. If our model is correct, we can expect to find low-amplitude peaks 
separated from the harmonic peaks by this amount. 
4.3.1 Mean light curves and pulse shape evolution 
The complex pulse shapes (figure 4.2) are due to the 1613 s period and its harmonics. 
Although the 1613 s period derived from this set of observations differs by several stan­
dard deviations from the 1611 s period found in O'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill (1987), it 
is not clear that a real period change occurred from 1986 to 1987: due to the highly 
non-sinusoidal pulse shape, the formal errors of a non-linear least squares fit are an un­
derestimate of the true uncertainty. Up to seven harmonics of the 1613 s variation are 
present in the nightly amplitude spectra. There are systematic changes in the amplitudes 
of the harmonic peaks (see figure 4.8). From bottom to top (i.e. chronalogical order) the 
power in the fundamental steadily grows, while the power in the first harmonic falls first 
and then grows. The power in the other harmonics also varies systematically. 
The two sequences of mean light curves in figure 4.2 are very similar, and appear to fol­
low the same chronological sequence. We can identify the following similar pairs: S4042 
and S3882; S4041 and S3880; S4040 and S3879; S4035 and S3876. The combination of 
all the harmonics (and any unresolved components) creates a pattern in the mean light 
curve that drifts first one way and then the other, such that it appears to complete a full 
1However, in AM CVn, the power at 1011 s is frequently as large as the power in the superhump 
harmonics. There may therefore be a system in which the dominant power is a negative superhump. 
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oscillation in about seven days. 
4.3.2 	 Fine structure in the amplitude spectrum in the region of 
1600s 
The cumulative amplitude spectrum of all six nights in the region of the principal fre­
quency is shown in figure 4.9 together with the spectral window function. There are 
several low-amplitude peaks in the alias pattern that do not correspond to peaks in the 
spectral window function. In addition, the alias pattern envelope is not symmetrical: the 
alias peak on the high-frequency side of the principal peak has a greater amplitude than 
the alias peak on the low-frequency side. This may indicate the presence of nearby periods 
whose window patterns are entangled with that of the principal peale. 
When the data are prewhitened by the 1613.0 s period and the amplitude spectrum is cal­
culated for the residuals, the highest peak has P = 1608.6±0.3s and A = 0.0043±0.0004. 
It can be seen from figure 4.9 that the peaks in the alias patterns of the 1613.0 s signal and 
those in the 1608.6 s signal overlap, implying that the two variations are not resolved. This 
means that the 1613.0 s peak in the full spectrum is not necessarily the correct frequency 
with which to pre-whiten the light curve to reveal the underlying structure: the peak 
in the original spectrum is pulled over slightly towards the lower-amplitude, unresolved 
component. In turn, this means that the 1608.6 s period is not properly determined. In 
the original spectrum, the one cycle day-l alias of 1613.0 s near 15~W s has a higher 1'.1 
amplitude than the alias peak on the low-frequency side. This could mean that the peak 
power of the unresolved frequency is at 1579.2 s, and that this period, not 1608.6 s, should 
be considered as the second strongest contributor of power (the value 1579.2s is not well 
determined because of the blending with the main power). 
Is the putative orbital period (as deduced from the radial velocity variations) present 
in the amplitude spectrum? vVhen the 1613.0s and 1608.6s periods are subtracted 
from the light curve and the amplitude spectrum re-calculated, the dominant period 
is 1588.1 ± 0.3 s. The fourth highest amplitude peak in the 1600 s region belongs to a 
signal with P = 1603.4 ± 0.3 s and A = 0.0025 ± 0.0004 (marked with an arrow in the 
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lower panel of figure 4.9. This period is consistent with the orbital period derived from 
the radial velocity data; its ampli tude is approximately one third of that of the principal 
1613.0 s signal. 
Because the 1613.0 sand 1608.6 s signals are not resolved, an attempt was made to "clear 
up" the region around 1600 s by pre-whitening the original data by the putative orbital 
frequency, seeing as we have independent evidence that this signal is genuine. This done, 
the periods of the first and second highest contri bu tors of power in the 1600 s region were 
calculated to be 1612.9 sand 1608.6 s (the formal errors are approximately 0.3 s). These 
are the best estimates of the two dominant periods that could be obtained from these data. 
4.3.3 Fine structure near the harmonics of the 1613 s period 
The amplitude spectrum was searched for fine structure in the region of the seven vis­
ible harmonics of the 1613 s period. The highest amplitude frequency for each of the 
seven harmonic peaks was calculated, and the data were prewhitened by this frequency. 
The amplitude spectrum was then re-calculated to identify the frequency with the next 
largest amplitude. This was repeated until all peaks significantly above the noise level 
were accounted for. The frequency differences between the principal peak and the nearby 
peaks were examined to see if there was any evidence for a constant frequency splitting 
(of 3.8/LHz, the difference between the proposed orbital and superhump frequencies, or 
any other constant amount). A low-amplitude peak with a splitting of 19-.7/LHz was found 
on the high frequency side of both the fundamental and the third harmonic peaks. The 
amplitudes of these peaks are'" 0.0014 in units of fractional intensity, about a fifth of the 
amplitude of the nearby principal peak. Apart from this , however, no constant frequency 
splittings between the harmonic peaks and nearby low-amplitude peaks were found. 
4.3.4 Phase variations 
OK89 observed a wandering in phase of the 1613 s period over'" 1200 during the six nights 
of observation. The phases were calculated by fitting a sinusoid of (1613tl Hz to suc­
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Figure 4.10: The phase of the 1613 s clock (a) in the original photometry and in two sets of 
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Figure 4.11: Variations in phase of a constant clock of 1613.0 s in the two sets of syn­
thetic data where Gaussian noise of (7 = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 has been added: (a) 
superposition of 1613.0 sand 1608.6 s, (b) superposition of 1613.0 sand 1579.2 s. 
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There is a small possibility that the low-amplitude peaks found on the high frequency 
side of the fundamental and the third harmonics in the amplitude spectrum are multiplet 
components similar to those seen in AM CVn. The frequency difference between these 
low-amplitude peaks and the local principal peak is 19.7 11Hz, corresponding to a beat pe­
riod of 14.1 h. Interestingly, this beat period is approximately equal to the first harmonic 
of the proposed nodal regression period of "" 29 h (if we interpret the 1579.2 s period as 
a negative superhump). The 14.1 h beat period does not appear in the radial velocities. 
However, the radial velocity data coverage is neither extensive nor of very high quality; 
the data from Westin were tracings of photographic spectra and there are only three or 
four radial velocity data points for each of the four nights of observation. 
Multi-site high speed photometry will probably be required to establish the presence or 
absence of fine structure in the high state amplitude spectra of V803 Cen. The differences 
in photometric behaviour during the high and low states would complicate the analysis, 
since the large-amplitude brightness variations introduce amplitude modulations into the 
analysis: the relative amplitude of any physical period in the data (that does not par­
ticipate in the process causing the large-amplitude variations) will be modulated by the 
varying background. In addition, it has not been established whether the periodicities 
seen in the high state are produced by the same mechanism as those in the low state. 
Spectral observations need to be obtained over a period of a week or more to refine the 
estimate of the radial velocity period presented above. All observations, however, need to 
be obtained when the star is in a high state. It is difficult to predict when... this will occur, 
as the transitions between low and high state occur on an unpredictable time scale. To 
eliminate any possible variations of the line profiles on the principal period, the spectra 
should have integration times of 1613 s. 
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Chapter 5 
G Comae 
5.1 Introduction 
Com was recorded by Burnham & Thomas (1961) as a high proper 
G61-29. star was found Burbidge & Strittmatter (1 ) to 
exclusively of vUJ,H)""VH lines; at G61-29 was only object 
known The spectra exceptionally broad 
feature at profiles of a 
eight taken over 
essentially constant to 
the on grounds 
comprIsmg a white dwarf 
mam companion would have to extremely 
sustain fusion. 
emlS­
of lines were observed to 
of the .star remained 
rejected a model 
'vU'''-'',;'v,", were caused by 
star, 
and have too Iowa mass to 
to that AM eVn (with helium absorption 
photometry to 
as those seen in AM evn. the 
presence flickering, G61-29 was a mass-
transferring Warner ( ) observed and eVn were 
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heli um analogues 
The unusual of Com by (1975), Lam­
bert & (1981), Robinson Stover (1981), Marsh, Horne & () 
and et (1995). (1975) showed that the can be into two 
components: a broad and variable double-humped line profile with a shallow central 
a narrow stationary peak displaced rv lA to the red of the 
centre the broad Agreeing Warner's (1971) binary 
he proposed that the broad component originates in an accretion The 
of the narrow component of the He I lines is uncertain. , Robinson 
(1981) proposed that narrow component is produced in an external shell 
similar features are found in the of old novae such as DQ Nather, Robinson 
& Stover (1981) detected what appeared to be nebulosity around GP Com on 
Sky plates, and postulated that was a shell that been from the 
star in the recent Stover (1983) showed that the apparent nebulosity is in a 
grouping of faint background stars that do not proper motion, and are 
thcTetore unrelated to object. 
first detection an than III was made by Lambert & 
Slovak (1981) N V A1240A was detected in an Emission lines N I, 
N 01 and Ner were discovered in the near infrared by Marsh, & (1991), 
together with a possible Mg spectrum as emission from 
a optically thin slab of gas they deduced that nitrogen is highly over­
abundant in relative to both carbon and oxygen (compared to solar values), 
and that all hydrogen originally present has been converted to helium. There are also 
under-abundances a factor 1000 of calcium, silicon and iron, relative to a solar rv 
composition. accretion thus has the rather exotic composition of 99.7% helium 
and 0.3% nitrogen by number. 
Time-resolved ultraviolet of GP Com taken with Hubble Space Telescope 
(Marsh et al. 1995) show dramatic variability in the dominant N V emission line: 
large roughly equally-spaced time, were observed a total of 13h 
tion. Flaring behaviour of this kind not yet been seen in Marsh et 
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al. (1995) suggest that flaring may be a of variable 
ou tflows from the or of irradiation the accretion disc. in the 
flare at was as C the first evidence for Com. 
Com has a has been unambiguously detected ROSAT 
m (0.52-2AkeV) soft (O.ll-OAkeV) bands. count in each 
of 0.010 counts S-1 0.267 ± 0.007 counts As­
summg a of (UIla the luminosity is 
x 1031 (Ulla The derived X-ray luminosity GP Com is at least an 
order magnitude greater that of AM CVn, and V803 Cen (UIla 1995; see 
also 1 section 1.1.4.2). X-ray light curve of Com (Beuermann & 
1993) is very similar to that for low mass rate like UMa (Warner 
1995a). 
The hard X-ray IS to be systems with low accretion M 
:s 2 x 1O-10M0 y-l) (Patterson Raymond In Marsh, Horne & Rosen's (1991) 
Y-1the mass through the disc Com is rv 5 X 10-12 . 
(1995b) obtains a ~ 1 X 10-11 y-l rate mass 
from the are than values of rate 
from secondary dwarf novae (e.g. Z has 1\1: ~ 3 X 10-11 M0 , Wood et al. 
and with 1\1: ~ 2 x 1O-10 M0 y-l, 1988). 
Evidence that Com might undergo dwarf nova-like outbursts comes Marsh, 
Horne Rosen ( who found that the was best fitted 
rv 11000 K. IS than the temperature To ·it ~ 12500 K 
accretion are stable (Smak 1982, Warner 1995a). One of Com's 
hydrogen-rich is the UMa star Sge, which has a very long 
outburst recurrence time (rv 30 years), a X-ray luminosity of 
range 0.2 4.0 keY and a mass y-1 
1985). Although no outburst has observed GP 

is too sparse to occasional outbursts (Warner 1995b). 

GP Com is the "odd man out" of the AM stars. It itself by the 
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Figure 5.1: The radial velocities of the 'S'-wave variation in GP Com as a function of 
orbital phase. From Nather, Robinson & Stover (1981). 
only AM CVn system in which the orbital period is observed directly (it could be argued 
that the 1028s orbital period of AM CVn obtained by Patterson, Halpern & Shambrook 
(1993) is model-dependent). Its binary nature was established by Nather, Robinson & 
Stover (1981) who showed that the narrow emission line component in the triple-peaked 
optical emission lines moves between the two outer peaks with a period of 46.5 minutes 
(see figure 5.1). By analogy with the 'S'-waves in CVs (see, for example, Honeycutt, 
Schlegel & Kaitchuck 1987), Nather, Robinson & Stover (1981) identified the moving 
component with the bright spot where the mass transfer stream hits the accretion disc. 
Ultraviolet counterparts of the optical 'S'-wave are observed in HST spectra (Marshet al. 
1995). The ultraviolet 'S'-wave is seen in N IV, C IV, N I ).1493A and a line at )'1335A 
which may be C II ).1335A. The 46.5 min period is confirmed by the X-ray light curve 
(Beuermann & Thomas 1993). GP Com has the longest orbital period of the known AM 
CVn stars: the orbital period of four of the six is not well-established, but under the su­
perhump model, their principal photometric (superhump) periods differ from the orbital 
periods by a few percent. 
GP Com also distinguishes itself by being the only AM CVn star which is permanently in 
a low state: it has displayed a strong emission line spectrum on every occasion it has been 
observed. The emission lines in its spectrum are far stronger than the emission lines seen 
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in the low state spectra of V803 Cen (O'Donoghue et al. 1990) and CR Boo (Wood et al. 
1987). GP Com does not show the complex periodic photometric behaviour of the other 
stars; the light curve is dominated by flickering and does not show consistent orbital or 
superhump-like variations. However, a variation with a period consistent with the orbital 
period does occasionally appear in the light curve. In figure 3 of Warner (1972) the light 
curve shows four humps with a period of about 44 ± 3 min and an amplitude with a 
fractional intensity of 0.09. This variation is not present in other light curves in Warner 
(1972). Simultaneous multi-colour high-speed photometry over two nights obtained by 
Provencal (1994) shows quasi-periodic variations in all colour bands; the character of the 
variations differs from band to band. The power spectra of the data are dominated by 
broad power excesses at low frequencies, presumably due to transparency variations that 
were incompletely removed during the reduction process. Each of the U, B, V and R 
power spectra shows a broad power excess in the region of the 46.5 min orbital period, 
but the power is clearly not that of a single frequency and indicates that the brightness 
modulations in GP Com on that time scale are not constant in frequency or amplitude. 
The evidence from previous photometric observations of GP Com suggests that modula­
tions in the region of the orbital period are occasionally present in the light curve. The 
aim of this chapter is to present a high-speed photometry data set taken over a period of 
five months. The idea is to see if are any repeatable periodicities in the GP Com light 
curve during this time, and in particular, to see whether an orbital modulation could be 
detected in any of the runs. 
5.2 Observations 
High-speed photometry of GP Com was obtained during March, May, June and July for a 
total of'" 33h using the UCT Wright CCD on the 1m telescope at Sutherland. Table 5.1 
is a journal of the observations. All frames were obtained without a filter. During the first 
seven runs, frames were obtained at the highest time resolution permitted by the cloud 
and seeing conditions. For subsequent runs, the exposure time was increased to 60s in an 
attempt to reduce the high-frequency flickering noise, once it had been established that 
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there were no coherent or consistent rapid periodicities in the light curve. Because GP 
Com is at a high Galactic latitude (b ~ 80°) and is in a sparse field, no nearby blue stars 
were found within 1.5 arcminutes of GP Com. As a result, several of the light curves show 
pronounced differential extinction effects where the blue light of GP Com was scattered 
more than the redder light of the comparison stars. Differential extinction effects can 
be seen most clearly in the July runs, where the airmass had increased to almost three 
atmospheres by the end of each run (G P Com has a declination of ~ +18°, while the 
latitude of Sutherland is I'V 33° south). 
Two nearby stars were used for the differential photometry. Unfortunately, there were 
no nearby comparison stars with a greater white light count rate than GP Com. During 
the reductions of the CCD frames, therefore, GP Com was the only star on each frame 
that was classified as "bright" by DoPhot and awarded a seven parameter fit to its point­
spread-function (see chapter 2 section 2.2.4). The point-spread-function for each frame 
was thus defined by a star with V ~ 16.0, and the profile fitting for the two fainter com­
parison stars was of correspondingly poor quality. In addition, because the signal-to-noise 
for the fainter stars was greater than that for GP Com, the differencing techniques used 
in the reductions (see chapter 2 section 2.3) resulted in a slightly increased signal-to­
noise level for the GP Com light curve. Despite these sources of noise, however, it must 
be pointed out that without the CCD detector and the profile-fitting and differencing 
techniques used in the reductions, GP Com is not observable with the 1m telescope at 
Sutherland. 
Estimates of V, B and the "white light" magnitude (see chapter 2 section 2.2.4) of GP 
Com were made on July 28 before run A361. The comparison star used was HD117624 
at al900 = 13h 28m 55s , <>1900 = +17°49'30" which was measured on the 0.5 m telescope at 
Sutherland to have V = 8.352 and B = 8.642. The mean of three filtered measurements of 
GP Com (taken over a period of approximately 10 min) before run A361 yielded B = 15.9 
and V = 16.0. Assuming that the "white light" magnitude of HD117624 is the same as 
its V magnitude, the mean white light magnitude for GP Com during run A361 is 16.3. 
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Table 5.1: Journal of observations: March, May, June, July 1995 high-speed photometry 
of GP Com. 
Run Date (start) JD(!)2440000+ Length (h) Exposure 
time (s) 
A062 1995 March 4 9780.48695 3.9 20 
A068 1995 March 5 9781.48502 1.5 20 
A071 1995 March 6 9782.51287 3.4 20 
A329 1995 May 31 9869.23875 4.5 20 
A335 1995 June 1 9870.21680 5.2 15 
A341 1995 June 2 9871.21324 5.4 15 
A345 1995 June 3 9872.23816 2.7 20 
A349 1995 July 25 9924.20556 2.1 60 
A356 1995 July 27 9926.20431 2.1 60 
A361 1995 July 28 9927.21221 2.0 60 
5.3 Results 
The data in table 5.1 are shown in figure 5.2. The light curves show flickering on a 
time scale of rv 15 - 20 min superimposed on low-frequency variations with amplitudes of 
rv 0.05 mag. The runs were searched individually for any significant periodicities, and then 
combined into groups of closely-spaced runs (A062 + A068 + A071; A329 + A335 + A341 
+ A345; A349 + A356 + A361). No repeatable periods were found from night to night 
or month to month, confirming the results of Provencal (1994). As no rapid variations 
were found, the data were all binned to 60 s resolution to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The low-frequency variations were examined by calculating a Fourier amplitude spectrum 
for each monthly group and identifying the highest peak in the range 0.0 - 0.2 mHz. The 
amplitude spectra are shown in figure 5.3. In each case there is a broad power excess 
in the amplitude spectrum at low frequencies, indicating that there could be an under­
lying clock in this region that is not maintaining good coherence within each group of 
runs . A non-linear least squares sinusoid with the frequency corresponding to the highest 
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Figure 5.2: High-speed photometry of GP Com listed in table 5.1. The light curves show 
flickering superimposed on slow, low-frequency modulations. The superimposed sinusoids 
are non-linear least squares fits to each monthly group of runs. 
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in the range 0.0 - was to group of runs; are shown 
figure 5.2. The period for the March runs IS h an amplitude of 
0.060 ± 0.003 mag. This to be a good fit to the ,",vvAU,,- as the 
period obtained is run in this group, due to 
windowing of the light curve. This is also the case for the period 
for the June runs (A329, and A345). The least June 
runs is a bad fit to that the low-frequency runs is not 
represented by a and differs from night to night. period obtained 
by the non-linear is 5.49 0.08 h with an amplitude 0.045 ±0.004 mag; 
because this period is longest June run, it is not whether this result 
has any significance. variation in the July runs IS almost certainly 
due to differential period obtained is 3.44 h, IS exactly seven 
cycles per day. runs were taken at same each night, 
and the star would affected by differential same at 
same time of day. an apparently that is not . to 
the star, and appearance of the amplitude of the July runs, which 
is suggestive period with a series of 
In an n1"\1"""'" the low-frequency variations (which are probably not intrinsic to 
the star), using a two-point filter. The amplitude spec­
tra of the group of runs are 5.4. In the MayI June 
group is an excess of nr.,.,,,,T' corresponding to a period 
of r-v 45.5 is broad a coherent period with a 
stable are no pronounced n.-"XT<>" excesses near the orbital frequency in 
the March July runs. 
If an intermittent variation is present in the light curve, calculating an amplitude 
trum of a runs may result in a dilution power at that frequency. 
whether there is intermittent power at or near the orbital period, 
were calculated for each run (once the data had been UHJeu,"u 
. Excess power appears in the of 0.36 mHz in runs A062, 
with an amplitude that changes from run to run. 
two runs, and A341, the power excess is quite pronounced (see 
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Figure 5.3: Fourier amplitude spectra of the three monthly groups of closely-spaced high­
speed photometry runs (see table 5.1). The spectra are dominated by a broad band of 
power around 0.08 mHz. The arrow shows the location of the orbital frequency from 
Nather, Robinson & Stover (1981). 
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Figure 5.4: Amplitude spectra of the data after applying a two-point difference filter to 
surpress the low-frequency variations . The three panels are amplitude spectra of each of 
the three monthly groups of runs. The arrow marks the orbital frequency of GP Com. 
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check whether the power excess is an artifact caused by the window pattern of the low­
frequency variations (which have much larger amplitudes than the peaks near 0.36mHz), 
artificial signals with the frequencies and amplitudes of the low-frequency variations for 
each run were created and were sampled as the original data. The amplitude spectra of 
these artificial sinusoids are shown alongside the amplitude spectra of A329 and A341 in 
figure 5.5. The excess of power between 0.3 and 0.4 mHz in the two runs is not part of 
the window pattern of the low-frequency variation. 
The periods, amplitudes and time of minima for the 0.36 mHz power excess in run A329 
are P = 44.4±2.0min, A = 0.034± 0.003 mag and Tmin =JD0 2449869.2341 ±0.0047, and 
in run A341 are P = 49.7±2.3min, A = 0.033±0.005mag and Tmin =JD0 2449871.2199± 
0.0022. The uncertainties in these periods are large because the period determination has 
been made from only 5 h of observation in each case. The light curves are shown in rv 
figure 5.6 with the best non-linear least squares fit to the 46 min periods. The datarv 
have been pre-whitened by the dominant low frequency variation in each case: 312 minrv 
in A329 and rv 249 min in A341. 
5.4 Conclusions and speculations 
There is suggestive evidence of intermittent structure in the light curve of GP Com that 
produces excess power on a time scale similar to that of the orbital period. During runs 
A329 and A341 (which are separated by two days) the excess power near the orbi tal fre­
. quency is fairly pronounced. When the group of four runs which include A329 and A341 
are filtered using a high-pass two-point difference filter, the amplitude spectrum of the 
data show a power excess with a peak frequency corresponding to the orbital frequency. 
The peak, however, does not represent a stable, coherent period of constant amplitude. 
The intermittent variation is unlikely to be an orbital modulation, because any signal of 
orbital origin would maintain coherence on very long time scales. The observed variations 
do not maintain a constant frequency or amplitude on even a nightly basis. It could be 
argued that the rv 46 min variations found in A329 and A341 (and at a lower amplitude in 
0.04 
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Figure 5.6: Runs A329 and A341, showing the intermittent /"'oJ 46 min modulations. The 
dominant low-frequency variations (/"'oJ 312 min in A329 and /"'oJ 249 min in A341) have been 
removed from the light curve in each case. 
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A062, A071 A349) are stochastic variations, and it was by a 
periods to the orbital n", .. tArl appeared curve on a few nights. 
flickering in light curve is on a time - 20rv 
Also, the 46 seen illrv 
prevIOUS (Warner 1972), humps with a period orbital 
period are in a light curve obtained on 17, 
'" 46 min modulation has its origin the disc, IS the producing 
variation, what causes modulation to appear one day and disappear 
the changing as it does so? the very rate from 
the secondary in GP Com, the disc is to be very and it is possible that 
disc radius never acheives T32 resonance (see chapter 1 section 1 ). If 
will produced. if the radius ~LA'~Ut..,~u 
UU".>V>l.:> in the mass transfer rate secondary) on a viscous 
time particles in outer disc occasionally access the 3: 1 resonance and 
produce which as back 
T32. Because is small, is expected to To 
disc TYf',,,r""""An a high mass is required the vicinity T32. To acheive 
this, would probably need to angular momentum 
of the material accreting onto prImary carried by the mass in the 
outer disc, """''''':HH); the disc radius to increase tidal interactions to 
It is that GP a magnetic primary and a disrupted inner disk. 
Its hard flux is certainly than that of AM CVn, is very similar in 
nitude to the intermediate polars Col, YY Per Psc in the 
keV (Patterson Raymond 1985). 
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Chapter 6 
CP Eridanus 
6.1 Introduction 
CP Eri & Haro (1959) as a star 
with large The star was 
Szkody et al. (1989). During the 2.7 h of monitoring 
displayed behaviour with amplitudes of 0.2 - but showed no evidence of 
periodic modulations. Short-period variations were by Howell al. 
(1991) when star was at a magnitude of V Modulations in V with a period 
29.5 ± 1 of 0.1- 0.2 mag were as well as a strong harmonic 
at 13.6 ± 1 CP Eri to be a object, they prC)lloun<:e<1 
the an intermediate polar 
model a CV with normal hydrogen­
rich is rv 75 min (Warner Porb,min for 
catac1ysmics is rv min (Iben & Tutukov 1991)). 
A photometric study by Abbott et (1992) revealed an """~''VU'~'V 
hydrogen . and confirmed the variations. curves 
star was at V = 16.5 period of 1724 4 s with 
a harmonic structure. periodici ties were detected 
show broad, shallow lines of He I at "\"\4921, 
A state (V 16.5) are almost featureless, apartrv 
1 
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emission features of He I at ),),5015 and 5876 A, when the star is in the low state. The 
spectroscopic and photometric properties of CP Eri are thus very similar to those of V803 
Cen and CR Boo, and CP Eri was classified by Abbott et al. (1992) as an IBWD, the 
fifth to be identified, and the third to show large-amplitude brightness variations. 
Further photometric observations of CP Eri from 1991 obtained by Provencal (1994) show 
interesting differences between the photometric behaviour in the high and low states. In 
the high state, the power spectrum is dominated by a band of power with the largest 
peak at 1700 ± 2 s (the uncertainty quoted here is an estimate obtained using the "rule of 
thumb" described in chapter 3). The asymmetric alias pattern suggests the presence of 
other low-amplitude, unresolved periodicities in the region of 1700 s, or could be evidence 
that the 1700 s period is not a perfect clock. Seven harmonics of the dominant period 
are present in the high state power spectra. The low state power spectrum shows two 
peaks corresponding to 1715 ± 2 s and a harmonic at 850.4 ± 0.4 s. Interestingly, the 
850.4 s period differs significantly from the value expected for the first harmonic of 1715 s, 
corresponding instead to the first harmonic of the dominant period in the high state data, 
1700 s. 
The gross photometric behaviour of CP Eri is very similar to that of CR Boo, although 
CR Boo has a larger difference in magnitude between the high and the low state ('" 5 mag) 
than CP Eri ('" 3.5 mag). WET data of CR Boo has revealed two principal periods, a 
variable period of '" 1490 s and a coherent period of 1471.4 s (Provencal 1994): these 
two periods could represent a superhump and an orbital period, respectively (Warner 
1995b). The dominant features of low state power spectra of CR Boo are the coherent 
1471.4s period with its first harmonic (Provencal 1994). The 1493s period is also present 
in low state data at about half the amplitude of the 1471.4s period. Now, CP Eri also 
shows one principal variation and one harmonic in the low state. It could be that the 
principal variation in the low state is the orbital period. The remaining large-amplitude 
system, V803 Cen, does not mimic the behaviour of CP Boo and CP Eri in the low state. 
The 1613 s period appears in combinations of low state runs, and no harmonic structure 
is present. V803 Cen is, however, at a lower inclination than CR Boo (O'Donoghue & 
Kilkenny 1989, Warner 1995b); this may somehow account for the differences in the low 
state power spectra (a more in-depth spectroscopic analysis of CP Eri is necessary to 
6.2. OBSERVATIONS 

estimate its There is an inverse amplitudes pnn­
variations (measured units of fractional intensity) 
" ......vu~uu of the system, suggesting that we are observing a constant source a 
variable background. behaviour is seen Boo ( 1994) and V803 
Cen (0 et al. 1989). 
o bserva ti ons Eri were obtained both the low high state to 
whether the periods between the and low state, and to 
observe harmonic structure and amplitude changes. The of this chapter 
is also to the periods obtained in the new with those obtained by other 
authors to see whether IS the photometric periods in CP are not 
strict and are ",..-",tA ''':;, consistent with a superhump model. 
.2 0 bservations 
High-speed photometry of was obtained July and August using the 
UCT Wright on the 1 m at Sutherland; see table 6.1 for a of ob-
All were taken without a filter. set of 
was nights which the star was a high state 
faded by '" mag per night; the fifth night had faded a 1.5 mag and 
appeared on its way to a low state. The exposure for the first two state 
runs (JDe2449928 2449929) was 30 s. On the following conditions were poor, 
but exposure were 100 s in order to accu­
mulate the 1 mag The 
two nights 2449931 2449932) were very kindly obtained by Dr. 
the SAAO 4 on the 1 m (after some persistent 
who by that had completed alotted seven nn'opr'u, 
nights on eS<:ODie. Exposure for the first run and 
60 s per for the second. of rv 12 s. Low 
state data were end of exposure 
were 120 s for both runs. 
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Table 6.1: Journal of observations: July, August 1995 high-speed photometry of CP Eri 
Run Date (start) JDG) (2440000+) Length (h) Exposure Mean "white light" 
time (s) magnitude 
A366 1995 July 30 9928.60862 1.9 30 16.2 
A371 1995 July 31 9929.58591 2.5 30 16.3 
A375 1995 August 1 9930.58431 2.4 100 16.5 
A322a 1995 August 2 9931.61283 1.7 40 16.6 
A322b 1995 August 3 9932.60082 2.0 60 18.0 
A389 1995 August 28 9957.55010 2.9 120 19.8 
A392 1995 August 29 9958.54779 2.9 120 19.9 
Bec<;l.use CP Eri is in a sparse field, only two comparison stars were present on each frame, 
one l' north east of CP Eri, and the other 0.5' north. These two stars were used f",.J rv 
for the differential photometry to produce the time series in figures 6.1 and 6.2. The 
star HD 20572 at 0'1900 = 03h 15m 54s , 61900 = -09°54'58", was observed for standardis­
ation purposes in unfiltered ("white") light on 28 July. To determine an approximate 
"white light" magnitude for CP Eri, it was assumed that the true unfiltered magnitude 
of HD 20572 corresponded to its magnitude in V of 7.86 (see chapter 2 section 2.2.4 for a 
justification of this assumption). The count rates for CP Eri were corrected for extinction 
by cloud by comparing them to the count rates of a comparison star l' north east of rv 
CP Eri which appeared on all the frames. The white light magnitude of CP Eri was then 
calculated by comparing the cloud-corrected count rate with the white light count rate 
of HD 20572. The results are listed in table 6.1. The magnitude range from low to high 
state is comparable to that listed in Downes & Shara (1993), ,,"ho give the range of CP 
Eri in V as 16.7 - 19.7. 
variation 
For a s, 
IS 
mental rv 1720 s 
state. The 
the rv 1720 s 
the sec:onu of 
PULSE AND 
. ds6.3 ulse shap , phases and p 
first runs in table 1 are III light curves the 
state (first panels figure 6.1) show prominent pulses with 
shapes. The and the from A non-linear 
on data 
nights, is shown in 
had fallen to 18.0, the of principal variation changed by rv 1800 
the curve developed secondary, lower humps which are in phase with 
principal period the preceding nights. The low state curves are shown in 
6.2. prominent pulses are observed; the pulse shape changes from the first 
to night observation. amplitude the pulses, magnitudes, is over 
twice in the state. 
and amplitudes 
lated so that the mean light curve at 
night. The periods, amplitudes times pulse minima run, are listed 
in table 6.2 1. A direct comparison of the periods obtained from the Fourier 
each is not the errors. 
uncertainty in the period of a signal obtained from a 
about 70 s. 
All but one of periods III 
this run is 
period is due to the development 
pulse shapes. growth of this 
superhumps (chapter 1 1). first 
harmonic of rv 1720 s would dominate if the and late superhump had 
amplitudes (cf. V1l59 in late superoutburst, and AM eVn, with its """0"",'1'-. 
6.2 are 
in run A332b, 
with a 
1051 s fundamental period - see chapter 
lThe time of the first maximum in each run is by = + To, where P is the period 
and if> the of the least squares fit (in and is the of the start of the run. 
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Figure 6.1: High-speed photometry of CP Eri obtained on five consecutive nights in July 
and August 1995, showing the transition from a high state to an intermediate state. The 
mean brightness of the system fell by 3.7 mag during these 5 nights. The sinusoidal fit is 
a non-linear least squares fit to data from the first four runs; in the fifth run, the pulse 
shape develops a double-peaked structure with the larger of the two peaks 1800 out of 
phase with the principal period from the previous four runs; the smaller of the two peaks 
appears to be in phase with the principal variation from the previous four runs. This is 
reminiscent of the late superhumps seen in SU UMa dwarf novae. 
6.3. PULSE SHAPES, AND 
w state nights with 1 
9957+ (Days) 
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High-speed photometry of CP Eri in the low state obtained in 
when star was at a "white magnitude of The sinusoidal is a non-linear 
least fit to both runs. 
Mean light curves each run were obtained by folding on the 6.2, with 
0.0 rr.r·r"'<Hv"n to the pulse minimum. The 
the SU UMa 
used for run A332b was twice 
870 s principal 
6.3 
light curve Crv 
(Howell et 1996): 
curves for runs. The pulse 
that of run A375. 
LV".,",."'-'­ on 1740 s, 
curve for run A366 together with 
is compelling. 
for low run IS to 
To see whether period of principal variation in state is to that 
for the low state, Fourier amplitude spectra were calculated for pairs runs. In 
1995 
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amplitudes and nightly principal variation 
Run 
A366 
A371 1690 ± 70 0.043 ± 0.002 ± 0.00012 
1740 ± 70 0.041 0.004 9930.58510 0.00071 
A332a 16.6 1780 70 0.041 0.009 9931.62011 0.00 
18.0 870 30 0.036 0.006 9932.57931 0.00176 
A389 19.8 1730 70 0.129 0.010 ± 0.00051 
A392 1700 70 0.069 ± 0.009 9958.54987 ± 0.00088 
rvValues 1720 s period for of nights high and state of 
Eri. 
Runs Amplitude Tmin 

A366 & A371 8 0.045 0.001 9928.61915 

& A375 1718 8 0.042 0.002 9929.59291 0.00043 
A375 & A332a 1720 ± 8 0.041 ± 0.006 9930.58570 ± 0.00045 
A389 ±8 0.096 ± 0.007 9957.55443 ± 0.00034 
way the uncertainties become sufficiently small to allow comparisons to made 
rvthe and low state data, as well as to previously reported periods. 1720 s 
obtained for of runs (excluding run A322b, the s variation has 
disappeared and is replaced by first harmonic) are listed table 6.3. 
The periods obtained for of high state runs and the pair of low state runs in table 6.3 
are consistent with a period of"" 1720 s. This IS with the 
period obtained by Abbott et al. (who 1724 4 s the star was at 
V 16.5. The state period 1715 2 s Provencal (1994) the low 
1 
... 
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Figure 6.3: The mean curve 
mean ligh t curve the UMa dwarf nova TV 
1996). horizontal scale for the 
to the of aphase 0 rr."rt>,'nr,n 
high 
late 
. pulse shape is 
fitted to 
A366), to 
(from Howell 
state period of 1721 8 s. Despite the apparent stability of the periods in table 6.3, the 
phase of principal tends to during run. can be seen when a 
sinusoid appropriate is superimposed on the data. Figure 6.5 shows 
runs A371 and A375 with their non-linear sinusoid. A period is 
an inadequate description of the variation. The phase of the high state light 
curve also relative to for the four nights (see 6.1). 
how the phase of 1718 s period over runs A366, A371, A375, f",.) 
A322a and A322b, best period for all four high runs later), 1718 s, wa.s 
ted to overlapping sections of the data by least squares, and the phase of the best period 
III section was calculated. The length of each section was three cydes of the s 
variation, with an overlap 50%. period for run A332b was 870 s, this 
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Figure 6.4: Mean light curves for runs A371, A375, A332a, A332b, A389 and A392. The 
mean pulse shape for the intermediate state run, A332b, has a double-humped shape; this 
could be due to the development of the secondary peaks on the falling sides of the high 
state pulse shapes. The mean light curves from the two low state runs are shown in the 
last panel. The amplitude of the pulse (in magnitudes) is almost twice as large for the 
low state runs as for the high state runs. 
nights. 
shown 
'HU'VVU 
phases 
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Figure and with a sinusoidal fit to 1717 s period, showing the 
wanderings of the fundamental variation. 
is the period appears to keep with the 1718 s 
is phase "jitter" 
each run 
the 
first five are 
to 0.2 cycles, 
IS a the mean part of a sinusoid) 
one run to with the phase of 870 s period in run A332b continuing the 
Figure 6.7 is a Fourier amplitude of runs A366, 
shows a fundamental variation and two harmonics; the third is probably .. >,,,,,,,pn 
at low amplitude. If further harmonics are then 
about 0.005 are no features above noise level up to 
Nyquist contrast, both Abbott al. (1992) and Provencal (1994) 
A375 and I~."',L,a 
of the rv 1720 s The highest the region of 
damental to a period of 2 s with an 0.043 ± 0.002 
The time of minimum is 797 ± 0.00023. differs by 
from Provencal's (1994) high state 2 s, 
---
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CP Eri phases 
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Figure 6.6: Phase of the 1718 s variation during A366 - A332a together with the phase of 
the 870 s variation in run A332b. The points are grouped into runs and have ±lu error 
bars. There is an ambiguity of 27T in each point. 
A close-up of the amplitude spectrum in the region of the fundamental and the first two 
harmonics, together with the spectral window function, is shown in figure 6.8. The struc­
ture surrounding the fundamental and its harmonics is not identical to the alias pattern; 
the bulge on the high frequency side of the fundamental and the first harmonic could 
indicate a nearby low-amplitude signal. In order to expose these low-amplitude signals, 
however, the correct peak in the window pattern of the principal variation has to be 
identified so that the data can be pre-whitened by this frequency. The Fourier transform 
will identify the peak in the window pattern with the highest amplitude, and because the 
amplitudes of the peaks in the principal variation's window pattern are slightly distorted 
by the low-amplitude component, the peak with the highest amplitude could well be an 
alias of the true frequency. Identifying the correct frequency with which to pre-whiten 
the light curve to reveal the low-amplitude structure is therefore not simply a matter of 
using the frequency identified by the Fourier transform as having the highest amplitude. 
To check whether the principal period in the high state data is indeed 1718 ± 2 s, and that 
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PERIOD 
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6.7: the state runs A371, A375 
. A fundamental variation with a period 1718 s two are 
above the A third be at amplitude. 
this is the correct period to remove the light curve order reveal 
the following was used. of low-amplitude 
variation was sketched onto the amplitude hand. amplitude 
between this envelope the principal variation envelope was then for 
of alias and the peak with the largest amplitude difference waS identified. The 
frequency corresponding to peak (in this 5.706 x 10-4 IS initial guess 
for the frequency of the principal variation. frequency was then used to pre-whiten 
the The frequency in amplitude spectrum of pre-whitened data is 
6.304 X 10-4 This frequency is an initial guess the frequency the low-amplitude 
The original data are pre-whitened by this frequency. The peak 
the window pattern should then be a good 
quency. method with 6.304 x for low-am pli tude 
signal, the result obtained for principal IS i.e. the 
ina] of 1718 s. was repeated several of the initial 
the principal frequency (including both one cycle day-l and both two cycle 
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Fundamenta 1. br ight state 
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Figure 6.8: Amplitude spectra of the high state data in the region of the fundamental, 
first and second harmonics. The spectral window is shown on the top left. In all three 
peaks, the surrounding alias structure suggests the presence of low-amplitude signals. 
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Figure 6.9: Amplitude spectrum of the high state data pre-whitened by the 1718 s signal. 
The arrow shows the highest peak, corresponding to a period of 1677 s. The spectral 
window is shown as an inset. 
aliases of the 1718s signal), and the result was a frequency of (1718s)-1 (to the nearest 
0.5 s) in each case. This strengthens our confidence that 1718 s is the true principal period. 
Assuming that 1718 s is the correct high state fundamental period, an attempt can be 
made to determine the period of the nearby low-amplitude signal. The amplitude spec­
trum obtained after pre-whitening the light curve by (1718 s tl is shown in figure 6.9. 
The peak in the pre-whitened spectrum corresponds to a period of 1677 ± 2 s with 
A = 0.010 ± 0.002 mag. This period should be treated with scepticism, however, be­
cause the result obtained for the low-frequency peak is strongly dependent on the choice 
of the pre-whitening frequency. For instance, if 5.938 x 10-4 Hz (a one cycle day-l alias 
of the 1718 s signal) is chosen as the pre-whitening frequency, the period obtained for the 
low-amplitude signal is 1709 ± 2 s. 
The period and amplitude of the first harmonic in the high state data are 867 ± 1sand 
0.014 ± 0.002 mag. This 	period is probably an alias of the correct first harmonic which 
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is expected at ~ 859 s; the distortion of the window pattern is due to the neighbour­
ing low-amplitude modulations. The second harmonic peak has P = 573.2 ± 0.3 sand 
A = 0.011 ± 0.003 mag. 
The amplitude spectra of CP Eri (figures 6.7 and 6.10) appear to show low-amplitude 
coherent oscillations in addition to the principal variations and their harmonics: these 
appear as small window patterns just above the noise level. However, these features are 
probably artefacts caused by the stochastic variations in brightness that are present on 
a variety of time scales in AM CVn stars (and in all CVs). Amplitude spectra of finite 
data sets containing stochastic variations will show non-white noise, but the maxima and 
minima of the variations will not, in general, repeat from one run to the next. If data 
from only a few nights are added together and an amplitude spectrum calculated, power 
excesses in a certain region from one run can by chance by re-enforced by a power excess in 
that region from another run. This produces a broad hump in the cumulative amplitude 
spectrum that mimics the window pattern of a low-amplitude coherent variation. If one 
adds more runs and re-calculates the amplitude spectrum, the power excesses will prob­
ably be diluted, resulting in an excess barely above the (much lower) noise. Of course, if 
true coherent signals are present only occasionally, their amplitudes will also be diluted 
if many runs are added together. This effect is described in Warner & Cropper (1984) in 
their study of V1223 Sgr, an intermediate polar. 
The amplitude spectrum of the low state data (figure 6.10) shows a fundamental variation 
with only one (convincing) harmonic (note that amplitude spectra appe<tr to have greater 
noise relative to the coherent signal than power spectra, where the peak amplitudes are the 
square of the amplitudes shown here). The peaks at frequencies lower than the suspected 
fundamental at "-' 0.6 mHz could be due to differential extinction, stochastic variations 
intrinsic to the star, or differential transparency variations (which should, however, be 
minimized by using a CCD with its differencing capabilities). The periods corresponding 
to these frequencies are comparable to the length of the runs, and the resulting "red noise" 
is present in many amplitude spectra. It is, as a result, very difficult to detect periods 
of "-' 3 - 4 h in CV s and other rapidly varying stars, because the nightly observational 
baselines are often approximately this length. 
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Figure 6.10: low state runs (A389 and A392). A 
variation at 1720 s is , together with its first harmonic. tv 
The period obtained a non-linear to both low 
is 1721 7 s, an amplitude of the IS 
JD0 2449957.55338 0.00035. the is 858 2 s, with 
A = 0.046 0.009 =JD0 2449957.54630 0.00051. A of the amplitude 
the harmonic, with 
function, is Unlike the window for the variations in the high 
state (figure 6.8), low state are consistent with the windowing of the light curve. 
is an inverse dependence between the amplitude (in magnitudes) of the principal 
variation and the overall magnitude the star. Similar amplitude changes are observed 
CR Boo (Provencal 1994) and are suggestive of an (approximately) constant source 
seen a varying background. To how the amplitude of the principal 
variation of CP as the system to a low state, the amplitudes of the 
1718 s period were in overlapping of the state using least 
squares (similar to way in which phases 6.6 were obtained). amplitudes 
were converted from magnitudes to intensities (in ADU/s) by calculating fractional 
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Figure 6.11: Amplitude spectra of the low state data in the region of the fundamental 
variation and its first harmonic, together with the corresponding spectral window. Unlike 
the high state data, these variations are consistent with the windowing of the light curve. 
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Figure 6.12: Amplitudes (in ADU/s) of the 1718s variation in runs A366, A371, A375 
and A332a, together with the amplitude of the 870 s variation in run A332b. Although 
the relative amplitude of the 1718 s variation is larger in the low state than in the high 
state, the absolute amplitude in ADU /s decreases. 
intensities of each amplitude and then multiplying these fractional intensities by the mean 
intensity in ADU /s for each run. The mean intensity for each run (corrected for extinc­
tion and cloud) was obtained using the mean white light magnitudes from the differential 
photometry together with the V magnitude and the white light count rate for a standard 
star. The amplitudes are shown in figure 6.12. 
The amplitude of the principal modulation (in ADU /s) decreases as the system fades, 
but the relative amplitude (in magnitudes) of the photometric modulations is larger in 
the low than in the high state. This implies that, as the system becomes fainter, the 
amplitude of the modulations also decreases, but not as fast as the background, i.e. the 
actual amplitude decays on a slower time scale than does the system brightness. 
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6.4 Discussion 
Although we do not have sufficient data (i.e. sufficiently small uncertainties) to distin­
guish between the period of the fundamental 1718 s modulation in the high state and the 
1720 s period in the low state, there is evidence that the two modulations are different 
phenomena. Whereas the peaks in the low state amplitude spectra are consistent with 
the spectral window function, the high state amplitude spectra peaks show neighbouring 
low-amplitude structures which distort the alias pattern envelope. During the transition 
from high to low state (run A322b), the 1718 s period is no longer the dominant modula­
tion, and is replaced by a modulation at 870 ± 30 s, consistent with the first harmonic of 
either the low or the high state fundamental variation. The 870 s variation has a similar 
phase to the 1718 s period of the previous four nights and its amplitude continues the 
trend established by the 1718 s amplitudes of the preceding high state runs (figure 6.12). 
The development of structures in the light curve towards the end of an outburst that are 
shifted by 0.5 in phase with respect to the original variations is reminiscent of the late 
superhumps seen in superoutbursting dwarf novae. 
It is not clear whether the 1718 s signal survives through the transition and is the same 
signal observed in the low state. The obvious way to resolve this uncertainty would be to 
obtain high-speed photometry of the star each night from its maximum brightness until 
its minimum brightness at V ~ 19.8, and to see whether the 1718 s period can be phased 
from high to low state. It seems likely that the low state principal variation is similar 
to that seen in CR Boo, where a fundamental variation appears with a-single harmonic. 
This is precisely what is seen in figure 6.10. It is tempting, therefore, to speculate that the 
low state period in CP Eri represents a coherent orbital period (like the 1471.4 s period 
in CR Boo), and that the principal variation in the high state is a superhump. More data 
will be required to refine the value of the low state period and to test its coherence. The 
observations of CP Eri by Provencal (1994) show a photometric period in the high state 
that is greater than the low state period. If the low state period is an orbital variation, 
the high state variation in these observations is a negative superhump. 
The structure of the fundamental and harmonics in the high state suggests nearby pe­
riodicities; an estimate of the period of the low-amplitude signal near the fundamental 
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1677 s. We are hoping to two periods - one a and other an 
orbital modulation, if our is correct with a beat period 1rv 
with CR Boo and AM CVn et al. 1991, Provencal 1994). 
orbital period and the a beat period of 13.38 
1490 s variation and the 1471.4 s variation have a beat h. The 
period between 1718 s is '"'-' 19 h. However, if the and its 
harmonic dominate state light curve, the orbital be consistent 
two low state runs A389 and A392, 7s. 
It is probable, period between the superhump 
periods in CP IS that for AM CVn. modulations 
in the AM CVn stars are superhumps, we can values for 
their orbital periods. a much longer period AM CVn (1028s: 
Patterson, Halpern & 1993). Because the 1J':"~"c;u to increase 
towards unity as Porb (see chapter 1), and will 
be smaller for CP than for all the other AM CVn Q"Q',l>rYl with the exception of 
Com. The beat of will thus be longer the other absorption­
line AM CV n the primary masses in AM CVn are the same, 
CP Eri is 43 h (see 1).rv 
The "outbursts" seen in V803 Boo and CP Eri has not been 
established. the low state are to dwarf novae outbursts: uu"u ...... 
in CR Boo, times for from V ~ 18.0 are in agreement 
with helium discs (Warner addition, we have observed 
superhump-like CP Eri as it fades to a low state. However, 
the amplitude photometric modulations more slowly than 
background transition to a low state. contrast to the 
amplitude superoutbursting SU UMa stars. during 
of a in V1l59 Ori (Patterson et fractional intensity 
modulation decreased from 0.107 at start of the plateau phase to 0.038 
at phase, 6 days to a magnitude ~"'N">-,~ 
this the background by only 0.5 mag. In 
, V803 Cen (O'Donoghue, Hill 1987) and CP Eri (this 
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the fractional intensi ties of the photometric variations increase as the system fades to a 
low state. This suggests that a different physical process is occurring in CP Eri, CR Boo 
and V803 Cen to modulate the background light. Differences between the AM CVn stars 
and the SU UMa stars might be expected because, during the fall to quiescence in SU 
UMa stars, the eccentricity of the accretion disc decreases as the disc is drained of mass. 
In the AM CVn stars, the decline to a low state is a result of falling M2 , and the disc may 
be more stable as the system fades to a low state than the disc of an SU UMa star as it 
declines to quiescence after a superoutburst. 
Chapter 7 
EC 15330- 403 
7.1 Introduction 
EC 15330-1403 was identified Edinburgh-Cape Survey et al. 1992 
ences therein) is the rr.',''''1','rI of AM CV n stars. The EC 
IS a for high latitude, ultra-violet excess stars in the 
and is southern counterpart northern (Green et 
1986). survey }S a rich source of blue stars such as AM CVn stars 
other 
of 15330 III 1989 by O'Donoghue et (1994) those of 
AM (Patterson 1992), and are to of V803 Cen..{O'Donoghue & 
Kilkenny 1989), Eri (Abbott al. 1992) CR Boo et al. in their 
states. features EC 15330 
of He I: "\4471 A and ,,\4387 A are weakly 
,,\4009 A "\4016 Ais strongest in the Neither lines 
nor He ,,\4686 A are seen. 
h high-speed photometry et al. 1994) obtained in and 
1993 show a prominent variation at 11 s with an of rv first 
monic at s is present with an amplitude of '" 1.3%, a weak second IS 
also observed. Apart from the fundamental 11 s variation and first two 
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Figure 7.1: The pulse shape of the 1119 s period during February and May 1993 (from 
O'Donoghue et al. 1994). The horizontal scale is in phase and the vertical in units of 
fractional intensity. There are subtle changes in the pulse shape during this time, but in 
comparison to e.g. V803 Cen and CP Eri, the mean light curve is very stable. 
no non-commensurate periods have been detected in EC 15330. This is in contrast to 
AM CVn, with its variable-amplitude 1011 s period (e.g. Solheim et al. 1991, Patterson, 
Halpern & Shambrook 1993), V803 Cen (175 s: O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989) and CR 
Boo (1471.4 s: Prover,cal 1994). 
Mean light curves of EC 15330 folded on the 1119 s period consist of a principal maximum 
at phase 0.0 and weaker secondary peaks around phase 0.5 (O'Donoghue et al. 1994). 
Warner (private communication) has observed that the small-scale structure around phase 
0.5 occurs at exactly one fifth of the principal frequency, and indicates the presence of a 
fourth harmonic in the light curve. The Fourier amplitude spectra of the corresponding 
data show a definite peak at the position of the fourth harmonic, although the amplitude 
of the peak is not higher than the surrounding noise. The pulse shape is very stable over 
a period of four months; however, there are some subtle changes in the mean light curves 
around phase 0.5 during this time (see figure 7.1 which is taken from O'Donoghue et al. 
1994). The stability of the mean pulse shape is in contrast to the night to night variability 
of the pulse shapes of CP Eri (chapter 6) and V803 Cen (O'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill 
1987, O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989, see also chapter 4). 
No variations in radial velocity or line profile changes in the range 300 - 3000 s have been 
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found in spectroscopy (0 et al. 1994). In an upper 
limit of 20 established veloci ty variations at 1119 s period. 
A search h variation "''-'''''''''''.''''£1 in AM CV n 
(Patterson, Shambrook 1993) to the weakness 
of the He I 1U'-'JLA'-''-' for asymmetry m some 
spectra (0 et al. 1994), but no changes were 
evident. An study is needed the are stronger) to whether 
there is variability in the asymmetry of the line profiles. 
Of the 15330-1403 IS most similar to AM CVn itself. Like AM 
CVn, constant mean (V ~ 13.7) and 
does not large-magnitude as those seen in V803 Cen 
CP Eri. photometric periods are to those AM classification 
scheme of (1995a), both AM EC 15330 are 
of the nova-like variables with optically thick are permanently 
ma with high rates of mass transfer from the secondary ('"'"' 3.9 X 1O-9M0 y-l). 
One ra<'ln.",'" which EC 15330 CVn differ is the at fundamental 
quency. AM CVn, the variations are harmonics a 1051 s fundamental, 
but the of this variation is smaller than the harmonic 
and is often not led (1995) to 
the variations in CV n are not simply s 
a more mechanism. which is very CVn in most other 
shows power at the uU.,'-'U.u<u frequency and two (as do CRLUVJ,U,",'" 
V803 CP Eri in the high . This suggests that CVn is an exceptional 
case absence of at the fundamental is not a general 
of the AM CV n stars in chapter 1 1.3.1). 
obtained by al. (1994) for the period are 1 ± 
0.1 s for February 1993 and 11 0.2 s in May 1993. between two 
suggests that, if the 11 s period is not constant (it is not expected 
with the 1051 s period AM CVn), the are very 
It be possible to track changes in the signal over longer 
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Table 7.1: Journal of observations: August 1995 high-speed photometry of EC 15330-1403 
Run Date (start) JDe (2440000+) Length (h) Exposure Mean "white 
time (s) light" magnitude 
A382 1995 August 25 9955.21018 2.0 10 13.3 
A386 1995 August 27 9956.20448 2.3 10 13.4 
A390 1995 August 28 9958.20858 1.7 10 13.4 
of time. To explore this idea, new high-speed photometry of EC 15330 was obtained in 
August 1995 and compared to a more extensive set of photometry obtained earlier in 1995 
at the Centre for Basement Astrophysics, Tucson. 
7.2 Observations 
High-speed photometry of EC 15330-1403 was obtained in August 1995 using the UCT 
Wright CCD on the 1 m telescope at Sutherland. Table 7.1 is a journal of the observa­
tions. The exposure time for all three runs was 10 s, and the observations were made 
without a filter. The mean white light magnitude of EC 15330 for each run was estimated 
by comparing the mean count rate of EC 15330 to that of an equatorial standard. The 
second of the three runs (A386) shows pronounced differential extinction-towards the end 
of the run, implying that the two comparison stars used for the differential photometry 
have redder colours than EC 15330. The data were reduced according to the procedure 
described in chapter 2. 
A second data set comprising eight runs was obtained in May, June and July 1995 using 
the robotic telescope at the Centre for Basement Astrophysics, Tucson (see Harvey et al. 
1995 for a description of the system), and was kindly made available to the writer by Joe 
Patterson. A journal of these runs is given in table 7.2. The exposure time was 2 min for 
each run, and the frames are separated by a dead time of rv 12 s. 
7.3. 1 
7.2: 
EC 15330-1403 
of observations: 
CBA West. 
May, June July high-speed 
Run 
J9861 
J9862 
J9863 
J9867 
J9893 
J9925 
Date 
May 
May 26 
1995 May 
1995 30 
9862.65951 
9863.64575 
9864.70603 
9867.66221 
9893.68832 
9925. 
Length 
6.9 
6.9 
6.9 
6.3 
1.4 
2.9 
of 
9926.65503 

7. Results 
runs In 7.1 are shown in 7.2. light curves resemble those in o'Donoghue 
et (1994) and show prominent non-sinusoidal variations with peaks rounder 
minima which occasionally contain small secondary peaks. peak-to-peak amplitude 
of the pulses is 10% and secondary peaks have amplitudes of 6% peak-to­rv 
peak. best-fit sinusoid for all three is shownj the parameters for the sinusoidal 
are listed table The CBA runs are In 7.3. 
Fourier amplitude spectra were calculated for each run in turn to check for any ~H""U",'~U 
in the structure from to The fundamental frequency and its 
harmonic are present in the second harmonic is visible at low amplitude 
in three of the eleven runs. Apart the f'V 1119 s variation and two harmonics, there 
is no further structure above the the nightly amplitude spectra. The 
and amplitudes fundamental 1119 s variation and its harmonic (Po, Ao,rv 
Ad obtained the nightly amplitude spectra are listed in 7.3. values 
obtained for fundamental period are consistent with a single period, as are those 
for first harmonic. The mean amplitude for fundamental is 0.020 ± 0.002 and that 
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Figure 7.2: High-speed photometry of EC 15330 obtained at Sutherland during August 
1995. The vertical axis is in units of differential magnitudes from the mean white light 
magnitude during each run. The best-fitting sinusoid is shown. 
for the first harmonic is 0.014 ± 0.003. The August runs (which have the highest time 
resolution: 10 s) were searched in the range 0.005 - 0.05 Hz for quasi-periodic oscillations 
such as the......., 26 s oscillation observed occasionally in AM CVn (Patterson et al. 1992). 
There was no structure above the noise in the amplitude spectra at these high frequencies. 
The runs were divided into monthly groups (see table 7.4) and the period of the principal 
variation and times of the first maximum for each group were determined. These periods 
and pulse timings were used to construct mean light curves for the individual runs (the 
periods in table 7.3 cannot be used because the nightly periods are very inaccurate and 
do not produce the best pulse shape). This was done by folding each run into 50 phase 
bins on the appropriate principal period. As there were no obvious differences in the pulse 
shape from night to night, the mean pulse shape for each monthly group was calculated. 
1 
EC15330. May, June July 1995 
9861+ (Days) 
0.6400 0.7733 0.9067 
-0.12 -0.12 
. ., 
\ "'. "... ~ .. JD 9861
.. . , " 
........." 

0.12 0.12 
JD 9862 
JD 9863 
JD 986-4 
JD 9867 
JD 
JD 9925 
JD 
0.6400 0.7733 0.9067 
listed in table 7.2. were made at 
the Centre for Astrophysics in Tucson and were available by 
Joe 
Figure 
is in differential magnitude 
for each run. 
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Table 7.3: Periods and amplitudes of the principal variations in each run. 
Run Po (8) Ao (mag) PI (8) Al (mag) Comments 
J9861 ll18 ± 13 0.021 ± 0.003 561 ± 3 0.016 ± 0.003 No 2nd harmonic 
J9862 lll9 ± 13 0.015 ± 0.003 558± 3 0.015 ± 0.003 No 2nd harmonic 
J9863 ll21 ± 13 0.020 ± 0.002 558± 3 0.014 ± 0.002 2nd harmonic : 
A =0.007 ± 0.002 
J9864 ll20 ± 18 0.020 ± 0.002 559± 4 0.014 ± 0.002 2nd harmonic: 
A =0.006 ± 0.002 
J9867 1120 ± 14 0.022 ± 0.002 561 ± 4 0.013 ± 0.002 No 2nd harmonic 
J9893 1117±62 0.021 ± 0.003 560 ± 16 0.019 ± 0.003 2nd harmonic: 
A =0.010 ± 0.004 
J9925 ll30 ± 31 0.021 ± 0.004 558 ± 7 0.012 ± 0.004 No 2nd harmonic 
J9926 1124 ± 33 0.018 ± 0.004 567± 8 0.010 ± 0.004 No 2nd harmonic 
A382 ll15 ± 43 0.023 ± 0.003 558 ± II 0.013 ± 0.001 No 2nd harmonic 
A386 ll10 ± 37 0.022 ± 0.001 566 ± 10 0.010 ± 0.002 No 2nd harmonic 
A390 1087 ± 48 0.022 ± 0.001 562 ± 13 0.016 ± 0.002 No 2nd harmonic 
As was the case with the 1993 observations (O'Donoghue et al. 1994), the mean light 
curve appears very stable on a time scale of months. The pulse shapes for the monthly 
groups of data, and for all the runs together, are shown in figure 7.4. The low-amplitude 
structure around phase 0.5 occurs at 0.2 of the principal period, as was the case with 
the mean light curves from O'Donoghue et al. (1994), implying the presence of a fourth 
harmonic of the principal period. 
The fundamental period in the August runs is clearly not the same as that obtained for 
the CBA runs and is incompatible with the results of O'Donoghue et al. (1994). The 
period obtained from all the CBA runs is 1118.9 ± 0.6 s: if this period is force-fit to the 
August runs by least squares, the amplitude obtained is 0.017 ±0.001. This is considerably 
smaller than the amplitude of 1114s in the August runs (A = 0.022±0.001). Also, folding 
the August light curves on 1118.9 s results in very noisy and badly-defined pulse shapes. 
Because of the different periods there is a suspicion that there is a period and/or a phase 
shift in the Sutherland runs relative to the ephemeris for the three months of CBA data. 
To identify the offending run( s), an ephemeris was calculated using the pulse timings and 
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Table 7.4: Periods, amplitudes and times of first maximum for the 1119 s period in rv 
monthly groups of runs , and in all the runs. 
Group of runs Period (s) Amplitude (mag) T max (J D0 2440000+ ) 
J9861 - J9864, J9867 1118.9 ± 0.5 0.020 ± 0.001 9861.65168 ± 0.00010 
J9893, J9925, J9926 1119.8 ± 0.2 0.022 ± 0.002 9893.69335 ± 0.00032 
a382, a386, a390 1114 ± 1 0.022 ± 0.001 9955.20409 ± 0.00024 
all runs 1118.95 ± 0.04 0.018 ± 0.001 9861.65178 ± 0.00007 
Table 7.5: Cycle counts and timings for pulse maxima of the 1118.9 s period 

Run cycle count JD0 (2440000+) Error in timing 

J9861 0 9861.651205 0.000253 
11 9861. 793861 0.000313 
J9862 78 9862.661794 0.000377 
89 9862.803964 0.000329 
J9863 154 9863.646408 0.000201 
165 9863.789011 0.000214 
J9864 236 9864.708445 0.000159 
243 9864.798947 0.000209 
J9867 464 9867.660675 0.000179 
474 9867.790322 0.000210 
J9893 2474 9893.693316 0.000321 
J9925 4942 9925.655841 0.000236 
J9926 5019 9926.653419 0.000286 
a382 7224 9955.209782 0.000084 
a386 7301 9956.204022 0.000105 
a390 7456 9958.214383 0.000136 
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Figure 7.4: Pulse shapes of the 1119 s period for each monthly group of runs, and for all 
the runs together. The horizonal scale is in phase, calculated so that phase 0 corresponds 
to the maximum of a sinusoid fitted to the light curve by least squares. The periods and 
the times of first maximum are listed in table 7.4. 
listed in table 7.5. The timings for the pulse were 
squares sinusoid with a period of 1118.9 s (the principal 
run in turn, and calculating the time of the 
of fitted sinusoid. The longer runs were 
npri"n.t"rr,pti separately for the second half of the run. 
IS 
= (2449861.65177 ± 0.00027) (0.012950924 0.000000072) (7.1) 
0- diagram is shown in figure 7.5. Apart one (which belongs 
to run A386, the second of the Sutherland runs), 0.0 
with a spread of a = 0.07 cycles (approximately are 
uncertainties in the observed pulse 
of the 0 - C values for all the other 
suspicion. However, it is not 
the star or an artificial error introduced by the acquisition error IS 
0.23 of the phase of the principal variation, or s, is not an obvious (e.g. 
4 min). No obvious timing errors were reported by at Sutherland on the"Pt"UP1C" 
night of 26 August, so the error is unlikely to from 
the CPS receiver. It could be that the ~"'~"~"""h on this short 
time scale. However, because of the stability CBA runs and 
the runs from 1993 in O'Donoghue et ( , we that the inconsistency is 
not due to the star. 
We now move on to a discussion amplitude spectra for the 
1995 EC 15330 observations, that for the second Sutherland 
run are (1994) drew attention to several alias patterns in 
their amplitude comparable to that of the second harmonic 
(see figure 7.6). were observed at 1.03 mHz, 1.36 mHz and rv rv 
rv 1.91 were present in the May 1993 observations but 
O'Donoghue et al. (1994) suggest that 
peaks 1.03 mHz and 1.91 peaks are t"V rv 
the peaks by 0.143±0.003 mHz (measured 
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Figure 7.5: 0 - C diagram of the timings of the pulse maxima with respect to a period 
of 1118.9 s. The 0 - C result for run A386 (solid diamond) is much larger than those for 
the other 10 runs. 
from the published amplitude spectrum). This is reminiscent of the fine structure seen 
in AM CVn spectra, but the spacing is much larger than the 22.7 11Hz splitting observed 
in AM CVn. The beat period corresponding to a frequency splitting of 0.143 mHz is 
~ 1.94 h. In addition to the rv 1.03 mHz and rv 1.91 mHz satellite peaks, the fundamental 
and the first harmonic are accompanied by a second pair of low-amplitude components 
separated from the harmonic peaks by 0.065 ± 0.003 mHz; the beat period implied by this 
frequency splitting is ~ 4.27 h. 
The group of five May 1995 CBA runs offers the best hope for finding detailed structure 
near the fundamental and first harmonic. This is because the May runs are both long 
(with an average length of over six hours) and closely-spaced (four of the five runs were 
obtained on consecutive nights). The advantage of long runs is that the window pattern 
of a period in the data will be narrow and have few alias peaks to choose from (the width 
of the window pattern is a measure of the length of the runs) and the close spacing of the 
runs results in simpler alias structure within the window pattern. 
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S5504-S5508 15330-1403 May 1993 
PERIOD (S) 
1999 832 524 383 302 249 212 184 153 145 132 
0 . 0210 .-__L-__~__-L__~____~__-L__~____~__~____L-__-L--r 
a 
0 . 0140 
AMPLITUDE 
0.0070 
0.0000 
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FREQUENCY (M Hz) 
Figure 7.6: Fourier amplitude spectrum from O'Donoghue et al. (1994). The lower 
arrows indicate the 'satellite' peaks with a frequency difference of rv 0.13 mHz from the 
main peaks; the upper arrows show the peaks separated from the harmonic peaks by 
rv 0.05 mHz. The fundamental variation and the first, second and fourth harmonics are 
indicated by asterisks. 
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Figure 7.7 shows the amplitude spectrum for the May CBA runs up to the Nyquist fre­
quency. The power at low frequencies may be due to differential extinction and other 
second order low-frequency trends that remain after the data are de-trended by subtract­
ing a straight line. The main features are the fundamental variation and its first harmonic. 
The second harmonic is weakly present with an amplitude of about 0.003 mag. A broad 
peak consistent with the third harmonic also appears with an amplitude of ,...., 0.002 mag. 
Unfortunately, because of the time resolution of the CBA data, the presence of the fourth 
harmonic (present at low amplitude in the Sutherland data) cannot be confirmed in the 
CBA observations. 
Figure 7.8 shows close-ups of the regions surrounding the fundamental variation and the 
first harmonic. The values for the period, amplitude and time of first maximum of the 
fundamental in the May 1995 runs are listed in table 7.4; the results for the first harmonic 
are P = 559.5 ± 0.2 s, A = 0.014 ± 0.001 mag and Tmax =JD0 9861.65123 ± 0.00008. In 
both cases, the alias pattern matches the spectral window function fairly closely. The ar­
rows in figure 7.8 indicate the approximate positions of the low-amplitude fine structure 
observed in figure 7.6. There is no obvious structure at the positions of the arrows on the 
high-frequency side of the fundamental, but there are two peaks on the high-frequency 
side of the first harmonic in the region of the second arrow that do not have counterparts 
on the low-frequency side, and are thus not part of the spectral window. 
To check whether there is significant structure beneath the alias patterns--of the harmonic 
peaks, the observations were pre-whitened by the fundamental and the first harmonic fre­
quencies, and the amplitude spectra were re-calculated (see figure 7.9). The low-amplitude 
window pattern revealed near the position of the fundamental frequency is barely above 
the noise level and is probably not significant. Apart from a definite peak at the second of 
the two arrows for the first harmonic, there is no significant structure in the pre-whitened 
spectra. This tentative identification of a satellite peak for the first harmonic should be 
treated with caution, however, because the observed peak is barely above the noise level, 
and the precise frequencies of the satellite peaks in figure 7.6 are not known. Also, the 
amplitude of the peak at the second arrow is approximately 0.0020 mag, less than half 
the amplitude of the corresponding peak in figure 7.6, i.e. 0.042 mag (the vertical scale 
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CBA data: May, June, July 1995 
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Figure 7.7: Fourier amplitude spectrum for the five CBA runs from May 1995 up to 
the Nyquist frequency. Apart from the low-frequency noise, the main features are the 
fundamental and the first harmonic; the second and third harmonics may also be present 
at low amplitude. The asterisks mark the positions of the fundamental and first three 
harmonics. 
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Figure 7.8: The fundamental and the first harmonic of figure 7.7 on a larger scale. The 
spectral window function is shown as an inset. The arrows mark the approximate positions 
of the satellite peaks seen in figure 7.6. The structure on the high-frequency side of the 
first harmonic at the position of the second arrow is not part of the spectral window. 
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in figure 7.6 is in units of fractional intensity). 
The two remaining groups of runs (June/July 1995 and August 1995) were examined in 
the same way for evidence of fine structure and for signals underlying the fundamental 
and the first harmonic. No signals corresponding to the fine structure in figure 7.6 was 
observed. 
7.4 Discussion 
The fine structure present in figure 7.6 is not obvious in the 1995 observations, and al­
though there is a peak consistent with the second of the two satellite peaks for the first 
harmonic, it occurs at a much lower amplitude than the peak in figure 7.6. O'Donoghue 
et al. (1994) point out that the low-amplitude peaks at 1.03 mHz , 1.36 mHz andrv rv 
rv 1.91 mHz do not appear in their observations from February 1993. If the satellite peaks 
in figure 7.6 are the same phenomenon as seen in power spectra of AM eVn, the fre­
quency splitting between the principal peak and the low-amplitude peak would represent 
the beat period between the orbital and a superhump period. There is a possibility of 
beating between an orbital period and a negative superhump, or between a positive and 
a negative superhump. If both superhumps are present in the star at the same time, and 
both have a train of harmonics, the splitting between the harmonic peaks of the positive 
and negative superhumps will increase with the harmonic index. This is not what is 
observed here: the splitting between the satellite peaks and the harmonic peaks appears 
to be a constant amount (although this will require verification, as the numbers quoted 
here were measured from a published spectrum). A constant frequency difference between 
harmonic peaks and satellite peaks would then be a similar phenomenon to the multiplet 
structure seen at the harmonic peaks of AM eVn, where the 20.77 J.tHz splitting corre­
sponds to the beat period between a normal superhump and the orbital period. If this 
is the case in Ee 15330, the two pairs of satellite peaks give us candidate beat periods of 
1.94 hand 4.27 h. According to the discussion in chapter 1 section 1.3.1, the beat period is 
proportional to Ml P;;~74(h). If we assume that Ml is the same in AM eVn and Ee 15330 
(there is no evidence that this should be the case, however)' then Ee 15330 should have 
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Figure 7.9: Amplitude spectra of the May 1995 CBA observations in the region of the 
fundamental (top) and first harmonic, pre-whi tened by the harmonic peaks. The asterisks 
mark the positions of the (removed) fundamental and the first harmonic peaks. The 
arrows indicate the approximate positions of the satellite peaks in figure 7.6. Apart from 
a definite peak at the second of the two arrows for the first harmonic, there is no obvious 
structure corresponding to the peaks observed in figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.10: 0 - C diagrams of AM CVn with respect to a mean period of 1051.2 s (from 
Patterson et al. 1993). The dashed lines indicate uncertain cycle count. The wanderings 
of O-C in EC 15330 during 1995 (figure 7.5) are similar to these changes, although the 
baseline of observation for EC 15330 is only 5 months. 
a beat period of approximately 16 h. If the mass of the primary in EC 15330 is smaller 
than that of AM CV n, the predicted beat period would be less than this. 
The results from O'Donoghue et al. (1994) and the CBA observations from early 1995 
suggest that the changes in the 1119 s period are modest, wi th drifts of approximately 
0.1 cycles over four months. Although there is no conclusive evidence that the discrepant 
point in figure 7.5 does not represent a period change in the star itself, there are several 
reasons for suspecting an artificial cause. The value of O-C from A386 is over 5a from the 
results for the other runs. In addition, the 0 - C values from the preceding and following 
nights (runs A382 and A390) are virtually identical. It is unlikely that the photometric 
period in EC 15330, which until then had been fairly stable, would change so drastically 
on a time scale less than a day, and then return just as rapidly to its starting point. If 
we ignore the point from run A386, we see that the fundamental period of EC 15330 is 
definitely changing over the four month period; however, the changes are small enough to 
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allow an unambiguous cycle count during this time. The gentle changes are comparable 
to, but smaller than those observed in AM CVn. Figure 7.10 shows O-C diagrams of AM 
CVn during four seasons of densely-spaced observation, with respect to the mean period 
of 1051.2s (taken from Patterson et al. 1993). The principal period in AM CVn shows 
wanderings of '" 0.4 cycles on a time scale of '" 5 months. The period drifts observed in 
EC 15330, the many similarities to AM CVn, and the fact that EC 15330 is likely to have 
a small mass ratio (the radial velocity variations are not measurable), all strongly suggest 
that the 1119 s period is a superhump caused by periodic stressing of the outer edge of a 
non-circular accretion disc. 
Chapter 8 
Discussion 
8.1 Summary 
Superhumps are seen in a variety of CVs, including SU UMa dwarf novae in superoutburst, 
Z Cam dwarf novae, nova-likes and nova remnants, and intermediate polars. Superhumps 
are thought to be caused by accretion disc precession. Normal superhumps are caused by 
periodic enhancements of tidal dissipation in the outer regions of an eccentric, progradely 
precessing disc. Prograde disc precession is expected to be possible only for systems 
with mass ratios less than 0.22 and for high rates of mass transfer through the discf',J 
(Md 3 x 10-9-1 X 10-8 M0y-I). Negative superhumps are thought to be caused by f',J 
tilted discs with regressing nodes, although the precise mechanism that modulates the 
system brightness at the negative superhump period has not been identified. 
The AM CVn stars form the end of a mass ratio sequence among CVs along which tidal 
effects become increasingly obvious. Spectroscopic and photometric similarities between 
the AM CVn stars and SU UMa stars in superoutburst suggest that the AM CVn stars 
possess precessing accretion discs, and that their photometric variations are consistent 
with a superhump interpretation. The one exception, GP Com, probably has too Iowa 
mass transfer rate to maintain a precessing eccentric disc. 
Summarized below are the principal conclusions of this work. 
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1. 	 Hydrogen-rich superhumpers 
• 	 Nova-like variables and nova remnants with orbital periods below 2 harerv 
good superhump candidates because they are likely to have both small mass 
ratios and high rates of mass transfer. Several nova remnants that have been 
put forward as superhump candidates (due to discrepancies between their spec­
troscopic and photometric or polarimetric periods) may, however, be desyn­
chronised polars. 
• V 442 	Oph has a variable photometric period that is less than its spectroscopic 
period; the photometric period is probably a negative superhump. In general, 
the superhump shows power only at the fundamental frequency; however, in one 
run, the first and second harmonics of the superhump frequency were present. 
• 	 Dwarf nova oscillations with periods around 25.5 s were detected in V442 rv 
Oph in observations from July 1995. 
• 	 Spectra of TY PsA in superoutburst show line profile asymmetries that vary 
with a period that is consistent with the beat period between the superhump 
and the orbital period. 
2. 	 V803 Cen 
• 	 The absorption lines in time-resolved spectra (from O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 
1989) show variations in skewness which are consistent with accretion disc 
precession. However, a unique period could not be determined. 
• 	 Radial velocity measurements reported in Westin (1980) vary with a period of 
73 ± 2 h. If the principal period in the photometry, 1613.0 ± 0.3 s, is a (normal) 
superhump, the radial velocity period implies an orbital period of 1603.1 ±0.3 s. 
• 	 One of the more fascinating things about V803 Cen is the almost identical 
sequence of pulse shapes reported in O'Donoghue, Menzies & Hill (1987) and 
O'Donoghue & Kilkenny (1989). The combination of the harmonics (and any 
unresolved multiplet components) in the light curve creates a pattern that 
seems to drift first one way and then the other as one looks at mean light 
curves, night by night. Comparing the sequences of mean light curves from 
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1987 and 1988, the pulse shape evolution appears to be periodic with a period 
of about seven days. A more extensive data set is required to investigate this 
possi bili ty. 
• 	 An amplitude spectrum in the region of the principal period shows an intricate 
web of closely-spaced periods. If the 1613.0 s period is removed from the data, 
the signal with the largest amplitude is at 1608.4 s: the alias pattern of this 
signal and that of the 1613.0 s period are not resolved. This implies that the 
values of both the 1613.0 s and the 1608.4 s signals are not properly determined . 
Because of the asymmetric shape of the alias pattern in the original power 
spectrum, it could be that the second strongest contributor of power is not 
1608.6 s, but its one cycle per day alias at 1579.2 s. 
• 	 A signal with a period of 1603.4 ± 0.3 s is present with an amplitude of approx­
imately one third of the principal 1613.0 s period. The period of this signal 
is consistent with the orbital period predicted by the radial velocity variation. 
This signal has the fourth largest amplitude in the region of 1613 s. The third 
largest amplitude signal has a period of 1588.0 s. 
• 	 The phase variation of the 1613.0 s period in the original photometry is similar 
to the phase variation of the principal period in synthetic data composed of a 
superposition of two sinusoids, one with the parameters of the 1613.0 s varia­
tion, and the other with the parameters of the 1608.4 s variation. We cannot 
choose between the 1608.6 s variation and its one cycle per day alias at 1579.2 s 
because the phase variation of the principal period in synthetic data using the 
parameters of the 1613.0 s and the 1579.2 s signals, is an equally good imitation 
of the phase variation in the original data. The beat period between 1613.0 s 
and 1608.6 s, however, corresponds to the period proposed for the pulse shape 
changes. 
• 	If the second strongest contributor of power is 1579.2 s, we could speculate that 
this is a negative superhump, as its period is less than the orbital period. This 
leaves the 1588.0 s period unaccounted for. 
3. 	GP Com 
• 	 The light curves of GP Com obtained over a baseline of five months are dom­
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inated by flickering on a time scale of 15 - 20 min, superimposed on low­f'V 
frequency variations with amplitudes of f'V 0.05 mag. 
• 	 Amplitude spectra of individual runs show a broad power excess at low fre­
quencies. The low-frequency variations are not consistent with a single period, 
and may be due to the windowing of the light curve, or due to differential 
extinction. 
• Excess power appears in the region of the orbital frequency on several nights, 
with an amplitude and frequency that changes from night to night. On two 
nights, the power excess is quite pronounced. There is thus evidence of inter­
mittent structure in the light curve that produces excess power on a time scale 
similar to that of the orbital period. 
4. 	 CP Eri 
• 	 The mean high state light curve is very similar to those of SU UMa stars in 
superoutburst. The high state amplitude spectrum shows a principal variation 
with a period of 1718 ± 2 s together with three harmonics. The detailed struc­
ture of the peaks in the amplitude spectrum suggests the presence of nearby 
low-amplitude signals. 
• 	 The low state amplitude spectrum shows a fundamental variation at 1721 ± 7 s 
together with one harmonic. The alias patterns of these signals are consistent 
with the spectral window function, suggesting that the low state modulation 
has a constant frequency, amplitude and phase during the two nights of low 
state observation. 
• 	 During the transition to a low state, the light curve develops secondary fea­
tures displaced from the original maxima by 0.5 cycles, reminiscent of latef'V 
superhumps seen in SU UMa stars. The light curve assumes a double-peaked 
shape with the dominant power in the first harmonic of the principal high state 
period. 
• 	 There is an inverse dependence between the amplitude (in magnitudes) of the 
principal variation and the overall magnitude of the star, although the intensity 
of the modulations decreases as the star fades to a low state. 
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more slowly than the background 
• 	 The 
light. 	 the amplitudes 
on a scale the light. 
5. 	 15330-1403 
• 	 Amplitude of from June, July and August 1995 a 
variation at rv 1119 s with to 
• 	 run obtained in August ~hows timings pulse maxima do not agree 
with timings from the runs. is unlikely that apparent period change 
IS to the from nights preceding 
immediately following discrepant run were consistent wi th the period 
obtained the runs. 
• 	 Apart from one discrepant run, values 0 - C calculated with to 
an for a scatter of a 0.07 over 
month baseline. During this gentle the 11 s period 
are sufficiently small to allow an unambiguous count. 
• 	 Amplitude spectra of runs from May were searched for fine structure. 
Apart a low-amplitude peak was observed a frequency similar to 
of a seen the amplitude spectrum o'Donoghue al. (1994), 
no obvious constant frequency splittings were 
8.2 Models and eculations 
yet, no model has proposed to why the splitting in am­
plitude of AM T""",."", of absorption line 
(c) obvious on the high-frequency side the 
between the splitting 
period is unlikely to be mere coincidence, and it is probable that 
the is somehow responsible the asymmetrical multiplet structure. 
quantity for different harmonics has 
in, for example, structure 
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in an amplitude spectrum is often caused by closely-spaced oscillation modes. If each of 
these modes has a non-sinusoidal shape, the fundamental of each mode will be accompa­
nied by a train of harmonics. For each mode, the amplitude spectrum will show peaks at 
twice, thrice etc. times the fundamental frequency. The splitting observed between the 
first harmonics of the various modes will thus be larger than the splitting observed be­
tween the fundamental frequencies . The splitting increases with harmonic number. This 
is not what is observed in AM eVn, and has led Marsh (1994) and Provencal et al. (1995) 
to declare that the constant 20.77 ttHz splitting is inconsistent with the hypothesis that 
the periodicities observed in AM eVn are harmonics of an unseen fundamental. There is 
nothing preventing the principal peaks in each multiplet from being harmonics, but the 
fine structure must arise in a different way. 
We also require that the small multiplet peaks be more prominent on the high-frequency 
side of the local principal peak. This means that the frequency splitting cannot simply 
be due to amplitude modulation of the local principal signal, as this would yield two 
sidebands with equal amplitudes, one on each side of the principal peale Is there a way in 
which one can obtain the constant frequency splitting seen in AM eVn which is consistent 
with what we know about the system, i.e. that it is a very compact binary with a bright 
disc? 
8.2.1 The "Reflection" Model 
A model that can explain many of the properties of the fine structure in the AM eVn 
amplitude spectrum has been proposed by Brian Warner (private communication). If the 
superhump light is emitted directly from the accretion disc and has a non-sinusoidal pro­
file, we will observe a fundamental variation with a train of harmonics (the fundamental 
is missing from AM eVn). In addition, suppose that the secondary is reflecting some of 
the superhump light to us. If the secondary were fixed in the inertial frame, we would not 
notice the reflected light because the delay between the arrival of the disc light and the 
reflected light is too small. However, as the secondary moves in the binary orbit, its re­
flecting area (as seen by the observer) varies, both on the orbi tal period because only one 
half of the secondary is illuminated by the disc, and at twice the orbital period because 
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the is Roche-lobe shaped and has same reflecting area when it is side-on 
to line sight (this occurs twice orbit). we should see the 
harmonic train modulated both at 
If we the as a sum of Fourier components (ignoring any 
information) as 
Acos(wot) + cos(2wot) Ccos(3wot) + Dcos(4wot) +... (8.1) 
Wo is the fundamental superhump frequency) we will see peaks the amplitude 
spectrum at wo,2wo, 3wo} ... We need to multiply the harmonic train by a cos(ftt) 
(J cos(2ftt), where ft is the orbital frequency: 
[acos(ftt) + (J cos(2ftt)] [A cos(wot) + B cos(2wot) + C cos(3wot) + D cos(4wot) ...J (8.2) 
gIves a of of which the product of two ,",V,'Ul'CO Applying 
the rule 
1 (0+ 4» (0 - 4»2(cosO + cos 4» cos -2- cos -2- (8.3) 
yields a Fourier sum of form 
(JA
2 + wo)t + cos(ft - wo)t] + 2 [cos(2ft + wo)t cos(2ft ­
aB 

2 [cos(ft + 2wo)t + cos(ft - 2wo)tJ+ T[cos(2ft + 2wo)t + cos(2ft ­
aC (JC
+T[cos(ft + 3wo)t cos(ft - 3wo)t] T[cos(2ft + 3wo)t + cos(2ft - 3wo)t] ... 
(8.4) 
so we expect peaks the spectrum at 
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D+wo, D -Wo, 2D +Wo, 2D - Wo 
D + 2wo, D - 2wo, 2D + 2wo, 2D - 2wo 
D + 3wo, D - 3wo, 2D + 3wo, 2D - 3wo, ... 
and so on. The D +Wo and D - Wo components will have the same amplitude, as will the 
2D +Wo and 2D - Wo components, etc. It can be seen that the peaks that will have the 
same power are not in the same part of the amplitude spectrum. The fine structure at a 
particular frequency does not come from modulations of the local principal frequency but 
comes from beats between modulations in other parts of the spectrum. For example, the 
combinations (D + 2wo) and (D - 2wo) of the orbital frequency and the first superhump 
harmonic in AM CVn, give components at 347.9 sand 1074.6 s. These two components 
will have similar amplitudes, and not the components on either side of the 350.4 s second 
harmonic. If the noise is different in the region of 347.9s and 1074.6s, the amplitudes 
of the two components will differ. In general, because of the way the fine structure 
peaks are formed in the various combinations of frequencies, it is not unlikely that they 
have detectable amplitudes only on the high-frequency side of the harmonic peaks. This 
will happen if only the first few combinations of the harmonics wi th P orb and ~ P orb appear. 
This model can be used to explain the absence of low-amplitude structure at the funda­
mental and the first harmonic in the low state amplitude spectrum of CP Eri. In the high 
state, the disc is sufficiently large and massive to produce superhump light which is re­
flected by the secondary, producing fine structure that appears in the amplitude spectrum 
as closely-spaced modes near the superhump fundamental and its harmonics. In the low 
state, although the system light is still dominated by disc emission, it may be that the disc 
radius is smaller than the tidal resonance radius r32 and superhumps are not produced. All 
we see, therefore, is a brightness modulation at the orbital period and at half the orbital 
period (i.e. the factor in the second set of square brackets in equation 8.2 disappears) . 
Low state amplitude spectra of CR Boo, too, show only a fundamental and one harmonic 
peak: both of these periodicities maintain a constant phase, amplitude and frequency on 
a time scale of weeks. In the low state of V803 Cen, the photometric variations are at 
a very reduced amplitude, although a signal near 1611 s was detected in combinations of 
runs (O'Donoghue et al. 1990) . We know that V803 Cen is at a lower inclination than AM 
CVn and CR Boo (O 'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989), so this may account for the differences. 
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We would expect structure the amplitude of SU stars superout­
burst, since it is likely that the the superhump to us the way 
above the AM eVn stars. There is evidence that such a reflection effect 
d of the superoutburst of WZ 
hump was visible, and (1993) shows that 
adequately understood as the of 
the reflection in the AM eVn stars should higher III 
the SU UMa the is so very close to the There are no 
very long high speed photometry runs available for UMa stars in superoutburst, 
superhump period drifts rapidly superoutburst. addition, the orbital 
of SU UMa longer than of the AM eVn and it 
difficult to detect the very signals we can see in AM eVn, 
where are more cycles night. 
The hydrogen-rich permanent superhumpers (such as BK Lyn) appear to III an 
librium state that is not attained the SU UMa stars during short-lived superout­
bursts. The pulse shapes of the permanent are usually more than 
those of a superoutbursting SU UMa star (although Oph has intermittent 
harmonic Now, AM eVn stars, supposedly an equilib­
and 15330 all eR V803 and ep 
during that are similar to those 
the UMa stars. Why is this? between the hydrogen-rich 
superhumpers the AM eVn stars are because of the discs hence 
the of the spot AM eVn stars. In AM eVn itself, the 
humped be due an equally bright superhump light source and a late 
in the spot or variable overflow. 
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8.3 Future work 
Whole Earth Telescope observations are the best tool to use to unravel the complex pho­
tometric behaviour of the AM CVn stars. Frequency splitting from the harmonic peaks 
has only been observed clearly in AM CVn itself, and it is not yet certain whether the 
other stars show multiplet structure in their amplitude spectra. WET observations of CR 
Boo and V803 Cen are difficult to analyse and interpret because of the different photo­
metric behaviour in the high and low states. EC 15330 may be a good target, as it is 
the system most like AM CVn itself. In addition, WET observations of SU UMa stars 
in superoutburst would reveal whether they, too, show fine structure in their amplitude 
spectra. Because the disc precession period of most SU UMa stars is 2.2 d, multi­rv 
longitude observations are necessary to give good coverage of the beat cycle. With the 
recent discovery of systems such as V1159 Ori and RZ LMi, which show very frequent 
superoutbursts, Whole Earth Telescope coverage of superoutbursts has become more fea­
sible. 
There is a distinct lack of long-term light curves for the large-amplitude AM CVn stars. 
Unfortunately, the stars with the least coverage are (as is usually the case) the fainter 
stars: even in its high state, CP Eri (at V ~ 16.7) is far beyond the range of most amateur 
astronomers. From the sparse data that are available, it appears that the behaviour of 
V803 Cen is more erratic than CR Boo (O'Donoghue & Kilkenny 1989). It could be that, 
as an AM CVn star evolves towards longer orbital periods, the system spends increas­
ingly less time in the high state. Unfortunately we have neither the theoretical models (of 
irradiation-modulated mass transfer in helium-rich systems) nor the observational data 
to test this hypothesis. It might be worth examining plate archives to see whether GP 
Com has undergone an outburst in the past: if it is the helium-rich analogue of SU UMa 
stars such as WZ Sge, it is expected to show outbursts with a recurrence time of decades. 
Spectroscopic campaigns similar to that of Patterson, Halpern &Shambrook (1993) should 
be carried out for the remaining absorption-line AM CVn stars to search for evidence of 
disc precession. EC 15330 is the obvious target, as it is most similar to AM CVn, and the 
parallels between it and AM CVn should be more numerous than for the other stars. An 
attempt by O'Donoghue et al. (1994) to search for line profile asymmetries in EC 15330 
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of the lines. Time-resolved spectroscopy the 
should obtained are however, there 1S no way we have of 
when the lines will be stronger. eR In high state, wi th widths and 
variable profiles those of AM eVn, would be a 
Does that displays superhumps, display profile varying on 
the beat superhump and orbital period? This is an problem. 
Shambrook (1993) that absorption superhumpers 
will show asymmetry and/or I-velocity variations on the beat period I"\PltulI'pn 
superhump and orbital period. What of the emission line Some stars 
may only emission lines when disc radius is less than 1'32 (this is the case for 
many SU UMa stars quiescence). Other emission line such as V603 Aql, show 
permanent (normal) superhumps: there should be a spectroscopic signature of pre­
cessing disc the lines are Doppler-broadened in the accretion disc). It could be 
that the V / ratio is variable the core, motion in outer accretion 
should most obvious. 
extreme mass ratios in AM eVn stars, the radial velocity variations of 
the primary are very smalL However, In 
secondary would a velocity with an or 
more over the could identified 
Boo, V803 or , the period the ,nTC'TAlrrl to determine. 
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